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Abstract

It is very well understood how to evaluate and find, in different senses, optimal
linear projections of measurements on linear systems. The solution to the linear
least squares problem, the principal component analysis and partial least squares
are all examples of well known techniques that work very well as long as the de-
pendencies in data are fairly linear. When the measurements are due to nonlinear
systems or due to measurements on a finite number of objects (classification), it
is much more difficult not only to find an optimal projection, but also to asses
a general quality measure to a particular projection. The dimension of the mea-
surement is often high, so the search for projections is motivated by the desire
to visualize in 2-dimensional diagrams, the need to reduce data with minimal loss
(data compression) and to efficiently parameterize nonlinear models.

For classification of measurements on a finite number of objects, the projection
quality is naturally connected to how accurate the classification can be conducted
despite the data reduction due to the projection. In this work, methods to estimate
this accuracy as well as numerical methods to find the optimal projection with
respect to this estimated accuracy are investigated. It is found that the nonlinear
conjugate gradient method on the Grassmann manifold is one of the most time
efficient numerical optimization methods to use with this type of problems.

For nonlinear dynamical systems modeled by nonlinear ARX model structures,
the challenge is to find projections of the regression vector that isolate a nonlinear
curve or surface. It is not obvious that such low-dimensional projections that well
fit the system always exist. When they do exist, for instance when the nonlinearities
enter the system additively, we show that the projection can rather efficiently be
estimated by using multi-index models fitted by least squares criteria.

There is also an interesting hybrid case where a continuous system is analyzed by
measurements on a finite number of calibration classes. We show how the resulting
measurement classes can be used by techniques borrowed from discriminant analysis
in order to find good projections where a continuous regression can be performed.
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1

Introduction

The topic of this thesis is projections – how to find and evaluate linear projections
of measurements for classification and nonlinear system identification. Projections
are used routinely in signal processing and multivariate data processing for esti-
mation, compression, visualization and much more. The essential operations in for
instance linear regression, Kalman filtering and principal component analysis can
be understood by plain geometrical projections.

Our main motivations to search for projections are data compression and 2-
or 3-dimensional visualization but also robust estimation and efficient model pa-
rameterization. This work aims to contribute to the understanding of projection
evaluation and optimization – an area that is very well understood for linear sys-
tems and structures but today less understood in the discrete and nonlinear cases.

1.1 Projection

The Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus describes the act of geometrical projection
as to

. . . draw straight lines from a center or parallel lines through every
point of (a given figure) to produce a corresponding figure on a surface
or a line by intersecting it.

1



2 Introduction

The corresponding figure on the surface or the line is understood to be the projec-
tion. Apparently every point in space has a corresponding point on the surface or
the line. Collins English Dictionary describes a projection as

. . . the representation of a line, figure, or solid on a given plane as
it would be seen from a particular direction or in accordance with an
accepted set of rules.

The word projection also has many other semantic bearings. The interpretations
above fit however well into our context; we use projections as a geometric tool for
data analysis and mathematical modeling.

A photograph is a good example of a projection, although most of us do not
think of what we image in terms of points or lines. The essence is that 3-dimensional
objects may be represented by 2-dimensional images. This data compression from
three to two dimensions allows us to store hundreds of images or photographs in a
single album. If the photographs are reasonably good, a person or a place can con-
fidently be identified by visual inspection, despite the very compact representation.
Need not be said, this is not true if the photographer chooses a poor projection
angle.

In this work we will actually use projections much like we use photographs: to
compress and to visualize data.

1.1.1 Formal Definition and Generalization

By projection we intuitively understand a (one or) 2-dimensional representation
of a 3-dimensional object. We will however formalize the projection by the use of
linear algebra.

The act of a projection is thus defined by a linear transformation; the point x
in R

3 is mapped to x′ in the subspace R
2 by the transformation matrix S in R

3×2,

x′ =

[
x′

1

x′
2

]
= ST x =

[
s11 s21 s31

s12 s22 s32

]


x1

x2

x3


 =

[
s11x1 + s21x2 + s31x3

s12x1 + s22x2 + s32x3

]
. (1.1)

This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Note that x′ by this transformation is described
in a new coordinate basis {e′1, e′2} chosen for the plane Π′. Note also that S can
only project points or a set of points.

As long as the new basis vectors spans the plane (or linear subspace) Π′, we
actually have freedom to choose coordinate basis. It is often practical and always
numerically sound, however, to choose S to be orthonormal, ST S = I2. If S is
orthonormal, then the rank-2 matrix H = SST is the projection matrix and Hx
the projection of x onto Π′ described in the original 3-dimensional coordinate basis
{e1, e2, e3}. A projection matrix has (by definition) the property

HH = SST SSS = SST = H (1.2)
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e1

e2

e3

e′1

e′2

Π′

x′

x

y′

y

z′

z

Figure 1.1 Orthogonal projection of three points x, y and z onto the plane
Π′. The projected coordinates expressed in the basis {e′1, e′2}
are ST x, ST y and ST z. Expressed in the basis {e1, e2, e3} the
projected coordinates are Hx, Hy and Hz where H = SST

is the projection matrix. The projection direction is normal
(perpendicular) to Π′, ST S = I.

which of course means that a repetition of the projection operation is inconsequen-
tial; HHx = Hx.

In the linear algebraic framework nothing restricts the projections to be one or
2-dimensional images of 3-dimensional objects. The only restriction we will impose
is actually that a projection is an image in lower dimensions; that S is a mapping
R

n → R
k, where k < n. We will allow n to attain values far beyond what can

be easily comprehended using our experience of geometry in three dimensions –
say n = 1000 or more. This actually allows us to see 2-dimensional projections of
objects or events that reside in, for instance, 1000 dimensions.

Definition 1.1 (Projection)
A projection is a linear transformation

S : R
n → R

k

where S in R
n×k has full column rank and k < n.
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Definition 1.2 (Projection Matrix)
A projection matrix is a linear transformation

H : R
n → R

n

such that

HH = H.

For an overview of definitions, operators and symbols commonly used throughout
the thesis we refer to the last page of the thesis.

1.1.2 Linear Subspace

With every projection S is associated a linear subspace, namely the space spanned
by the columns of S, “the projection plane”. A vector x lies in this subspace if and
only if

ST h = 0 ⇒ hT x = 0, (1.3)

that is, the projection of x onto the normal (orthogonal complement) of S should
be 0. Generally, many projections span the same subspace, however, which means
S is not a unique identifier for a corresponding subspace, S and SQ will define the
same subspace whenever the k-by-k matrix Q has full rank.

Many functions that we will encounter later, see for instance Section 3.3.2, are
homogeneous:

F (S) = F (SQ). (1.4)

This is typical for a function that describes the information contents in a projection
S. The information contents is, at least by intuition, independent of coordinate
basis (basis invariant). These functions are thus rather functions of the subspace –
the projection S is only one among many possible representatives of the subspace.
An example of a coordinate basis invariant measure is the Mahalanobis distance
used in discriminant analysis, see Section 3.3.2.

The fact that the choice of projection coordinate basis is inconsequential to some
functions has impact on the optimization programs we will study in Chapter 2.
The distinction between projection and subspace is therefore important – that
we perhaps search for an optimal subspace but conduct the search over different
projections.

1.2 Motivation and Examples

To find and use linear projections is relevant in many applications. Examples of
some fundamental problem categories are given here. The border lines between the
categories below are however very diffuse.
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1.2.1 Visualization

Visualization is one important incitement to search for and use linear projections.
Whenever a set of points in R

3 or higher dimensions are at hand, it will be of
interest to produce a 2-dimensional projection plane to be printed or displayed on
a computer screen. Actually there are techniques to visualize three dimensions
by certain graphics hardware together with glasses that enable stereoscopic vision,
but higher dimensions than that can only be imagined, not conceptualized by
the human senses or brain. Generally, we cannot expect to retain all relevant
information in the low-dimensional representation. The angle of the projection
plane must be chosen with great care for the display to show important features
or characteristics.

Example 1.1 (Visualizing the Response of an Electronic Tongue)
An electronic tongue is used for wet sensing. There are many different “tongue
techniques” – acoustic, optical, potentiometric and so on – but in this exam-
ple we show the tongue described by [Winquist et al., 1997] which is based on
voltammetry.

In voltammetry, features of the analyte are sought in a relation between volt-
age and current. Three electrodes are dipped into the analyte, the reference,
working and auxiliary electrode. The electrodes are plated with special catalyt-
ical materials like gold, platinum, iridium or rhodium. A carefully modulated
voltage between the reference and working electrode triggers an electrochemical
reaction in the analyte, which to some extent is characterized by the current
between the auxiliary and working electrode – a current measured and sampled
by sensitive equipment. The sampled current is the actual output from the
sensor (x), from which inferences about the analyte should be done (y).

To improve the selectivity of the sensor, a whole set of electrodes with differ-
ent platings is often used, which of course gives a whole set of signals to process.
Before the tongue can be used, a measurement model has to be estimated from
N measurements {xt} with known calibration liquids {yt}.

An example of one measurement of the tongue is depicted in Figure 1.2,
where the top plot is the modulated input voltage, and the bottom plot the
measured current. The data comes from the Swedish Sensor Centre, Linköping
University, Sweden (SSENCE). The current is sampled for 14 seconds with
1000 Hertz sampling frequency, which gives a measurement xt ∈ R

14000. The
measurement in this example is used to predict some concentration yt (scalar).
Other modulations of the voltage exist.

Now we show that the high-dimensional responses from the electronic tongue
can be visualized in a meaningful 2-dimensional projection. In an experiment
the electronic tongue was set up to measure the concentration y of a particular
chemical in the range 0 – 10 mM. In this experiment the choice of sampling fre-
quency and measurement duration gave measurements in R

403. The data comes
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Figure 1.2 At top an input and at bottom an output signal for an elec-
tronic tongue recorded for 14 seconds with a sample rate of
1000 Hertz. The signals are used to estimate the concentration
of a chemical.

from SSENCE. Note that this is a completely different experimental setup com-
pared to the example in Figure 1.2, where the measurements where in R

14000.
By the use of a special search program for projections a 2-dimensional projec-
tion is obtained where the variation in concentration is evident, see Figure 1.3.
A projection search program for this type of data will be described in Chapter 4.
Increasing the concentration from y = 0, the measurements follow a trajectory.
In Figure 1.3 we have fitted a 5th order polynomial to this trajectory.

From this example it is evident that we can use a 2-dimensional projection
to visualize relevant information of a process that lives in high dimensions.

1.2.2 Data Compression

By reducing the dimension of points in R
n to R

k, the memory required for storage
decreases by a factor k/n. Also here some loss of information is expected, partic-
ularly when k � n is required. It is therefore important that S captures features
of data that allows an acceptable reconstruction at a later instant. By acceptable
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y = 0

y = 3.1

x(2)

x(1)

y = 10.8

Figure 1.3 2-dimensional projection of electronic tongue measurements in
R

403 together with a 5th order polynomial curve fit (validation
data). When the concentration is increased from 0 to 10.8 mM,
the measurements rather well follow a trajectory.

reconstruction could for instance be meant that x ≈ Hx, where H is a rank k
projection matrix, see Definition 1.2.

There is no fundamental difference between a projection for visualization and
a projection for compression. The previous example fits equally well here.

1.2.3 Model Estimation

In some cases the projections are explicitly part of a model equation, for instance
in form of the index vectors of a multi-index model. The typical situation here is
that a nonlinear curve or surface that lives in R

n has a low intrinsic dimension and
can, with little or no loss, be filtered out by a linear projection.

Example 1.2 (Modeling Nonlinear Dynamics by Projection)
We study a drained water tank that obeys the nonlinear differential equation

d

dt
y(t) = −

√
y(t) + u(t), (1.5)

see Figure 1.4. The tank is simulated in SIMULINK and sampled with zero-
order hold with interval 0.1 s. A model for the sampled (time discrete) data is
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PSfrag replacements

u(t)

y(t)

Figure 1.4 Illustration of the drained water tank in Example 1.2. The wa-
ter level y(t) is influenced by the inlet flow u(t) and the drain
flow. According to Bernoulli’s law, the drain flow is propor-
tional to

√
y(t).

PSfrag replacements

ST xt

yt − bT xt

Figure 1.5 Projection of the regression vector xt versus linear residual of
data points sampled from the drained water tank. An 8th order
polynomial is fitted to the data points.
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yt = f(xt) + εt,

xt =
[
yt−1 yt−2 · · · yt−na

ut−nk
ut−1−nk

· · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T ∈ R
n.

(1.6)

By this model, the water level is predicted using some potentially nonlinear
function of past samples of the water level and present and past samples of the
input.

Interestingly, the nonlinearity due to
√· in the differential equation can be

well filtered out by a one-dimensional projection in the n-dimensional sample
space, where n = na + nb. Consider the the multi-index prediction model

yt = bT xt + g(ST xt) + εt (1.7)

with a linear component in R
n and a nonlinear component restricted to R

k. By
first estimating b and S (with special techniques described in Chapter 5), the
unknown nonlinearity g(·) may be modeled in k � n dimensions. Figure 1.5
visualizes how the projection of xt onto S relates to yt−bT xt. Here, na = nb = 1
are rather small, but in fact similar pictures are found for higher model orders
as well. The model type (1.7) will be further described in Section 5.3.

1.2.4 Robust Model Estimation

Projections can also be used for robust model estimation when there are few data
points sparsely distributed in high dimensions. Typical problems that arise when
models are fitted in high dimensions are deficient noise estimates and poor gener-
alization to validation data.

Example 1.3 (Least Squares Fit to Few Points)
Consider five (measurement) points {xt, yt}51 sampled from the linear function

y = 1
2x (1.8)

and perturbed by additive random noise. The linear function is drawn in Fig-
ure 1.6 (dashed) together with the sample points (dots). Now assume that we
have the task to find a valid model given the 5 measurement points only and
no information of the “original” structure (1.8). The model,

yt = f(xt), (1.9)

should of course fit the given data, but also be valid for use with future noise
perturbed data points from (1.8). That the model should be valid for future
yet unseen data is usually called generalization and demands that the model
estimation is robust.
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Figure 1.6 The dashed line describes the “true” relation (1.8) between x
and y and the dots are 5 noise perturbed observations. The
curve is a 4th order polynomial fit to the points, and the con-
tinuous line a first order fit.

Well, a 4th order polynomial function,

f(x, θ) = θT




1
x
x2

x3

x4




, (1.10)

can easily be fitted exactly to the given points, see the curve in Figure 1.6. Of
course this curve is not at all similar to the sought linear function. However,
the five points is all information we have. It is assumed that nothing is known
about the original linear function.

We see that after the polynomial expansion in (1.10) the data points live
in R

5 and the parameter vector θ is 5-dimensional. Five data points in five
dimensions is very little data to base a reliable model on. The data points
are simply to sparse in this complex space. The naive use of model estimation
above results in what is called an over-parameterized or over-fitted model, for
which adaption to random fluctuations and noise is typical. To validate the
model, the mean least squares error in the depicted range can be used:

∫ 6.5

0.5

[
f(x, θ̂)− 1

2x
]2

dx ≈ 0.32. (1.11)
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Consider now the almost trivial 2-dimensional projection

[
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ST




1
x
x2

x3

x4




=

[
1
x

]
(1.12)

in which the corresponding model is

y = g(ST x) = ηT

[
1
x

]
, (1.13)

that is, affine. With η estimated by a standard least squares error criterion,

∫ 6.5

0.5

[
η̂T

[
1
x

]
− 1

2x

]2
dx ≈ 0.09. (1.14)

This is indeed a model that lies much closer the reality!

We have said nothing yet about how to select the optimum projection S. The
point here is rather that a projection can be used to control the complexity of
a model and thereby give means to reduce potential over-fit.

1.3 Models

Here we will introduce some of the models used in the thesis. Three fundamental
model types are used for classification, quantification and system identification.
The notions will be thoroughly described and exemplified below.

The purpose of a model is to explain a variable y by a regression vector x,

ŷ = f(x). (1.15)

The hat indicates that the “model output” is just an estimate or prediction of y
that may be more or less accurate. With the ideal model and no disturbances or
uncertainties present, ŷ = y. Models are often learned by analyzing a set with
calibration or estimation data, {yt, xt}N1 . Consider for instance a scale where we
suspend a mass y in a spring and observe the spring extension x. A natural way
to create the model f (to calibrate the scale) is to observe the spring extensions
for a set of known calibration weights with known mass and then define f such
that f(x) ≈ y. If this process is successful, f can be used to establish the mass of
unknown specimen.

Before describing the models in particular, we will discuss how we relate to
disturbances and uncertainties that in practice force us to accept a model that
only gives an approximative answer: f(x) ≈ y.
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Incomplete Information and Noise

The observation x is often vector valued with n > 1 entries. In the example with
the scale, this would correspond to the mass being suspended by n springs, and
the extensions of them all comprised in the vector x.

We are however often confronted with modeling cases when the information in
x is not complete, for instance, the mass is suspended in n+1 springs, but for some
reason, only n extensions are observed. Another example is that not only does the
mass influence the spring extensions(s), but so does also the spring temperature.
If the spring temperature is not an entry in x this of course means that relevant
information is missing. In both cases, the best we can hope for then is a model f
that in some sense makes the best guess despite the missing information – there
will be a great risk of getting a wrong or at least less accurate answer, ŷ 6= y.

It will always be necessary to handle the situation of incomplete information
in the sense that there are influential factors not quantified (measured). The dom-
inating approach is to let some random entity ε account for what is not known,
y ∼ g(x, ε). The quality and impact of ε comprise our formal knowledge about the
random influence on y. By the study of the probabilistic properties (distribution)
of ε, one can then claim to make an estimate that is optimal by some probabilistic
measure, for instance, “most likely given (only) x” or “expected value given (only)
x”. Simply put, absent information is often modeled by an extra noise factor ε.

A less obvious example would be the measurement noise in the signal from
an electrical sensor which is due to the thermical movements of the molecules in
the sensor and other electrical components in the instrument amplifier circuit. If
we had exact information about the molecule movements, we should be able to
fully compensate for the noise. Since fundamental laws of physics claim this exact
information not obtainable, the best we can do is to model the uncertainties as, for
instance, an additive signal component that has a normal distribution.

Nuisance Information

Another circumstance is that some entities observed have no bearing or influence
on y. This situation is often seen in multi-sensor systems where not all sensors
respond to variations in the input. The extra nuisance information does by no
means limit the potential accuracy of a model, but it may have severe impact on
our ability to calibrate an accurate model from a finite set of observations.

An example here is the tuning of a radio receiver. An FM band signal is full of
different signals from different radio stations, but we are only interested in listening
at one of them at a time. The other stations are just nuisance signals that may
disturb the reception and make it difficult to find what we prefer to listen to. With
a well tuned frequency filter, however, all but the desired station are efficiently
filtered away.
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1.3.1 Discrete Models for Classification

Classification is about making categorical statements from observations. The task
of a classifier is to assign a class label picked from a finite label set to every
thinkable observation or measurement. Note that I do not know may very well be
a member of the label set, which would indicate excessive uncertainty with respect
to the classification an observation.

To formalize classification as we understand it, let y represent a class label and
x the observation associated with some object or specimen within that class or
category. Then,

x = f(y) (1.16)

would be a simple model for how the observation x depends on y. We assume that
the observation is represented by an n-dimensional real-valued vector. y is in the
set of class labels,

C = {c1, c2, . . . , cq}.
This means that y is discrete by definition and can only take on one of q values.
Thus,

f : C → R
n.

The classifier now has to make the mapping inverse to f ; given an observation x
figure out the class label y:

ŷ = g(x), g : R
n → C. (1.17)

An observation x, however, seldom contains all information needed to make this
mapping foolproof – a fact not evident by (1.16). There is almost always a risk that
ŷ 6= y, even if we use the best possible classifier. A classifier of course always aims
to produce a correct answer, ŷ = y, but due to the uncertainties it is more sensible
to look for a classifier that is optimal by some probabilistic means, for instance a
classifier that minimizes P (ŷ 6= y), the probability of misclassification. Another
more appealing way is to asses classifiers by economy; the best classifier is the one
with minimum expected cost for misclassification.

Uncertainty

A simple way to take control over the uncertainties is to introduce an additive
random element ε into the model equation,

x = f(y) + ε. (1.18)

The idea is that ε accounts for influential factors not quantified. These factors
are everything between unobserved variations within the category to noise sources
in some instrument amplifier. If ε can be characterized in terms of probability
density, this opens up for statistical methods to calculate the reliability of the
classifier answer, as well as to construct, in different senses, optimal decision rules
to be used with the classifier. A more general statistical model is to assume a
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class-conditional probabilistic distribution of x, that is, the knowledge y = cp fix
the distribution of x to one of q possible. Now, x and y are random variables. In
Chapter 3 we will delve deeper into classification models and particularly study
the case when the class-conditionals are assumed to have normal distribution.

Usually, the practitioner cares very little about statistical models for the ob-
servations. An estimation (training) data set {yt, xt}N1 is given, to which some
classifier structure is fitted so as to minimize a cost of misclassification. Period.
In Chapter 3 it will however be necessary to use a probabilistic framework to fully
understand the consequence of a projection.

Example 1.4 (Protein Location Classes)
The Protein Location data is downloaded from a public data base with machine
learning data, see [Blake and Merz, 1998, Nakai and Kanehisa, 1992]. Proteins
at three different locations in a yeast cell are analyzed. Two real-valued at-
tributes on every protein are observed,

1.Von Heijne’s method for signal sequence recognition,

2.Membrane spanning region prediction program.

The two observations on protein t form the 2-dimensional observation vector

xt =

[
x

(1)
t

x
(2)
t

]
.

The result of 870 observations (t = 1, 2, . . . , 870) is depicted in Figure 1.7.
Proteins sampled at the three cell locations define three categories or classes
labeled

c1 = ’Cytosolic/cytoskeletal’,

c2 = ’Membrane’, and

c3 = ’Mitochondrial’.

(1.19)

The class label set is C = {c2, c2, c3}.
Classifier synthesis is to define disjoint regions (here in R

2) that enclose the
class clusters well. The diagram in Figure 1.7 shows an attempt using three
linear functions, a linear classifier. We see the cluster enclosure is not very
convincing.

Can the observation x be used to predict the location y? According to the
diagram, some information about location is contained in the observations, but
not at all enough to make a reliable statement or classification. If the linear
classifier in the diagram would have been worthy this task, it would perfectly
separate the three different marker shapes into three distinct regions. The
severe mixing of the clusters tells us there is not enough information to make
a reliable classification, not even if more flexible classifier decision boundaries
than straight lines are allowed.
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Figure 1.7 Two attributes observed on proteins at three different locations
in 870 yeast cells. The three locations form three categories or
classes, above distinguished by different markers. The lines
drawn are the decision boundaries of a linear classifier. The
two attributes used here can only with large uncertainty pre-
dict the location of the proteins since the clusters are somewhat
mixed up. The source of the uncertainty is however not obvi-
ous. Probably we need to observe more protein attributes in
order to make a more reliable classification.

1.3.2 Continuous Models for Quantification

The term quantification comes from the instrument calibration community and
denotes a method to introduce the element of quantity. An example is the ordinary
scale that use one or more spring extensions to estimate a mass or a thermometer
that use the volume of spirits to estimate the temperature. The task of a quantifier
is to map every possible observation x in R

n to a quantity y in R. Note that in
contrast to classification, y is now continuous.

Example 1.5 (Concentration from the Electronic Tongue)
We refer to the electronic tongue measurements in Figure 1.3. To estimate the
concentration y (the quantity) of a particular (fix) chemical given a measure-
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ment x in R
n is a typical quantification problem. With the electronic tongue,

the entries in x are the sensor currents due to electrochemical reactions in the
analyte. The measurements in Figure 1.3 have n = 2 dimensions,

x =

[
x(1)

x(2)

]
.

A direct approach to construct a quantifier is to parameterize a function

g : R
n → R

and fit it to calibration data with known concentrations by least squares:

θ̂ = arg min
θ

N∑

t=1

[yt − g(xt; θ)]
2. (1.20)

Future measurements are then simply quantified by

ŷ = g(x; θ̂). (1.21)

Here we parameterize with a third order polynomial with mixed terms:

g(x, θ) =
[
1 x(1) x(2) x(1)x(2) (x(1))2 (x(2))2 · · · (x(2))2x(1)

]
θ. (1.22)

The model parameter θ is in R
10 and enters the function linearly. θ̂ can thus

be calculated by ordinary linear least squares.

The model is validated in Figure 1.8 with validation data with known con-
centrations yt. In the figure, the estimated concentration ŷ is plotted against
the real concentrations yt. Ideally the estimates should lie on the identity line
drawn in Figure 1.8. We see that although not perfect, the quantifier g(·, θ̂)
is fairly good. A problem with the polynomial parameterization (1.22) is how-
ever that it will explode in number of terms for increasing dimension of the
measurement x.

Causal Model

A naive causal model structure explaining how the measurement x depends on the
quantity y measured upon would be

x = f(y), f : R→ R
n. (1.23)

A quantifier has to make the mapping inverse to f ; given an observation x figure
out the y that caused it,

ŷ = g(x), g : R
n → R. (1.24)

An observation x, however, seldom contains all information needed to determine
the quantity y exactly – a fact not evident by (1.23). Even with the best possible
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Figure 1.8 Two attributes x(1) and x(2) of an electronic tongue measure-
ment are used to quantify the concentration y of a chemical.
A third order polynomial in x(1) and x(2) together with mixed
terms constitutes a model g(x; θ) that is fitted to y using an
estimation data set. The points in the diagram are due to
validation data with known concentrations yt.

analytical quantifier, it must be accepted that the answer has discrepancies or
anomalities, ŷ 6= y.

Often uncertainties are handled by assuming that they influence x additively
by a random entity ε,

x = f(y) + ε. (1.25)

The uncertainties are everything between unobserved variations within the scope
of a fixed y to noise sources in some instrument amplifier. As with classification
models, a probabilistic characterization of ε opens up for statistical methods to es-
timate the quantity y by means of maximum likelihood or conditional expectation.
This will be described in detail in Section 4.3.

Inverse Model

In the previous example with the electronic tongue we actually used an inverse
model. The inverse of the causal relation x = f(y) was parameterized directly by
g(·, θ) and estimated from calibration data. This in contrast to the causal model
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described above, where f is estimated first and then used to implicitly define the
quantifier ŷ = g(x).

There is an academic debate going all way back to [Eisenhart, 1939] whether one
should use the inverse model or the classical/causal model solving quantification
problems, classification problems and the like. We would not be so bold to advocate
either, but stress that in many situations there is room for considerable confusion
if the distinction between the two is not well understood.

State observers used in automatic control and Kalman filters used in signal
processing are well-known examples of casual models. The partial least squares
algorithm and the support vector machine may represent the use of inverse models,
although these programs are used in different ways.

A causal model is often denoted a statistical model since a probabilistic charac-
terization of ε opens up for statistical estimation methods. A third term is classical
model. We will discuss inverse/causal models in detail in Section 4.3.

Example 1.6 (Concentration from the Electronic Tongue)
Since an inverse model was used in the previous example, we now illustrate

the use of a causal model. We still refer to the electronic tongue measurements
in Figure 1.3. The curve in this figure is a 5th order polynomial fitted to the
measurement points of the calibration data:

f(y; θ̂) = θ̂




1
y
y2

...
y5




.

The parameter θ̂ in R
2×6 minimizes the mean square error,

θ̂ = arg min
θ

N∑

t=1

[xt − f(yt; θ)]
2.

The quantification of a particular observation x can be pictured as finding a
point y on the curve that in some sense is close to x. One choice here is the
conditional expectation of y knowing x, E [ y|x ], which can be evaluated only if
the distribution of the uncertainty ε is known. Assuming normal distribution
with statistics (mean/covariance) estimated from the calibration data set results
in the quantification in Figure 1.9, where the estimated ŷ is plotted against the
real y. Here, a validation data set is used where the correct y is known.

Compared to the inverse model validated in Figure 1.8, there is no significant
difference in performance.
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Figure 1.9 Two attributes x(1) and x(2) of an electronic tongue measure-
ment are used to quantify the concentration y of a chemi-
cal. A polynomial is used as measurement model, see Fig-
ure 1.3. The concentration is estimated by conditional expec-
tation, ŷ = E [ y|x ]. ŷ rather well follows the ideal predictor,
above indicated by the identity line.

1.3.3 Dynamical Models for System Identification

The characteristics of a dynamical model are first that yt and xt are signals and t
denote (discrete) time. Secondly, the regression vector xt contains historical values
of the output yt and an extra input ut,

ŷt = f(xt), f : R
n → R,

xt =
[
yt−1 yt−2 · · · yt−na

ut−nk
ut−1−nk

· · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T
.

(1.26)

This model (1.26) is called a single-input-single-output (SISO) nonlinear autore-
gressive with extra input (NARX). The regression vector xt in R

na+nb ideally
contains exactly the historical information needed to predict the new output yt

and f is responsible for doing this mapping so that ŷ ≈ y (at least), that is, so that
the model output is similar to the system output.

A simple way to handle uncertainties is to model them as an additive random
process εt,

yt = f(xt) + εt. (1.27)

The εt accounts for incomplete information and from the modelers view, also for
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discrepancies in f . For instance, if na is to small, xt will not contain all relevant
historical information, and we may observe a large magnitude in the prediction error
yt − ŷt. Dynamical models will be used and studied in more detail in Chapter 5
and 6.

Example 1.7 (Hair Dryer)
This is a laboratory setup acting like a hair dryer, see [Ljung, 1999a, pp. 525].
It can be downloaded from the DAISY data base for system identification data,
see [De Moor, 2004].

Air is fanned through a tube and heated at the inlet. The air temperature
is measured by a thermocouple at the output. The input is the voltage over
the heating device (a mesh of resistor wires). The input is a random binary
sequence, see Figure 1.10. The system input and output are sampled at the
rate 1 Hz for 1000 s, which gives a data set {yt, ut}10001 . The 200 first samples
are used for validation and the rest for model estimation.

Without using any physical insight, a linear ARX model is fitted to the data
set. This means that f in (1.26) is a linear function. We try the regressor
structure

ŷt =
[
yt−1 ut ut−1 · · ·ut−6

]
θ. (1.28)

The parameter θ is calculated using the data set at hand so as to minimize the
least squares error (ARX-LS),

1000∑

t=201

[ŷt − yt]
2, (1.29)

which force the model output (1 step ahead prediction) to be close to the system
output. The 200 first samples are saved for model validation. The result is

θ =
[
−0.79 −0.0018 0.0007 0.0062 0.065 0.074 0.041 0.023

]T
.

(1.30)
The model is validated by simulation, see Figure 5.1 on page 133. The system
input is fed also to the model simulator and the outputs are compared

The result of the simulation is the dashed curve in Figure 1.10. It is seen
that the model fits the hair dryer fairly good, but not perfect. One reason for
the misfit could for instance be the system has nonlinear dynamics while our
model is only linear – an option would be to instead adapt a (nonlinear) NARX
to data and see if the fit is enhanced. A second reason to the misfit could
be that the regression vector has too low dimension – we should then try to
increase na and/or nb in (1.26). A third reason is also related to insufficient re-
gressors; there are influential factors not quantified (unmeasured disturbances).
These disturbances we can not fully compensate for – the best we can do is to
model them as a random process and estimate a model that is optimal by some
probabilistic means.
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Figure 1.10 Hair dryer, 150 samples from the validation data set. At
top the input voltage ut driving the heater. At bottom the
dryer temperature yt (continuous) and simulated model ŷt

(dashed). The simulated model would ideally coincide with
the dryer temperature, which is not exactly the case here.
The discrepancies are potentially due to insufficient model
structure (linear) or influential factors not quantified in the
regressors (disturbances or na/nb too small).

1.4 Standard Projection Techniques

Fitting points {xt}N1 in R
n to values {yt}N1 in R by a linear function

ŷt = θT xt (1.31)

is the standard linear regression problem. If xT
t and yt are stacked in matrices X

and Y with N rows, the least squares (LS) solution minimizing

1
N

N∑

t=1

[yt − θT xt]
2 (1.32)

is

θ̂ = (XT X)−1XT Y. (1.33)
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By definition, θ̂ is a projection from n to 1 dimensions, the particular projection
minimizes (1.32). We intuitively understand the projection θ̂ by means of what it
minimizes: the mean quadratic distance between yt and ŷt.

Below will some standard techniques used today to find projections be briefly
touched upon. The best way to understand these techniques is by what they
optimize (or aim to optimize). If they are seen as solutions to particular optimiza-
tion problems, it is much easier to understand them, relate them to each other
and utilize them right. For further studies on the techniques introduced below,
some recommended textbooks are [Hastie et al., 2001, Johnson and Wichern, 1998,
Fukunaga, 1990].

1.4.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the oldest projection techniques,
see [Pearson, 1901, Hotelling, 1933]. It is widely used within areas ranging from
numerical linear algebra to chemometrics and search engines on the Internet. Fast
and numerically very efficient algorithms are well-known and ready to solve huge
problems. The PCA is usually calculated by a singular value decomposition, see
[Golub and Loan, 1996, pp. 70]. Also, many other techniques use PCA as a part
or as a preprocessing technique.

The objective of PCA is to find a projection matrix H (Definition 1.2) of rank
k < n that minimizes

N∑

t=1

‖ xt −Hxt ‖22 . (1.34)

Here it is assumed that the mean of xt is zero. The title of the original paper by
Pearson was On Lines and Planes of Closest Fit to Systems of Points in Space
which rather well describes the nature of the PCA projection. By closest fit is here
understood, as indicated above, the sum of the quadratic (orthogonal) distance
between the points xt and their respective projection Hxt.

We note that y is not part of the objective of PCA. PCA is therefore said to
be an unsupervised technique.

1.4.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has also been around for many years, see
[Fisher, 1936]. It is intended for use with classification problems. The LDA projec-
tion can efficiently be calculated even for large problems by a generalized singular
value decomposition, see [Golub and Loan, 1996, pp. 465].

Assume there are q classes with distinct means µp. The objective of LDA is to
find a projection matrix H of rank k < n that maximizes

q∑

p=1

‖Hµp‖22. (1.35)
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Here it is assumed that xt has been standardized so that the mean is zero and class-
covariance matrix, assumed equal for all classes, is equal to the identity matrix.

It is plain to see that by maximizing (1.35) a projection where the class means
have, in a sense, maximum distance to the origin is attained. In some cases this
facilitates classification. We will return with more details of LDA in Section 3.3.1
and 3.6.1.

1.4.3 Partial Least Squares

Partial least squares (PLS) is a method to solve linear least squares problems like
(1.32). PLS is often attributed to [Wold, 1975], but in fact PLS (NIPALS) produces
exactly the same k-dimensional orthogonal basis as Lanczos bidiagonalization, see
[Eldén, 2002].

It is difficult to characterize PLS in terms of what is optimized. The PLS algo-
rithm is iterative and at each step i the algorithm calculates a linear combination
si that maximizes [

Corr(sT x, y)
]2

Var (sT x) (1.36)

with the constraints ‖s‖2 = 1 and sT
i Σsj = 0 when i 6= j. The latter constraint

does in a sense prevent correlation with other linear combinations. Here Σ, is
the sample covariance matrix of {xt}N1 . Var (α) is sample variance of {αt}N1 and
Corr(α, β) the sample correlation of the pair {αt, βt}N1 , see [Hastie et al., 2001,
pp. 66].

The linear combination si is thus optimized both with respect to correlation
and covariance with y although the covariance part has dominating influence. Note
that the direction depends nonlinearly on y.

A k-dimensional projection is given by k iterates of the rather simple algorithm,
S =

[
s1 s2 · · · sk

]
. In daily speech PLS is said to find a projection of ST x that

has high covariance with y. PLS has it main virtues with large and very large
regression problems.

1.4.4 Canonical Correlation Analysis

Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is also an interesting and well established
projection technique developed by [Hotelling, 1936]. Although we will not relate
to it any further in this thesis, it is mentioned here for completeness.

Like partial least squares, it is difficult to characterize CCA in terms of what
the k-dimensional projection optimizes. But a particular column in the projection
S, si, maximizes the correlation

Corr(sT x, y). (1.37)

The constraint on si is that it should be uncorrelated with other solutions sj ,
E
[
sT

i xxT sj

]
= 0 when i 6= j. The CCA thus gives a projection with high correla-

tion to y.
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1.4.5 Projection Pursuit

Although projection pursuit (PP) perhaps not is a standard technique, we mention
it here due to its close connection to the topic of this thesis. PP is attributed
to [Friedman and Tukey, 1974] and actually denotes a whole class of objectives
or projection indices. Different indices have been proposed, for instance cluster
revealing, entropy based and non-normality based, see [Jones and Sibson, 1987] for
a review.

[Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981] propose the projection pursuit regression model

ŷt =

M∑

m=1

gm(sT
mxt) (1.38)

for some set of scalar-valued smoothing functions gm (cf. the one hidden layer
neural network) and a set of projections sm. See also [Friedman, 1987, Huber, 1985,
Glover and Hopke, 1992]. A recommended text is [Hastie et al., 2001, ch. 11].

[Tukey and Tukey, 1981a, Tukey and Tukey, 1981b] describe a number of data-
driven projection pursuit visualization techniques for point clouds. An implemen-
tation of projection pursuit is the XGOBI interactive visualization package, see
[Swayne et al., 1998].

We will describe an estimation technique used for projection pursuit regression
models in Section 2.11.

1.5 Contributions

Here will be given an overview of the scientific contributions comprised in the thesis.
The contributions have either been accepted for publication or been submitted for
review.

1. In Section 3.5.5 we present an investigation of the efficiency of different pro-
posed methods to find optimal projections for classification models. The
methods are described in Chapter 2 and the objective functions in Section 3.5.
The investigation will appear in Pattern Recognition, see [Lindgren, 2004].

2. In Section 3.6 a method to find projections for two concentric populations
with different covariance matrices is proposed. It is shown that under some
assumptions, the Bayes error optimal 1-dimensional projection can be found
by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. The result appeared in IEEE
Sensors Journal, see [Lindgren and Sp̊angeus, 2004].

3. In Chapter 4 a method to use natural data clustering to find projections
for quantification models is proposed. The methods use projection tech-
niques borrowed from the area of discriminant analysis. The method was
presented at the Conference on Decision and Control in Las Vegas 2002, see
[Lindgren and Ljung, 2002].
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4. In Section 5.2 we propose a criterion by which projections for nonlinear dy-
namical models can be sought. The criterion builds on the structure of the
triangles of a Delaunay triangulation of the measurement points. The method
was presented at the Conference on Decision and Control on Paradise Island,
Bahamas, 2004, see [Lindgren and Ljung, 2004b].

5. In Section 5.3 we show how multi-index models are well fitted to certain types
nonlinear dynamics. The resulting index-vectors can be used as projections
that allow both visualization and efficient parameterization of the nonlinear-
ity. The results have been submitted to the IFAC world congress in Prague
2005, see [Lindgren and Ljung, 2004a].

6. In Chapter 6 we propose a support tool for system identification using ad-
vanced volume graphics to visualize 3-dimensional data. The visualization
techniques enable detection of nonlinearities and time varying dynamics.
The techniques to detect time varying dynamics was presented at the Con-
ference on Decision and Control on Paradise Island, Bahamas, 2004, see
[Johansson et al., 2004a], and with a poster at the IEEE Symposium on In-
formation Visualization in Austin 2004, see [Johansson et al., 2004c]. The
development to nonlinear dynamics have been submitted to the IFAC world
congress in Prague 2005, see [Johansson et al., 2004b].
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2

Projection Optimization

In this chapter methods to find optimal projections are surveyed. Optimality is
defined by a given scalar objective function that maps every projection to a quality
measure. The projection or set of projections for which this function attains its
minimum or infimum defines optimality.

Projection optimization problems have some special structure that will be de-
scribed and utilized by the methods described here. Some of the methods will be
applied to find optimal projections for classification models in Section 3.5.5, for
quantification models in Section 4 and for dynamical models in Section 5.3.

2.1 Problem Formulation

We assume that the quality of an n-to-k projection S is assessed by the function

F : R
n×k → R. (2.1)

A small value of F (S) means that S is a good projection. For example, F (S) could
be the classification inaccuracy of categorical measurements projected onto the
columns of S. F (S) is sometimes referred to as a loss function ideally associated
with the amount of information lost when reducing from n to k dimensions by
the projection S. In most cases the information in the projection S is however
difficult to evaluate exactly so other measures are often used in practice. In many

27
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other situations F (S) is referred to as the error in the projection S. This should
be interpreted as the minimum error level of some regression conducted in the
projection S – the stochastic Bayes error and deterministic least squares error are
classical examples.

The key idea with F (S) is that it defines the best projection and also defines
the problem of finding it:

S∗ = arg min
S

F (S). (2.2)

From this viewpoint F (S) is merely an objective function or a criterion by which
the optimal argument S∗ is sought. In this chapter some optimization techniques
that for better or worse deal with the impediments of projection optimization are
surveyed.

Example 2.1 (Least Squares)
A nonlinear function g : R

k → R parameterized in θ is used to explain yt in R

with xt in R
n. See the examples on pages 5 and 15. An optimal projection S

is sought that reduces the dimension of xt from n to k. The least squares error
of course depends both on the projection S and on the parameter θ,

F̃ (S, θ) =
∑

t

[yt − g(ST xt; θ)]
2. (2.3)

The least squares problem is to find S and θ that minimize F (S, θ). To form
an error function that depends on S only, θ is eliminated by implicitly inserting
the minimizing value:

F (S) = min
θ

F̃ (S, θ). (2.4)

F (S) is now a measure of how accurate yt can be explained by xt projected onto
S using the structure g(·; θ). By this definition, F (S) may very well depend on
the parameterization of g, which is not always desirable.

2.1.1 Homogeneity and Orthonormal Constraints

In this chapter we will not focus on how to form or define F (S), but rather on
the optimization problem (2.2). One characteristic of F (S) is however typical in
projection optimization, namely homogeneity which means that

F (S) = F (SQ) for every full rank Q ∈ R
k×k. (2.5)

This is equivalent to saying that the objective function is coordinate basis invari-
ant – the same value of F is attained regardless any full rank coordinate basis
transformation Q. One consequence of this is that we are not primarily looking for
an optimal projection, but rather an optimal subspace, spanned by the columns of
S1. The homogeneity is understood intuitively from the fact that F reflects the

1The reason for not using the term subspace optimization is that it in the control community
may be confused with subspace-based methods for state-space system identification.
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information content in the projection – information is not added nor lost by the
change of coordinate basis.

The homogeneity implies that F (S) is over-parameterized, that is, the nk entries
of S in R

n×k is not a minimal representation of the subspace spanned by S. In
other words, infinitely many S span the same subspace and evaluate to the same
objective function value F . One way to reduce the ambiguity is to demand that S
is orthonormal,

ST S = Ik. (2.6)

This orthonormal constraint actually has more advantages but to reduce ambigu-
ity. It also guarantees the full rank of S, and can also be utilized in many other
situations, as will become clear in the following chapters where different objective
functions are described. The orthonormality also enhances the numerical efficiency
of many optimization programs. The orthonormal constraint does however not
eliminate the ambiguity completely, since it only demands the subspace to have
an orthonormal representation. It is still possible to do an orthonormal change of
coordinate basis within that subspace that does not change the value of F (S).

Incorporating the orthonormal constraint in the formulation, the projection
optimization problem is

S∗ = arg min
S

F (S) subject to ST S = Ik. (2.7)

2.1.2 Subspace Gradient

By subspace gradient we refer to the n-by-k matrix with partial derivatives at S.

Definition 2.1 (Subspace Gradient)

∇F (S) ,

[
∂F (S)

∂sij

]

row i=1,2...n
col j=1,2...k

. (2.8)

Here, sij is the entry at the ith row and jth column of S. The ability to evaluate
∇F (S) analytically is often decisive for the efficient numerical solution of (2.2) or
(2.7), since it points at the direction of steepest descent.

2.2 Method Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to examine different methods for projection op-
timization. Below is given a short introduction and overview of these methods.
Before going into detail of these methods, we will however in Section 2.3 discuss
some differential geometrical concepts.

Parameterization with Householder and Givens We use Householder re-
flections (Section 2.4) and Givens rotations (Section 2.5) to map a (short) parame-
ter vector directly to an n-by-k matrix S such that ST S = Ik. They are primarily
used when the subspace gradient (2.8) can not be evaluated.
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Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradient Methods The steepest descent
method (Section 2.6) and conjugate gradient method (Section 2.7) are line search
methods that use line parameterizations with orthonormal constraints. By line
parameterization we understand a function S = S(α) that allows us to perturb or
change S by a scalar parameter α. An example is the matrix flow

S(α) = S0 + αG (2.9)

for an n-by-k matrix G. For this simple parameterization we can however not
guarantee ST (α)S(α) = Ik, not even the full rank of S(α). In fact the orthonor-
mal constraint forces us to follow curves on a sphere rather than straight lines.
However we use the term line search since it is well established in the optimization
community. The minimization procedure is iterative; at each iteration we stand
at Si and determine a promising search direction. Minimization along this search
direction (by the line parameterization) gives a new standpoint Si+1, and so on.

Global Minimization Global minimization of non-convex objective functions
is generally impractical due to the computational complexity. One systematic
approach, though, is to study and compare fairly small regions of the parameter
space. In Section 2.9 we discuss how to make a convex relaxation in a small region
so as to find a lower bound on the objective function in this region. Regions that
can be proved to have a lower bound exceeding some preliminary solution can
immediately be discarded from further consideration, since the global optimum
can not lie there.

Reduced Rank Linear Regression For a linear regression problem the optimal
projection can be efficiently found by the reduced rank linear regression model, see
Section 2.10.

Projection Pursuit Regression Section 2.11 contains a brief description of the
model and estimation method commonly used in projection pursuit regression. The
purpose is to find projections for nonlinear regression models.

2.3 Notes on Differential Geometry

2.3.1 Stiefel Manifold

Consider the n-by-k projection S with nk entries or degrees of freedom. The
demand that ST S = I obviously reduces the degrees of freedom. The basic question
is: how many degrees of freedom has S under the constraint ST S = I?

ST S = I imposes a constraint surface that is called the Stiefel Manifold, see
[Edelman et al., 1998]. Consider the tangent plane of the constraint surface. The

tangent equation at the particular point S = S̃ on the surface is obtained by
differentiating the constraint ST S = I at S̃:

S̃T ∆ + ∆T S̃ = 0. (2.10)
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∆ is the space of all tangent vectors, see [Edelman et al., 1998]. This means that

∆T S̃ is skew-symmetric. A skew-symmetric matrix A has the property A = −AT

which implies that the diagonal elements are all zero and the entries above the
diagonal are exactly the entries below the diagonal, but with opposite sign. A
skew symmetric matrix is thus completely defined by the k(k − 1)/2 entries above
the diagonal, the other k(k +1)/2 entries are constrained. Thus, ST S = I imposes
k(k + 1)/2 constraints on the tangent space ∆.

Study for example the normal constraint

g(a, b) = a2 + b2 = 1

at the point a = ã, b = b̃. The tangent line to this circle will have the equation

∂g(ã, b̃)

∂a
(a− ã) +

∂g(ã, b̃)

∂b
(b− b̃) = 2ã(a− ã) + 2b̃(b− b̃) = 0. (2.11)

Here we apparently have one constraint on a, b.
The conclusion here is that at every point S = S̃, the orthonormality imposes

k(k + 1)/2 constraints on the tangent plane. This means that if we stand at S̃ on
the constraint surface, there are only

nk − 1
2k(k + 1) = 1

2k(2n− k − 1) (2.12)

possible directions of movement or degrees of freedom if we should stay on the
surface.

One way to optimize over the Stiefel manifold is to parameterize S by

S = S(p) such that S(p)T S(p) = I (2.13)

for every parameter vector p (for instance parameterization by Householder re-
flections or Givens rotations, see Section 2.4 and 2.5). From the above follows
that the dimension of p should preferably not exceed (2.12), since this would mean
unnecessary many parameters as well as a non-unique parameterization.

The Stiefel manifold we denote

Vn,k , {S ∈ R
n×k|ST S = I}. (2.14)

We take the opportunity to also introduce a notation for the set with orthonormal
n-by-n matrices,

On , {Q ∈ R
n×n|QT Q = I}. (2.15)

On is obviously closed under multiplication, that is, if A ∈ On and B ∈ On then
AB ∈ On.

2.3.2 Grassmann Manifold

The homogeneity (coordinate basis invariance) of F (·) means that F (SQ) = F (S)
for every full rank transformation matrix Q in R

k×k. The set imposed by homo-
geneity as well as the orthonormality constraint is termed the Grassmann manifold,
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see [Edelman et al., 1998]. The members of the Grassmann manifold form equiva-
lence classes of matrices that span the same linear subspace, that is to say, S and
SQ are different representatives of the same member. This means that a member
of Grassmann manifold has no unique matrix representation.

The subspace gradient ∇F (S) in (2.8) has an important property for homoge-
neous functions. Note that a small additive disturbance of S defined by an arbitrary
k-by-k matrix T in the range space of S can be viewed as linear transformation:

S + hST = S(I + hT ) = SQ. (2.16)

Provided that ST S is well-conditioned, and h sufficiently small, both Q and SQ
will have full rank. From this follows that if ST S is well-conditioned,

lim
h→0

F (S + hST )− F (S)

h
= lim

h→0

F (SQ)− F (S)

h
= 0. (2.17)

This implies that derivatives in directions taken from the range space of S (that
is, ST for arbitrary T ) are zero;

ST∇F (S) = 0. (2.18)

This fact will be used in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7.

2.4 Householder Reflection

The Householder reflection (or Householder transformation) is a well-known instru-
ment used for numerically efficient QR-factorizations, see[Golub and Loan, 1996,
pp. 224]. We will use Householder reflections to generate a full parameterization
by which is understood a mapping from a parameter vector p to a full projection
S = S(p) in R

n×k. This parameterization is primarily intended to be used when
the subspace gradient (2.8) can not be evaluated.

[Decell and Marani, 1976] and [Decell and Mayekar, 1977] use a series of House-
holder reflections to search for optimal projections in discriminant analysis. They
did however not use a full parameterization, but rather a series of local ones. Full
parameterization is used by [Andersson, 1992] for projection optimization in the
processing of multiple antenna signals. Householder reflections have also been used
for the tracking of principal and minor subspaces of vector sequences in a modifi-
cation of the Oja’s subspace algorithm, see [Oja, 1992, Abed-Meraim et al., 2000].

It will be described below that by using a composition of Householder reflec-
tions, a full parameterization can be defined such that S(p)T S(p) = I for every
parameter p. This means that the projection optimization problem with orthonor-
mal constraints can be cast into an unconstrained optimization problem:

min
S∈Vn,k

F (S) = min
p

F (S(p)). (2.19)

Vn,k is the set of orthonormal projections, see (2.14). The unconstrained problem
can be addressed by some standard program for unconstrained optimization that
does not need the derivative, see for instance [Brent, 1973, Nelder and Mead, 1965].
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Although the Householder reflection is well-used in numerical linear algebra,
the technique with full parameterization has, to our knowledge, only been used
earlier by [Andersson, 1992]. The very brief introduction below, which puts the
Householder reflection into our framework and high-lights characteristics that are
important for projection optimization, is therefore motivated.

Definition 2.2 (Householder Reflection)
For all real-valued vectors v we define the Householder reflection as

H(v) ,

{
I − 2 vvT

vT v
if v 6= 0

I else.
(2.20)

Note that the Householder reflection is symmetric and orthonormal.

2.4.1 Householder Projection

Consider the QR-factorization of the full rank n-by-k matrix S,

S = QR, (2.21)

where Q is orthonormal and R is upper triangular. This factorization can be
implemented by Householder reflections as

H(vk)H(vk−1) · · ·H(v1)S = R, (2.22)

see [Golub and Loan, 1996, pp. 224]. The sequence of vectors vi is particular for
the matrix being factorized, in this case S. Interestingly, if ST S = I,

ST S = RT QT QR = RT R = I. (2.23)

But since also R is upper triangular, R can only be2

R =

[
Ik

0

]
, (2.24)

and thus the k first columns of

Q = H(v1)H(v2) · · ·H(vk) (2.25)

is identical to S. The conclusion is that by {v1, v2, . . . , vk}, any orthonormal n-by-k
matrix can be generated by k Householder reflections. Since H(v) is orthonormal
for every v, also Q and the k first columns of Q are orthonormal. So the parame-
terization will generate exactly all n-by-k orthonormal projections.

In this thesis we will refer to this type of projection parameterization as House-
holder projection.

2This is seen immediately by an induction over k.
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Parameter Vector

When a QR-factorization is performed, the i− 1 first entries of vi in

H(v1)H(v2) · · ·H(vi) · · ·H(vk)

are all identical to zero. This means that Q has

nk − (k − 1)− · · · − (1) = nk − 1
2k(k − 1) = 1

2k(2n− k + 1) (2.26)

degrees of freedom or parameters. Denote by ṽi the potentially non-zeros entries
in v. Then define the parameter vector for a Householder projection as

p =




ṽ1

ṽ2

...
ṽk


 . (2.27)

Example 2.2 (Householder Projection)
Consider a randomly taken orthonormal 3-by-2 matrix3,

S =




0.7423 0.5282
−0.6689 0.5492
−0.0381 0.6476


 .

With v1 calculated as

v1 =
[
1 0 0

]T − s1 =
[
0.2577 0.6689 0.0381

]T
,

where s1 is the left column of S, the first Householder reflection will be

H(v1) = I − 2
v1v

T
1

vT
1 v1
≈




0.7423 −0.6689 −0.0381
−0.6689 −0.7367 −0.0990
−0.0381 −0.0990 0.9944


 .

Note that

H(v1)S ≈




1 0
0 −0.8221
0 0.5694


 .

Calculate v2 as

v2 =
[
0 1 0

]
−H(v1)s2 ≈

[
0 1.8221 −0.5694

]T

3A 3-by-2 projection is best parameterized by the normal of the projection plane. This simple
example is just an illustration.
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which yields

H(v2) ≈




1.0000 0 0
0 −0.8221 0.5694
0 0.5694 0.8221


 .

Now

H(v1)H(v2) ≈




0.7423 0.5282 −0.4122
−0.6689 0.5492 −0.5008
−0.0381 0.6476 0.7611




where the two first columns is equal to S. The parameter vector is

p ≈
[
0.2577 0.6689 0.0381 1.6221 −0.5694

]T
.

2.4.2 Notes

It is a fact that the matrix representation of a subspace is not unique. For every
subspace there is a whole set of matrices that span the same space. The House-
holder projection is in turn not uniquely represented by the parameter p. Many p
will give the same orthonormal matrix. This is seen immediately in (2.20). The
length of a non-zero v is inconsequential to H(v). Also, the dimension

1
2k(2n− k + 1)

of the parameter vector p exceeds the dimension of the vector space of all tangent
vectors (2.12). Again, this means that the projection is over-parameterized and
the representation of an orthonormal projection is not unique. This is of course
a disadvantage in numerical optimization, since it implies a singular Hessian and
potentially bad convergence. The ambiguity in p could be overcome by letting,
for instance, the last entry in every vi be identical to 1. This means however that
certain projections, for instance the projection

H

([
1
0

])
,

can be represented only up to a certain degree of accuracy.
Another drawback of the Householder reflection as we have defined it here, is

the discontinuity around v = 0. This discontinuity is seen clearly in the scalar case,
when H(v) = −1 for all non-zero v, but H(v) = 1 for v = 0.

The advantage of the Householder projection is mainly its computational sim-
plicity. It is also very easy to implement.

2.5 Givens Rotation

Like the Householder reflection, the Givens rotation, defined as a plane rotation
in n dimensions, is used in QR factorization, see [Golub and Loan, 1996, pp. 226].
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We will use it in exactly the same way as the Householder reflection to produce
full parameterization of an orthonormal projection. In the thesis we refer to the
technique as Givens Projection. The advantage with the Givens projection over
the Householder projection is that it has fewer parameters.

As we know it, Givens rotations have not been used very extensively for projec-
tion optimization. One application, though, is the Optimal Discriminative Projec-
tion, which targets the classification accuracy in high-dimensional (multicollinear)
data sets, see [Sp̊angeus and Lindgren, 2003]. A related method that should be
mentioned was reported by [McCulloch, 1986], who parameterized a linear combi-
nation of two of Fisher’s linear discriminants by an angle.

Definition 2.3 (Givens Rotation)
Define an n-dimensional Givens rotation (n ≥ 2) as

O(v) ,
n−1∏

i=1




Ii−1 0 0 0
0 cos v(i) − sin v(i) 0
0 sin v(i) cos v(i) 0
0 0 0 In−i−1


 (2.28)

where v =
[
v(1) v(2) · · · v(n−1)

]
.

O(v) is orthonormal, but not symmetric like the Householder reflection. In the
same way as with the Householder reflection,

O(v1)O(v2) · · ·O(vk) (2.29)

is an orthonormal matrix where the k first columns can identify any n-by-k or-
thonormal matrix. Compared to the Householder reflection, every vi has however
one dimension less. This means that while a single Householder reflection in n
dimensions has n parameters, the Givens rotation has n − 1 parameters. The
dimension of the parameter vector will thus be, compared to (2.26),

1
2k(2n− k + 1)− k = 1

2k(2n− k − 1) (2.30)

which coincides with the degrees of freedom of the tangent plane of the Stiefel
manifold (2.12).

Example 2.3 (Givens Projection)
Consider again the orthonormal matrix,

S =




0.7423 0.5282
−0.6689 0.5492
−0.0381 0.6476


 .

With

v
(1)
1 = arctan

s31

s21
≈ 0.0569, v

(2)
1 = − arctan

√
s2
31 + s2

32

s11
≈ −0.7342
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and with the notation si = sin v
(i)
1 , ci = cos v

(i)
1 , the first Givens rotation is

O(v1) =




1 0 0
0 c1 −s1

0 s1 c1






c2 −s2 0
s2 c2 0
0 0 1


 ≈




0.7423 0.6700 0
−0.6689 0.7411 −0.0569
−0.0381 0.0422 0.9984




which gives

OT (v1)S ≈




1 0
0 0.7883
0 0.6153


 .

Now

v
(1)
2 ≡ 0, v

(2)
2 ≈ arctan

0.6153

0.7883
≈ 0.6627

which finally gives

O(v1)O(v2) ≈




0.7423 0.5282 −0.4122
−0.6689 0.5492 −0.5008
−0.0381 0.6476 0.7611


 ,

where the two first columns equals S. The parameter vector is

p ≈
[
0.0569 −0.7342 0.6627

]T
.

2.5.1 Notes

The Givens projection is a smooth function of the parameter in the sense that all
components are smooth sine and cosine functions. The dimension of the parame-
ter vector (2.30) coincides with the dimension of the tangent plane of the Stiefel
manifold (2.12), so we can not find a parameterization of all orthonormal matrices
that has a parameter vector with smaller dimension.

The advantage of the Givens projection compared to the Householder projection
is the smoothness and that the parameter vector has k fewer dimensions, compare
(2.26) and (2.30). If we should calculate many reflections or rotations, we note
that the Givens rotation in (2.28) take somewhat more time to calculate than the
Householder reflection (2.20).

2.6 A Steepest Descent Method

A steepest descent method is iterative; at iteration i we stand at the point Si and
calculate the n-by-k gradient matrix Gi = ∇F (Si) (2.8) and then move a positive
step length αi (scalar) in the negative gradient direction (the direction of steepest
descent) to produce an updated point Si+1. By choosing the step length αi with
(at least) the demand that

F (Si+1) ≤ F (Si) (2.31)
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one expects that a number of iterations will move an initial point S0 close to a
local minimizer of F . We assume in this section that the gradient Gi is available
by analytical calculation or some finite-difference approximation, see for instance
[Nocedal and Wright, 1999, ch. 7].

An example of steepest descent algorithm targeting the classification accuracy
in a k-dimensional linear projection is described by [Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000].
They basically update the point Si as

S̃i+1 = Si − αGi (2.32)

where the step length α is fix. An assumption made by [Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000]
strictly constrains Si to Vn,k, why the update is completed by orthonormalization,

Si+1 = orth[S̃i+1], (2.33)

where orth[·] is an orthonormalization operator (Gram-Schmidt, for instance).
However, [Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000] do not discuss how to choose the step length4

α. (There are more examples of additive update followed by orthogonalization, for
instance Oja’s subspace algorithm for principal component extraction and deriva-
tives thereof, see [Oja, 1992].)

Below we propose a simple line search method wherein each iteration the optimal
step length is sought. We parameterize the line so that an orthonormal linear
transformation is guaranteed (S(α) ∈ Vn,k for all scalar α). Unconstrained line
search methods are described in, for instance, [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, ch. 3].

2.6.1 ON-constrained Line Search

We consider the problem

min
S∈Vn,k

F (S) (2.34)

where F is homogeneous (F (S) = F (SQ)) and Vn,k is the set with orthonormal
n-by-k matrices. We insist that for a new search direction pi ∈ R

n×k at Si should
hold that

1. pT
i Si = 0 and

2. pi ∈ Vn,k.

The first condition means that pi points at new subspaces linearly independent of
Si, and holds naturally for the gradient ∇F (S) (2.8) as a consequence of the homo-
geneity, see Section 2.3.2. The second condition demands that the representation
of the search direction is normalized, we will return to this latter condition soon.

4We have tried a simple adaptive step length that behaves acceptable: Starting off with a
very large α0, we keep halving the step length at each iteration as long as (2.31) is not fulfilled.
Although fast convergence is attained from time to time, the performance is highly variable
between problem instances.
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If the conditions above hold, it is easily verified that for every point on the “line”
parameterized in α

Ti(α) = Si cos α + pi sin α (2.35)

it holds that

Ti(α)T Ti(α) = I, (2.36)

as well as that

dTi(α)

dα
= pi at α = 0. (2.37)

At Si the unconstrained local minimizer,

αi = arg min
α

F (Ti(α)), (2.38)

updates the linear transformation at each iteration as

Si+1 = T (αi), (2.39)

where Si+1 thus is orthonormal. The search direction pi is given at each point Si

by the gradient ∇F (Si). However the second condition above, pi ∈ Vn,k, forces us
to normalize the gradient. This we do by a Gram-Schmidt algorithm5:

[
S̃i pi

]
← orth

[
Si ∇F (Si)

]
. (2.40)

If no roundoff errors due to finite numerical representation are introduced, S̃i and
Si are identical. If we replace Si by S̃i in (2.35), however, the normalization above
guarantees that the orthonormality of Si is not degenerated over the iterations.

We call (2.35) a “line” since there is a connection to line search methods, but
it is actually more like a circle. This is an advantage compared to lines, since we
know that the minimizer of F (Ti(α)) must be in the interval (0, 2π].

2.6.2 Line Derivative

The minimization of (2.38) can be facilitated by using the derivative, which reads

d

dα
F (Ti(α)) = tr

[
(∇F (Ti(α)))T (−Si sin α + pi cos α)

]
. (2.41)

5However, if
ˆ

Si ∇F (Si)
˜

lacks full column rank, this will evidently not work, and we cannot
find a search direction that fulfills the two conditions stated above. This will happen exactly when
the column rank of ∇F (S) is less than k. This is necessarily the case if 2k > n, when we suggest
minimizing over the orthogonal complement instead. Other cases are handled by reducing linearly
dependent columns in a fairly obvious manner.
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2.6.3 Notes

The line parameterization (2.35) is not the only possible one, as will come clear in
the next section, but simple and intuitive.

It is seen in [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, pp. 48] that one can easily construct toy
minimization problems where it is evident that steepest descent-type algorithms
will need a large number of iterations to reach a minimizer, even if the objective
function is a simple convex quadratic (which is not our case). (2.35) is however
simple and an advantage is that the minimizer of F (Ti(α)) is always confined to
(0, 2π].

In practice, we will have to settle with a numerical approximation to the mini-
mizer (2.38), see Section 2.8. An issue is how to relate the accuracy of the approxi-
mation to the convergence rate of the method. Can we apply the Wolfe conditions
(2.49,2.50) well-known in numerical optimization here? We will return to this issue
in Section 2.8.

2.7 Conjugate Gradient Method

The conjugate gradient method is known to be a very efficient method for un-
constrained minimization of convex quadratic functions and has been known since
the 1950s, see [Hestenes and Stiefel, 1952, Luenberger, 1984]. It is a line search
method, but with search directions that is likely to give better convergence rate
compared to the directions of steepest descent.

Originally the algorithm was developed to solve systems of linear equations
by minimizing the quadratic function whose normal equations coincided with the
system of linear equations, the linear conjugate gradient method. Extensions to non-
quadratic functions were however soon developed, see [Fletcher and Reeves, 1964,
Polak and Ribière, 1969]. Not too long ago, a nonlinear conjugate gradient al-
gorithm was formulated for optimization on the Grassmann manifold and thus
designed to solve

min
S∈Vn,k

F (S) (2.42)

for homogeneous, nonlinear F , which from our viewpoint is a projection opti-
mization problem, see [Edelman et al., 1998]. The conjugate gradient method
has however been used under many years for subspace extraction in the partial
least squares algorithm designed to solve large linear regression problems, see
[Wold, 1975]. Here the linear conjugate gradient method is used, see [Eldén, 2002]
and [Hastie et al., 2001, pp. 68], but usually interrupted after k � n iterations
(latent variables), which is many iterations before convergence is guaranteed. The
formulation (2.42) is however far more general than the problems solved by the
partial least squares algorithm. The conjugate gradient method is also used for
extracting principal components, see [Yang et al., 1989] for a survey.

The conjugate gradient method on the Grassmann manifold given below is
attributed to [Edelman et al., 1998] to which we refer for a complete background. It
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is assumed that the gradient∇F (S) is available and as we discussed in Section 2.3.2,
we may assume that it is orthogonal to S, ST∇F (S) = 0.

2.7.1 Conjugate Gradient Method on the Grassmann Man-

ifold

• Given S0 such that ST
0 S0 = I, set H0 = −G0 where G0 = ∇F (S0).

• For i = 1, 2, . . . ,

1. Minimize F (Si(α)) over α where

Si(α) = SiL cos(Tα)LT + U sin(Tα)LT (2.43)

and UTLT is the thin singular value decomposition of Hi, see for in-
stance [Golub and Loan, 1996, pp. 72].

2. Set αi = αmin and Si+1 = Si(αi).

3. Compute Gi+1 = ∇F (Si+1).

4. Compute

τHi = [−SiL sin Tαi + U cos Tαi] U
T Gi (2.44)

τGi = Gi − [SiL sin Tαi + U (I − cos Tαi)] U
T Gi (2.45)

which is the so called parallel transport for Hi and Gi to the new point
Si+1.

5. Update the search direction

Hi+1 = −Gi+1 +
tr
[
(Gi+1 − τGi)

T Gi+1

]

tr
[
GT

i Gi

] τHi. (2.46)

6. If i + 1 = 0 mod k(n− k) then reset Hi+1 = −Gi+1.

2.7.2 Line Derivative

The derivative of F (Si(α)) in step 1 reads

d

dα
F (Si(α)) = tr

[
(∇F (Si(α))T

(
−SiLT sin(Tα)LT + UT cos(Tα)LT

)]
. (2.47)

2.7.3 Notes

One critical point of the algorithm appears to be the “line” minimization in step 1.
This is actually not a line but a trajectory on the manifold, a geodesic. We will
however discuss it in the next section.
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2.8 Line Minimization

Line search methods like the steepest descent and conjugate gradient described
above requires that we at each iteration i can address a scalar minimization prob-
lem, which we denote

α∗
i = arg min

α∈R

φi(α). (2.48)

αi is the step length at iteration i. For the potentially non-convex optimization
problems we are concerned with in this report, it is not reasonable to demand the
exact global minimizer of φi(α). Instead we use an iterative program that keeps
iterating until two conditions hold:

φ(α) ≤ φ(0) + c1αφ′(0), (2.49)

|φ′(α)| ≤ −c2φ
′(0). (2.50)

These two conditions are commonly called the strong Wolfe conditions, see for
instance [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, pp. 37]. We assume that the derivative φ′

i(α)
is available and defined for every α, and that φ′

i(0) < 0. c1 and c2 are design
variables. (2.49) demands that the objective function is sufficiently decreased with
respect to the step length α and (2.50) that α is close to a local minimizer. A
program for the Wolfe conditions is proposed in [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, pp. 58].
In [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, pp. 40] it is shown that if

1. φ′
i(0) < 0,

2. 0 < c1 < c2 < 1 and

3. φ(α) is bounded below,

then there exist intervals of step lengths satisfying the Wolfe conditions.
The Wolfe conditions primarily guide the selection of step length. For the non-

linear conjugate gradient method in [Fletcher and Reeves, 1964], a bounded level
set and Lipschitz continuous objective function yields the convergence result

lim
i→∞

inf ‖∇F (Si)‖ = 0 (2.51)

if the step length are taken to fulfill the strong Wolfe conditions with

0 < c1 < c2 < 1
2 ,

see [Nocedal and Wright, 1999] for details. We have not showed (and have no
reason to believe or not believe), however, that these assumptions on the objective
function hold in our cases.

2.9 Global Minimization

Gradient methods have one severe disadvantage. If the objective function is not
convex, they are not guaranteed to find the global minimum. What can we do if
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we yet insist on finding the global minimum? Exhaustively taking samples of the
objective function over a uniform grid on the (finite6) Grassmann manifold may
work for – say – dimensions n ≤ 4, but unless the grid is fine enough, the minimum
may very well lie between two grid points far from the best point sampled.

However, under certain circumstances we can do better. If it in a restricted
region of the nk-dimensional parameter space of S is possible to determine a lower
bound on the objective function, every such region can immediately be disregarded
from further consideration if namely the lower bound lies above an upper bound.
This upper bound can be sought by, for instance, gradient methods. Other re-
gions that can not be disregarded this way are recursively divided into finer sub-
regions and the process continues until the lower and upper bound converge to
desired tolerance. This procedure is known as Branch-and-Cut, see for instance
[Fukuda and Kojima, 1999].

Here we will show how to handle the non-convexity imposed by the constraint
ST S = I. We know that if two points are in a convex set, than all points on the
line between them are also in the set. For instance, the sphere or Stiefel manifold
is not convex. In a (small) parameter region, the constraint surface ST S = I will
be relaxed to a minimum convex volume, where the optimal solution is guaranteed
to be found provided the objective function is also convex. The relaxed minimum
is of course better (less) than the constrained minimum, and is therefore a regional
lower bound.

One class of convex problems comprises the semidefinite programming problems
(SDP), where for instance a linear function F (S) is minimized with the constraint

H0 +
∑

ij

sijHij � 0. (2.52)

Here, H0 and Hij are symmetric matrices and H � 0 means that H is positive semi-
definite, that is, xT Hx ≥ 0 for every x (analogously for H � 0). (2.52) is called a
linear matrix inequality (LMI). For SDPs there are efficient numerical solvers that
within few iterations (globally) solve problems with hundreds of decision variables,
see [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004].

This section describes how the orthonormal constraint ST S = I can locally
be relaxed to an LMI on the form (2.52). The relaxation was developed for the
projection problem of maximizing a product of the Mahalanobis distances (3.30) in
a classification model. This objective function can be formulated as an SDP except
for the constraint ST S = I, see [Lindgren, 2000]. We will however not apply the
technique in this thesis.

2.9.1 Non-convex Formulation

Introduce R = −I+ST S, where S as usual is in R
n×k. The orthonormal constraint

ST S = I is now equivalent to R = 0. No doubt R � 0 implies non positive diagonal

6Every point on the Grassman manifold also lies on the Stiefel manifold which we have de-
scribed how to parameterize by angles in the finite interval (0, 2π] using Givens rotations.
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elements, rii ≤ 0. If R � 0 and rii ≥ 0 then it must hold that rii = 0. But if
rii = 0 and R � 0, then must also hold that R = 0. Thus

R � 0 and rii ≥ 0 ⇒ R = 0. (2.53)

By this observation, ST S = I is implied by

−I + ST S � 0 (2.54)

sT
i si ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (2.55)

Here, si is the ith column of S. The constraint (2.54) is convex and can be expressed
as an LMI:

−I + ST S � 0
⇔[

−I + ST S 0
0 −I

]
� 0

⇔[
I ST

0 I

] [
−I ST

S −I

] [
I ST

0 I

]
� 0

⇔[
−I ST

S −I

]
� 0.

(2.56)

Nothing more needs to be done with (2.54). However, the constraint (2.55) can not

be expressed as an LMI. Consider for example si =
[
a b

]T
. Then the constraint

is
a2 + b2 ≥ 1,

that is, the region outside the unit circle. This region is not convex. At the same
time we need to restrict our search space, so we use the fact that S is orthonormal
and thus |a| ≤ 1 and |b| ≤ 1, that is, the region inside the unit square.

2.9.2 Convex Relaxation

The idea with convex relaxation is to enclose the non-convex constraint surface
with a minimum convex “hull”.

Let sij be the entry on column i and row j in S. Consider a subregion of the
optimization problem where the upper bound of every sij is known as sij , and the
lower bound as sij . Such a well-defined region or “box” is referred to as a frame.
Since S shall be constrained to be orthonormal,

−1 ≤ sij ≤ sij ≤ 1. (2.57)

For every component sij of S, introduce the variable wij as the relaxation of s2
ij .

The constraints

0 ≥ s2
ij − wij (2.58)

0 ≥ −s2
ij + wij (2.59)
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PSfrag replacements

sij sij

y

sij

Convex region y = wij

y = s2
ij

Figure 2.1 Linear upper bound of s2
ij : wij = sij(sij + sij)− sijsij .

of course corresponds to the demand of equality between s2
ij and wij . The same

way as in (2.56), the inequality (2.58) can be rewritten as

0 �
[
−wij sij

sij −1

]
(2.60)

which is an LMI valid for any frame. (2.59) is non-convex and will be relaxed
according to some frame considered. It is easy to realize that the minimum convex
region enclosing the curve 0 = s2

ij − wij is the LMI above in conjunction with the
linear constraint

0 ≥ wij −
sij − sij

sij − sij
(sij

2 − sij
2) + sij

2 = wij − sij(sij + sij) + sijsij . (2.61)

The line

y = sij(sij + sij)− sijsij (2.62)

is depicted in Figure 2.1 together with y = s2
ij . With the help variables wij , the

constraint

0 ≥ 1− sT
i si = 1−

n∑

j=1

s2
ij , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, (2.63)

can now in any well-defined frame be substituted by the relaxed linear constraint

0 ≥ 1−
n∑

j=1

wij , i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (2.64)

We know this is a relaxation since we according to (2.61) allow wij ≥ s2
ij . The
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results in this section are summarized with the LMIs

0 � sijdiag




1
−1[

0 1
1 0

]

−sij − sij



−wijdiag




0
0[

1 0
0 0

]

−1




+diag




−sij

sij[
0 0
0 −1

]

sijsij




(2.65)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and j = 1, 2, . . . n for which sij is not identical to 0, and

0 � −
n∑

j=1

wij + 1 (2.66)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. This convex relaxation is valid for any well-defined frame, that
is, any subregion of the problem. However, to be reasonably good (strong) the
frame must not be too large.

2.9.3 Notes

Convex relaxation allows non-convex optimization problems to be locally lower
bounded. This opens up for a systematic way to track down the global optimum
to any desired degree of accuracy. However, this convex relaxation is only “tight”
for rather small regions of the parameter space. The parameter space has to be
divided into a fairly large number of regions, a number that grows exponentially
with the parameter dimension.

For projection optimization problems, the practical limit lies somewhere around
S in R

4×2. In higher dimensions the optimal solution will be very expensive.

2.10 Reduced Rank Linear Regression

We will here describe how to efficiently find an optimal projection for linear regres-
sion. This basically means that the n-dimensional regression vector x is projected
onto the k columns of S, k < n, and then ordinary linear regression methods are
used to explain y in Rm, m < n. Here we also assume that k < m, otherwise
ordinary multiple linear regression methods can be used. If we denote by b the
low-dimensional regression coefficient, then bST is an m-by-n matrix with rank k.
This type of regression is therefore termed reduced rank regression.

We use the model

yt = bST xt + εt (2.67)

and the problem is to estimate S and b in least squares sense with the constraint
that S in R

n×k is orthonormal, k fix. A similar model is used in sensor array
signal processing, see [Hua et al., 2001], and state space subspace system identi-
fication, see [Stoica and Viberg, 1996, Viberg, 1995, Jansson and Wahlberg, 1996,
van Overschee and de Moor, 1996]. We realize that the model may also be used to
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search for the optimal subspace for a linear classifier (the perceptron, see for in-
stance [Hastie et al., 2001, pp. 350]). In this case the dimension of yt is equal to the
number of classes. Preliminary tests suggest a slight improvement in performance
using this model compared to using linear discriminant analysis, see Section 1.4.2,
but more research is needed here. Although interesting, the results below will not
be applied in this thesis.

Comprise the data set {yt, xt}N1 in matrices Y and X with N rows. Then the
least squares problem on matrix form is

min
S,b
‖XSb− Y ‖F (2.68)

with the orthonormal constraint ST S = Ik. Here, ‖ · ‖F denotes Frobenius norm
(square root of square sum of all entries). The objective function that we aim to
minimize is

F (S) = min
b
‖XSb− Y ‖F . (2.69)

A similar least squares problem is solved by [Eldén and Savas, 2003]. No gen-
erality is lost by relaxing the constraint to rank S ≤ k. A solution with rank k can
always be orthonormalized, if required. If there is a minimizer with rank S < k,
the problem is degenerated and should be reformulated. Thus, the constraint is
rank S = k. The problem is also degenerated if the column rank of X is deficient.

Theorem 2.1 (Reduced Rank Regression)
The non-degenerate least squares problem

{S∗, b∗} = min
S,b
‖XSb− Y ‖F subject to rank S = k (2.70)

is solved by

S∗ = V T−1Lk

b∗ = (S∗T V T 2V T S∗)−1S∗T V TUT Y

(2.71)

where

X = UTV T

UT Y = LKJT
(2.72)

are thin singular value decompositions and Lk the k first columns of L. The singular
values has descending order.

By thin singular value decomposition is meant a singular value decomposition that
does not account for the null space, see [Golub and Loan, 1996]

Proof Let

X =
[
U Ũ

] [T
0

]
V T (2.73)
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be the singular value decomposition of X. Then

‖XSb− Y ‖ =

∥∥∥∥
[
U Ũ

] [
T
0

]
V T Sb− Y

∥∥∥∥
F

=

∥∥∥∥
[
T
0

]
V T Sb−

[
UT

ŨT

]
Y

∥∥∥∥
F

=

∥∥∥∥
[
T
0

]
V T Sb−

[
UT Y

ŨT Y

]∥∥∥∥
F

(2.74)

which means that only the n first rows concerns the minimization,

{S∗, b∗} = min
S,b

∥∥TV T Sb− Y1

∥∥
F

, (2.75)

where Y1 = UT Y . Note that U and T are the results of a thin singular value
decomposition.

Since b is unconstrained and X and S are assumed to have full rank,

b = (ST V T 2V T S)−1ST V TY1, (2.76)

which is the standard linear least squares solution. This proves the solution b∗.
Inserting this expression in the place of b gives

S∗ = min
S
‖TV T S(ST V T 2V T S)−1ST V TY1 − Y1‖F

= min
S
‖QY1 − Y1‖F

(2.77)

where

Q = TV T S(ST V T 2V T S)−1ST V T. (2.78)

Now the problem reads

Q∗ = arg min
Q
‖QY1 − Y1‖F

= arg min
Q

tr
[
(QY1 − Y1)

T (QY1 − Y1)
]

= arg min
Q

tr
[
Y T

1 QT QY1 − Y T
1 QT Y1 − Y T

1 QY1 + Y T
1 Y1

]

= arg max
Q

tr
[
Y T

1 QY1

]

(2.79)

subject to Q being on the form (2.78). We have used the fact that Q is a symmetric
projection matrix, QT Q = Q. Note that Q is on the form Q = q(qT q)−1qT . The
constraint is now rephrased by the parameterization Q = qqT subject to qT q = I.

Let

Y T
1 = JKLT (2.80)
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be the thin singular value decomposition with the singular values in descending
order. Then the equivalent problem is

q∗ = arg min
q

∥∥qqT Y1 − Y1

∥∥
F

= arg max
q

tr
[
JKLT qqT LKT JT

]

= arg max
q

tr
[
KLT qqT LKT

] (2.81)

subject to qT q = I. Since L is full and orthonormal, qT q = I implies qT LLT q = I
and we can do the substitution r = LT q and equivalently solve

r∗ = arg max
r

tr
[
KrrT KT

]
subject to rT r = I. (2.82)

But K is diagonal with ordered values on the diagonal, so it is easy to see that

r∗ =

[
Ik

0

]
(2.83)

which gives q∗ as the k first columns of L, denoted Lk. It is now plain to see that

LkLT
k = Lk(LT

k Lk)−1LT
k = TV T S(ST V T 2V T S)−1ST V T (2.84)

is solved by TV T S = Lk from which the result follows.

2

2.11 Projection Pursuit Regression

Projection pursuit regression aims to find projections for nonlinear regression mod-
els. Here we will briefly describe the model and estimation technique. We will use
a similar technique for multi-index models of nonlinear dynamical systems in Sec-
tion 5.3.2.

The projection pursuit regression model is

yt =

k∑

m=1

gm(ST
mxt), (2.85)

see [Friedman and Stuetzle, 1981] or [Hastie et al., 2001]. Here, Sm are in R
n and

gm are ridge functions from R to R. Consider the special case k = 1. Then the
model least squares error for a data set {xt, yt}N1 is

F (S) =
N∑

t=1

[
yt − g(ST xt)

]2
. (2.86)

Assume that g is differentiable. With the first order Taylor approximation at some
point S = Sj ,

g(ST xt) ≈ g(ST
j xt) + g′(ST

j xt)(S − Sj)
T xt (2.87)
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the least squares error is approximately

F (S) ≈ F̃ (S) =

N∑

t=1

[
yt − g(ST

j xt) + g′(ST
j xt)(S − Sj)

T xt

]2
. (2.88)

This can be rephrased as

F̃ (S) =

N∑

t=1

[
yt − ztj − ST qtj

]2
, (2.89)

which is a linear function in S. Here, ztj and qtj have obvious definitions and do
not depend on S. The minimizer

S∗
j = arg min

S
F̃ (S) (2.90)

is immediately found by ordinary linear least squares methodology.
Now the update Sj+1 = S∗

j describes the Gauss-Newton iterations, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
which has convergence somewhere between linear and quadratic, depending on the
size of the residual, see [Nocedal and Wright, 1999, pp. 259]. In an outer loop, the
ridge function g is updated by some separate technique, usually ordinary linear
least squares.

To extend to k > 1 many authors propose that the above procedure is repeated
for each Sm in an obvious manner.

Projection pursuit was first proposed by [Friedman and Tukey, 1974]. An over-
view of projection pursuit methods is [Huber, 1985, Jones and Sibson, 1987]. Some
interesting papers on exploratory projection pursuit are [Tukey and Tukey, 1981a],
[Tukey and Tukey, 1981b, Friedman, 1987, Glover and Hopke, 1992].
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Classification

In a broad variety of applications ranging from the information retrieval on the
Internet to the processing of sensor signals, there is a constantly growing need to
make use of measurements or observations with very high dimension. One major
task is of course the accurate classification of these observations, but very important
issues are also how to compress and how to visualize them. If numerical vectors
represent the observations, both these latter issues can be addressed by searching
for special low-dimensional linear projections of the vectors. In this chapter we will
investigate how to conduct this search efficiently.

3.1 Classification and Projections

Assume that there are q classes or populations and at some instant we observe one
of them. The observation is comprised in a numerical observation vector. Given
the observation vector only, the act of classification may be defined as the task to
infer which one of the q populations that was observed.

The observation vector does usually not contain all information needed to make
this inference fool proof, however. The uncertainties due to absent information will
be manifested as noise that limits the possibility to distinguish between observa-
tions of different populations. Given the probabilistic distribution of the noise, the
Bayes error, which will be properly defined below, is a limit for how confident the

51
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inference can be at best, despite the noise. No deterministic inference or classifica-
tion rule can ever have an uncertainty less than the uncertainty given by the Bayes
error. In the definition of the Bayes error below, it is assumed that the noise has
an n-variate normal distribution.

When observation vectors are projected on a low-dimensional plane, valuable
information is usually lost with an increase in noise magnitude and Bayes error as
a consequence. This means it might not be possible to classify the low-dimensional
representation of an observation with the same confidence as allowed by the original
representation. Obviously, there is a whole set of k-dimensional projections in the
original n-dimensional vector space (we assume k < n). It is also rather obvious,
that different projections in this set may result in different Bayes error. A natural
and not very novel idea is to use the (particular) projection that gives the lowest
possible Bayes error. However, it turns out that generally, this projection is very
difficult to find. It is even difficult to evaluate the Bayes error for a given projection,
and we are often resorted to use approximations.

Later in this chapter we will address both the issue how to approximate the
Bayes error in a projection (Section 3.5 and 3.6.1), as well as how to apply some of
the numerical methods described in Chapter 2 to find the optimal projection with
respect to this approximation. Particularly we will compare the efficiency of the
Householder projection, the Givens projection, the steepest descent method and
the conjugate gradient method (Section 3.5.5).

The Bayes error approximations will be based on the well-known Mahalanobis
and Bhattacharyya distances, and the subspace gradients of these approximations
will be derived (Section 3.5) and utilized in the numerical optimization. We will
also present a result for two concentric classes with different covariance matrices
(Section 3.6).

3.2 Probabilistic Model

We assume that the observation vector x is a sample of the random variable X . The
conditional distribution of X knowing the population p has the probability density
function fp(·), which completely defines the probabilistic properties of population
p. By p-conditional distribution we thus understand the distribution of X when the
population is fixed to p. If the p-conditional distribution is normal, for instance,
the p-conditional density function reads

fp(x) =
e−(x−µp)T Σ−1

p (x−µp)/2

√
(2π)ndet [Σp]

, p = 1, 2, . . . , q. (3.1)

We see that the normal population p is completely specified by two parameters: a
mean vector µp and an n-by-n invertible covariance matrix Σp. Unless else notified,
it will be assumed in this chapter that the conditional distributions are normal and
that the covariance matrices thus are invertible.

Since it is unknown a priori which population is observed, also p is assumed to
be a sample of a random variable P, which is discrete and has a uniform distributed
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prior; the probability of p is assumed to be

P(p) =

{ 1
q if p = 1, 2, . . . , q

0 else.
(3.2)

The assumption on uniform prior is mainly for notational purposes. The follow-
ing discussion can easily be generalized to the case when certain populations are
observed more frequently.

Bayes Rule and Error The purpose of a decision rule (or classifier) is to
accurately infer which population p a given observation x belongs to. If we take
the decision rule to be maximum likelihood (maximum of the posterior density of
P) and thus estimate population according to

p̂ : fbp(x) ≥ fp(x), p = 1, 2, . . . , q, (3.3)

then the error rate will coincide with the Bayes error, which we define as

V , 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p
fp(x) dx, p = 1, 2, . . . , q, (3.4)

see [Fukunaga, 1990, pp. 53]. This rule is referred to as the Bayes rule; no decision
rule gives lower error rate under the assumptions made. It should immediately be
said, however, there is no general analytical expression for the Bayes error V . Most
often we have to resort to bounds and approximations.

Homoscedastic or Heteroscedastic Model Whether we assume the covari-
ance matrices of the distributions to be equal (Σp = Σ∀p) or not, we distinguish
between a homoscedastic and a heteroscedastic model, respectively. If the (nor-
mal) populations are homoscedastic, the Bayes rule is a linear function of X , else
quadratic. These results are standard and found in most textbooks on the subject,
for instance [Johnson and Wichern, 1998, Fukunaga, 1990]. A recommended text
on normal models and some of their projections is [McLachlan, 1992, ch. 3].

Note that it holds for both the homoscedastic and heteroscedastic case that the
optimal decision rule (3.3) is rather simple to implement, while the Bayes error
(3.4) is difficult to compute except for a simple special case described in the next
section.

3.3 Problem Formulation with Examples

The projection we define by the n-by-k matrix S, and our interest attaches to the
projected variable,

Z = STX , (3.5)

and consequently on the projected observation,

z = ST x ∈ R
k. (3.6)
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Note that we are only interested in the case k < n, which means that the dimension
is reduced. This is the same as data compression. It is well-known that any linear
combination of normal distributed variables is also normal distributed. It can
easily be shown that if the p-conditional distribution of X is Nn(µp,Σp), that is,
n-dimensional normal with mean vector µp and covariance matrix Σp, then the
distribution of Z under the same condition is Nk(ST µp, S

T ΣpS). Consequently,
the Bayes error for the projected variable Z is dependent of the projection S and
defined for S with full column rank by

V (S) , 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p

[
e−(z−ST µp)(ST ΣpS)−1(z−ST µp)/2

√
(2π)kdet [ST ΣpS]

]
dz. (3.7)

Obviously V (S) would be an excellent quality assessment for the projection S.
It should be clear that we cannot improve the error rate (add information) by a
projection,

V (S) ≥ V (In).

We can however hope to find an n-by-k projection S∗ by which the increase in
error rate is minimal,

V (S∗) ≤ V (S)

for all n-by-k matrices S with full rank. The pursuit of good projections thus leads
us to the problem formulation

S∗ = arg min
S

V (S), subject to rank S = k. (3.8)

3.3.1 Fisher´s Linear Discriminants

The analytical solution of (3.8) is however known only for the case with q = 2
homoscedastic populations and k = 1, namely the Fisher’s linear discriminant ,

s∗ = arg max
s
|sT (µ1 − µ2)|, subject to sT Σs = 1, (3.9)

or in closed form
s∗ = Σ−1(µ1 − µ2), (3.10)

see [Fisher, 1936, Fisher, 1938]. In this case the Bayes error is

V = Q
(
− 1

2 (µ1 − µ2)
T Σ−1(µ1 − µ2)

)
(3.11)

where Q(·) is the standard normal distribution function

Q(ω) =
1√
2π

∫ ω

−∞
e−

τ2

2 dτ. (3.12)

Note that k = 1 is enough to reach the infimum Bayes error for q = 2 homoscedastic
normal populations. No improvement can be made by taking k > 1. This means
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that the scalar xT s∗ comprises all useful information in x, and the data compression
is in a sense loss-less. This is not the case for q > 2 when (3.9) is often extended to

S̃ = arg max
S

q∑

p=1

‖ST (µp − µ)‖22, subject to ST ΣS = Ik (3.13)

where µ is the mean of X . The range space of S̃ in (3.13) is however not Bayes error

optimal in general (unless q = 2). The columns of S̃ are called the Fisher’s linear
discriminants and the technique to use them is sometimes referred to as linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), see also Section 1.4.2. The LDA problem (3.13)
is equivalent to the generalized eigenvalue problem, see [Golub and Loan, 1996,
pp. 461] for a definition and [Howland et al., 2003] for application in discriminant
analysis.

−4 −2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

(a) Fisher’s linear discriminant: 0.1x(1) + 0.99x(2)

−8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6

(b) x(1)

Figure 3.1 In (a) the Fisher’s linear discriminant (3.9) of the data in
Figure 3.2 visualized as a histogram-like dot diagram, k = 1.
In (b) a simple projection of the same data onto s = [1 0]T . In
comparison, the Fisher’s linear discriminant is apparently not
optimal with respect to the Bayes error; two populations are
almost indistinguishable in (a). The Bayes error is 0.24 for the
Fisher’s linear discriminant and 0.060 for x(1).
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Example 3.1 (Fisher’s Linear Discriminant)
In Figure 3.2 are plotted N = 300 samples of q = 3 homoscedastic populations
with n = 2 dimensions. The decision boundaries of Bayes rule are also drawn.
The populations are apparently fairly separated. By a projection

zt = sT xt, t = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.14)

for s in R
n the observations are compressed to k = 1 dimension. Figure 3.1

compares two such projections by histogram-like dot diagrams (same data set
as in Figure 3.2). In 3.1(a) the projection is the Fisher’s linear discriminant

(3.13) and in (b) it is simply the first component of the observations, x
(1)
t . By

inspection we conclude that the Fisher’s linear discriminant is not optimal in
general; two populations are almost indistinguishable. Monte Carlo simulations
give that V = 0.24 for the Fisher’s linear discriminant and V = 0.060 for

z = x(1), that is, s =
[
1 0

]T
.
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Figure 3.2 Three homoscedastic populations with normal distribution
with distinct means together with the decision boundaries of
Bayes rule. The Bayes error is very low.
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Example 3.2 (Decision Boundaries)
We will visually compare the Bayes rule (3.3) of a homoscedastic model to that
of a heteroscedastic. The models are estimated from a data set (Image Segmen-
tation data, see page 79) where each of the N = 211 observations represent an
image. The q = 7 distinct populations are due to images of different surfaces.
The images are compressed to k = 2 dimensions.

The mean vectors and covariance matrices are the standard maximum likelihood
estimates. In the homoscedastic case, a pooled covariance matrix estimate is
used, see (3.109).

In Figure 3.3 the decision boundaries of the homoscedastic model are drawn in
the same diagram as 2099 validation images. As mentioned before, the decision
rule (for any two populations) is a linear function, which is seen clearly. The
decision boundaries of the heteroscedastic model is much more flexible, see
Figure 3.4. In this instance the empirical error rate on validation data (test

error) is however the same for both models, V̂ = 0.28.
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Figure 3.3 Bayes rule decision boundaries of a homoscedastic model of the
Image Segmentation data. Empirical error rate V̂ = 0.28.
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Figure 3.4 Bayes rule decision boundaries of a heteroscedastic model of
the Image Segmentation data. Empirical error rate V̂ = 0.28
(same as for the homoscedastic model).

3.3.2 Bayes Error Coordinate Basis Invariance

The Bayes error is invariant under coordinate basis transformations. This result
will be used later in Section 3.6. The basis invariance also has implications on the
numerical optimization programs which was described in Section 2.3.2 (homogene-
ity).

Lemma 3.1 (Bayes Error Basis Invariance)
The Bayes error for normal populations,

V = 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p

e−(x−µp)T Σ−1
p (x−µp)/2

√
(2π)ndet [Σp]

dx, (3.15)

is invariant under any affine transformation

Z = UX + u, (3.16)

where U is invertible.
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Proof The transformated covariance matrices are

Σ̃p = UΣpU
T (3.17)

and mean vectors

µ̃p = Uµp + u. (3.18)

Straightforward calculations now give that the Bayes error for Z, denoted Ṽ , is
equal to the Bayes error for X :

Ṽ = 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p

e−(z−µ̃p)T eΣ−1
p (z−µ̃p)/2

√
(2π)ndet

[
Σ̃p

] dz =

{
z = Ux + u
dz = |J(x)|dx = |det [U ] |dx

}

= 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p

e−(Ux−Uµp)T (UΣpUT )−1(Ux−Uµp)/2

√
(2π)ndet [UΣpUT ]

|det [U ] |dx

= 1− 1
q

∫
sup

p

e−(x−µp)T UT (UT )−1Σ−1
p U−1U(x−µp)/2

√
(2π)ndet [U ] det [Σp] det [UT ]

|det [U ] |dx = · · · = V.

(3.19)

J(x) is the Jacobian determinant. 2

3.4 Review of Projection Methods

For the special case k = 1, [Geisser, 1977] shows that for q ≥ 2 homoscedastic
populations, the Bayes error (3.4) is

V (s) =
2

q

q−1∑

p=1

Q
[
1
2 (vp+1(s)− vp(s))

]
, (3.20)

where

vp(s) =
sT µp√
sT Σs

(3.21)

are ordered as

v1(s) ≥ v2(s) ≥ · · · ≥ vq(s). (3.22)

This result is useful in conjunction with numerical minimization over non-zero lin-
ear combinations s in R

n. [Schervish, 1984] shows how this can be done for the case
q = 3 by minimizing a convex function over an angle (scalar). [McCulloch, 1986]
also considers a linear combination (k = 1), but for an arbitrary number of ho-
moscedastic populations, q ≥ 2. He minimizes (3.20) over linear combinations of
two or more of Fisher’s linear discriminants (3.13). [Hudlet and Johnson, 1977]
also have some interesting results on linear discrimination in low dimensions.
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3.4.1 Two Heteroscedastic Populations

The pursuit of optimal n-by-k projections in the heteroscedastic case is much
more difficult. A simplified version considering the performance of a (subopti-
mal) linear decision rule discriminating q = 2 heteroscedastic populations (thus
k = 1) is addressed by [Clunies-Ross and Riffenburgh, 1960, Riffenburgh, 1960,
Anderson and Bahadur, 1962]. They use the decision rule

sT x ≷ c (3.23)

for the linear combination

s = [ω1Σ1 + ω2Σ2]
−1

m (3.24)

and
c = sT µ1 − ω1s

T Σ1s = sT µ2 + ω2s
T Σ2s. (3.25)

Here and below we take
m = µ1 − µ2 (3.26)

for notational purposes. ω1 and ω2 are open parameters that can be selected in
different ways. If we let ω1 = ω2 = ω0 where

ω0 = arg min
0<ω<1

∆(ω) (3.27)

where in turn

∆(ω) =
2sT m√

sT Σ1s +
√

sT Σ2s
(3.28)

the maximum of the probability of misclassifying an observation of distribution 1
and an observation of distribution 2 is minimized. The error rate is

Vlinear, minimax = Q
[
− 1

2∆(ω0)
]
, (3.29)

see also [Anderson, 1984, pp. 240]. If the populations are homoscedastic, ∆(ω) is
identical to the Mahalanobis distance,

∆ =
√

mT Σ−1m, (3.30)

see also [Mahalanobis, 1936, Maesschalck et al., 2000]1. The Mahalanobis distance
is a measure of divergence between two populations, that is, a dissimilarity measure
that more or less relates to the Bayes error. Interestingly the Mahalanobis distance
is invariant under change of coordinate basis. This is seen immediately in the proof
of Lemma 3.1.

For two concentric populations (µ1 = µ2) define the entity

ξ(s) =
sT Σ1s

sT Σ2s
. (3.31)

1By the extended Cauchy-Schwarz inequality follows that (3.10) is a maximizer of the Maha-
lanobis distance subject to a an n-by-k projection.
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In Section 3.6 it is shown that if ξ(s) > 1 for all non-zero s, then

s∗ = arg max
s

ξ(s) (3.32)

is a Bayes error optimal projection for the case k = 1. s∗ is calculated by solving
a generalized eigenvalue problem.

3.4.2 Divergence Measures for Heteroscedastic Populations

Using ∆(ω0) as a measure of dissimilarity or divergence of two heteroscedastic
populations has been considered by [Chadda and Marcus, 1968], [Chernoff, 1952,
Marks and Dunn, 1974, McLachlan, 1975]. Divergence measures are interesting
not in the sense that they always give the optimal projection down to k dimensions
directly, but as criteria in numerical optimization. In this work we are mainly
interested in what is often called allocatory measures, by which we understand
measures that approximate the Bayes error V .

In our setting, V defined in (3.4) is considered the optimal measure. Certainly
there are cases where this may not be the best measure, but they are not covered
here. It is however not known how to analytically compute (3.4) or (3.7) except for
the special case mentioned earlier: two homoscedastic populations. An expression
equivalent to (3.4) when q = 2 is

V = 1
2

∫
inf{f1(y), f2(y)}dy, (3.33)

which in the homoscedastic normal distribution case is identical to (3.11), which
in turn is the Mahalanobis distance (3.30) inserted into (3.29).

[Bhattacharyya, 1943] describes the angle of divergence ξ between two het-
eroscedastic populations as

cos ξ = 1
2

∫ √
f1(y)f2(y)dy. (3.34)

Clearly, the geometric mean
√

f1(y)f2(y) is not less than inf{f1(y), f2(y)} in (3.33),
why

1
2 cos ξ ≥ 1

2

∫
inf{f1(y) f2(y)}dy = V. (3.35)

For two normal populations this upper bound reads

V ≤ 1
2 cos ξ = 1

2e−b (3.36)

where b is the Bhattacharyya distance ,

b , 1
8mT

[
1
2 (Σ1 + Σ2)

]−1
m + 1

2 log
det
[
1
2 (Σ1 + Σ2)

]
√

det [Σ1] det [Σ2]
, (3.37)
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see also [Fukunaga, 1990, pp. 99] and [Fukunaga, 1990, pp. 455-460] where the
optimization of b with respect to a projection is discussed. In fact

1
2

∫
[f1(y)]ω[f2(y)]1−ωdy ≥ 1

2

∫
inf{f1(y), f2(y)}dy = V (3.38)

for 0 < ω < 1, see [Chernoff, 1952]. Based on this observation, [Chernoff, 1973]
proposes the measure of divergence we today call the Chernoff distance,

τ , sup
0≤ω≤1

1
2

{
ω(1− ω)mT Σ−1m + log

det [Σ]

det [Σ1]
ω

det [Σ2]
1−ω

}
, (3.39)

where
Σ = ωΣ1 + (1− ω)Σ2. (3.40)

For two normal populations, τ obviously induces a tighter bound on the error rate
than the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya is the special case ω = 1

2 ),

1
2e−b ≥ 1

2e−τ ≥ V. (3.41)

The calculation of the Chernoff distance however involves numerical maximization,
for instance by the Newton-Raphson method2. See also [Fukunaga, 1990, pp. 99]
or [Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 1999, pp. 153].

[Lee and Choi, 2000] make extensive simulations to compare the error rate of
a quadratic classifier to the Bhattacharyya distance b. By curve fitting they find
that the polynomial

V̂ = 40.219− 70.019b + 63.578b2 − 32.766b3 + 8.7172b4 − 0.91875b5 (3.42)

is a good error estimator (for b < 3).

3.4.3 Information Theory

Apart from divergence measures motivated by the Bayes error, there are measures
based on information theory. The concept of amount of information supplied by
an observation about an unknown parameter was known already to [Fisher, 1925].
For the two hypotheses Hp, p = 1, 2, that x is from population p, we may define

I(2 : 1) =

∫
f2(x) log

f1(x)

f2(x)
dx (3.43)

as the mean information per observation from population 2 for discrimination in
favor of H1 against H2, see [Kullback, 1959, pp. 6]. From this, the divergence mea-
sure sometimes referred to as the Kullback-Leibler information number is defined
as

I(1 : 2) + I(2 : 1) (3.44)

2[Chernoff, 1973] gives expressions for both the first and second order derivatives needed for
Newton-Raphson method.
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which in the normal distributed case reads

1
2 tr

[
(Σ1 − Σ2)(Σ

−1
2 − Σ−1

1 )
]
+ 1

2 tr
[
(Σ−1

1 + Σ−1
2 )mmT

]
(3.45)

or alternatively

1
2 tr

[
(Σ−1

1 + Σ−1
2 )(Σ1 + Σ2 + mmT )

]
− 2n, (3.46)

see [Kullback, 1959].

3.4.4 Many Heteroscedastic Populations

For the general case with an arbitrary number of heteroscedastic populations and
k ≥ 1, [Decell et al., 1981] show that the rank k̃ of the matrix

M =
[
µ2 − µ1 µ3 − µ1 · · ·µq − µ1 Σ2 − Σ1 Σ3 − Σ1 · · ·Σq − Σ1

]
(3.47)

(with n rows and (n + 1)(q − 1) columns) is equivalent to the minimum value of
k for which an n-by-k projection preserves the Bayes error. In other words, it is
possible to reduce the dimension to k̃ (but no less) without any increase in the
Bayes error. Such a minimal projection can, for instance, be calculated by the thin
singular value decomposition

M = UTST , (3.48)

where U and S are unitary. By thin is understood the factorization does not account
for the null space of M ; T is square and diagonal, see [Golub and Loan, 1996,
pp. 72]. As before, S is the projection matrix.

[Young et al., 1987] use the results of [Decell et al., 1981] and propose an ap-
proximative solution. To form the projection down to k < k̃ dimensions, they take
S to be a k-rank approximation of M . This approximation is defined by the the
k dominant singular vectors, which are known to be Frobenius-norm optimal. See
also [Odell, 1979, Tubbs et al., 1982].

[Brunzell and Eriksson, 2000] propose

∏

1≤i<j≤q

(µi − µj)
T (Σi + Σj)

−1(µi − µj) (3.49)

as a measure of separation and show that a projection that spans the column space
of the matrix [

(Σi + Σj)
−1(µi − µj)

]
col 1≤i<j≤q

(3.50)

does not decrease this measure. A projection down to k dimensions is proposed as
a rank k approximation of (3.50) defined by the k dominant singular vectors. In
[Sp̊angeus, 2001, paper 1] the optimal projection with respect to (3.49) is sought
by numerical optimization.
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3.4.5 Numerical Optimization

By numerical optimization, local minimizers of the Bayes error V (S) defined in
(3.4) can be obtained for some special cases. [Guseman and Peters, 1975] use this
idea for the case k = 1, q = 2, for which the error rate V (s) can be calculated
analytically. They derive the Gateaux differential

∂V (s; p) = lim
h→0

V (s)− V (s + hp)

h
(3.51)

and use n such differentials to compose the subspace gradient at s, ∇V (s). By
subspace gradient we refer to the matrix with partial derivatives (2.8). The mini-
mization program employs a so called Davidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure.

Since the Bayes error is intractable to calculate except for special cases, it is
however common to search local minima of approximations. Many authors gener-
alize the error rate for q = 2 populations i and j to more by the union

Ṽ (S) =
∑

1≤i<j≤q

Ṽij(S). (3.52)

Here, Ṽij is the Bayes error, or approximation thereof, for the two populations i

and j. If Ṽij = Vij , exactly the Bayes error, this union induces an upper bound
of the Bayes error V . For instance, [Decell and Marani, 1976] employ an iterative

search for the minimum of (3.52), where Ṽij(S) is based on the Bhattacharyya
distance. At iteration i, the projection S is parameterized by v in R

n as

S = H(v1)H(v2) · · ·H(vi−1)H(v)

[
Ik

0

]
. (3.53)

H(v) is the Householder reflection,

H(v) = I − 2
vvT

vT v
, (3.54)

and H(v1) · · ·H(vi−1) are reflections due to earlier iterates, see Section 2.4. The
gradient of the Bhattacharyya distance with respect to the parameter v is derived
and used in a steepest descent procedure to search for the optimum vi = v∗ at
each iterate. [Decell and Mayekar, 1977] use the same optimization technique, but
instead they maximize the union of the pair-wise Kullback-Leibler information
numbers (3.45). [Bidasaria, 1987] uses the same information numbers (3.46) but
for q = 2. Bidasaria employs a steepest descent minimization procedure to remove
un-interesting linear combinations. [Peters, 1979] proposes a mean-squared error
criterion. [Aladjem, 1998] maximizes the (non-parametric) Patrick-Fisher distance,
for q = 2 by using the gradient function. The Patrick-Fisher distance induce an
upper bound on the Bayes error.

[Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000] consider the homoscedastic case with q ≥ 2. They

use the Bayes error union (3.52) for Ṽij = Vij . They also derive the gradi-

ent ∇Ṽ (S) (2.8) under the assumption that the linear projection is orthonor-
mal, ST S = Ik. A large number of small steps with fixed length are taken
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in the negative gradient (steepest descent) direction. Every step is completed
with orthonormalization (Gram-Schmidt) to retain ST S = Ik over the iterations.
[Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000] use the same technique for other distributions by mod-
eling them as a superposition of normal distributions (kernel estimator with Gaus-
sian kernel).

[Choi and Lee, 2003] also use a union like (3.52) to generalize the two-popula-
tion case, but their model is heteroscedastic. They approximate Vij by using the
Bhattacharyya distance. The optimization technique is the same as the one used by
[Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000], but the gradients are estimated by finite differences,
cf. [Decell and Marani, 1976].

3.4.6 Related Methods

The two standard techniques principal component analysis and partial least squares
mentioned in Section 1.4 are perhaps not primarily designed for classification prob-
lems. However, they are excellent to be used for data preprocessing when the clas-
sification models needs to be estimated from finite data sets. Some brief notes
follows.

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a method to fit a line or a plane to the
main variation of a random variable X (or to a set of points) so that the 2-norm
of the residual attains minimum,

S∗ = arg min
S∈Vn,k

E
[
‖ X − SSTX ‖2

]
for fixed positive k < n. (3.55)

Vn,k is the set with orthonormal n-by-k matrices. The mean of X is here assumed to
be 0. PCA can of course be used to reduce the dimension in discriminant analysis.
However, optimal in residual norm, the error rate convergence with respect to the
number of principal components k is slow (k needs to be large). This is simply due
to the fact that the relation between residual norm and discriminant error rate is
very weak.

Partial Least Squares

Partial least squares (PLS) targets the magnitude of the error ε in the inverse
regression model

Y = BSTX + ε (3.56)

where B in R
q×k is the regression coefficient and Y the explained variable.

[Sjöström et al., 1986] use PLS for discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) by defining
the predicted variable (Y) to be a discrete population-indicator vector (dummy
variable). The outcomes of Y is {e1, e2, . . . , eq} where

ep ,
[
0(1) 0(2) · · · 0(p−1) 1(p) 0(p+1) · · · 0(q)

]T
(3.57)
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for population p. [Kemsley, 1996] shows interesting relations between PLS-DA and
Fisher’s linear discriminants (3.13). He also compares PCA and PLS as a sample
processing step prior to discriminant analysis, and concludes that PLS converges
faster than PCA (fewer components needed). See also [St̊ahle and Wold, 1987].

3.5 Minimizing the Projection Bayes Error

To find the optimal projection we need a definition of optimality as well as methods
to pursue the optimum. Methods were discussed in Chapter 2 and we will use some
of them in the numerical experiments later. The optimum is ideally defined by the
Bayes error (3.4), but in practice we will have to settle with approximations.

In this section Bayes error approximations that build on the Mahalanobis and
Bhattacharyya distances are described. To start with, the Bayes error and approx-
imation thereof for q = 2 populations are discussed. Later, these pair-wise errors
are aggregated to form criteria by which numerical methods are enabled to search
for optimal or suboptimal projections.

3.5.1 Mahalanobis Distance, Homoscedastic Case, q = 2

As mentioned in Section3.4.1, the Mahalanobis distance is a measure of divergence
between two homoscedastic populations,

δ ,
√

mT Σ−1m, (3.58)

where

m = µ1 − µ2 (3.59)

is the mean difference and Σ the (common) covariance matrix. The Mahalanobis
distance is related to the Bayes error as

V = 1
2 Q̃

(
δ

2
√

2

)
, (3.60)

where

Q̃(ω) , 2Q(−
√

2ω) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

ω

e−τ2

dτ 0 ≤ ω ∈ R (3.61)

is the complementary error function and Q(·) in turn the standard normal distri-
bution function.

Subspace Gradient

The Mahalanobis distance between two classes in X projected onto the k < n
columns of the matrix S is

δ(S) =
√

mT S(ST ΣS)−1ST m (3.62)
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and the Bayes error consequently

V (S) = 1
2 Q̃

(
δ(S)

2
√

2

)
. (3.63)

Here we must assume that S has full column rank so that the inverse (ST ΣS)−1

exists. In the search for the matrix S that gives the minimum Bayes error V (S)3,
the subspace gradient of V (S), denoted ∇V (S), is important, and some results will
now be presented. It should be mentioned, that the subspace gradient of the Ma-
halanobis distance has previously been derived by [Decell and Quirein, 1973]. The
derivation below is however original and perhaps a little bit more straightforward.

We define for notational purposes a differential operator as

[·]α ,
∂·
∂α

. (3.64)

We also refer to the two well-known calculus rules

[AB]α = [A]α B + A [B]α (3.65)

[
A−1

]
α

= A−1 [A]α A−1. (3.66)

Theorem 3.1 (Mahalanobis Distance Subspace Gradient)
For the function δ : R

n×k → R defined by

δ(S) =
√

mT S(ST ΣS)−1ST m (3.67)

holds for the operator ∇ defined in (2.8) that

∇δ(S) =

(
m− ΣS(ST ΣS)−1ST m

)
mT S(ST ΣS)−1

δ(S)
. (3.68)

Proof Note that since Σ is constant, [Σ]α = 0. Introduce the help vectors

A = (ST ΣS)−1ST m and B = ΣS(ST ΣS)−1ST m. (3.69)

3For a given subspace S, the Bayes error is the minimum error rate in that subspace.
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Straight forward differentiation gives

[
δ2(S)

]
α

=
[
mT S

(
ST ΣS

)−1
ST m

]
α

= mT
(
[S]α

(
ST ΣS

)−1
ST
)

m

+ mT
(
S
[(

ST ΣS
)−1
]

α
ST
)

m

+ mT
(
S
(
ST ΣS

)−1 [
ST
]
α

)
m

= mT
(
[S]α

(
ST ΣS

)−1
ST
)

m

+ mT
(
S(ST ΣS)−1

[
ST ΣS

]
α

(ST ΣS)−1ST
)
m

+ mT
(
S
(
ST ΣS

)−1 [
ST
]
α

)
m

= mT
(
[S]α

(
ST ΣS

)−1
ST
)

m

+ mT
(
S(ST ΣS)−1

([
ST
]
α

+ [S]α
)
(ST ΣS)−1ST

)
m

+ mT
(
S
(
ST ΣS

)−1 [
ST
]
α

)
m

= 2
(
mT [S]α A−AT

[
ST
]
α

B
)
.

(3.70)

Trivially,
∂S

∂sij
= eie

T
j (3.71)

where sij is the jth entry on the ith row of S and ei and ej are base vectors of
appropriate dimension. Thus

∂δ2(S)

∂sij
= 2(miAj −AjBi), (3.72)

where the indices i and j select vector entries. From this it is seen that

∇δ2(S) = 2(mAT −BAT )

= 2
(
m− ΣS(ST ΣS)−1ST m

)
mT S(ST ΣS)−1.

(3.73)

The result now follows from the chain rule,

dδ = d
√

δ2 =
dδ2

2δ
. (3.74)

2

Theorem 3.2 (Bayes Error Subspace Gradient)
For the function V : R

n×k → R defined by

V (S) = 1
2 Q̃

(
δ(S)

2
√

2

)
(3.75)
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where Q̃(·) is the complementary error function (3.61) and

δ(S) =
√

mT S(ST ΣS)−1ST m, (3.76)

holds for the operator ∇ defined in (2.8) that

∇V (S) =
e−δ(S)

δ(S)
√

8π

(
m− ΣS(ST ΣS)−1ST m

)
mT S(ST ΣS)−1. (3.77)

Proof The differentiation of Q̃(·) in (3.61) is straightforward,

dQ̃(ω) = − 2√
π

e−ω2 · dω, (3.78)

and thus

dV = − 1

4
√

2
· 2√

π
e−δ2 · dδ (3.79)

or

∇V (S) = − 1√
8π

e−δ2(S) · ∇δ(S) (3.80)

from which the theorem follows with reference to Theorem 3.1. 2

Diagonalization

It is seen that if the p-conditional distribution of X is Nn(µp,Σ), then the change
of coordinate basis

Z = Σ− 1
2X (3.81)

gives the p-conditional distribution of Z

Nn(Σ− 1
2 ΣΣ− 1

2 ,Σ− 1
2 µp) = Nn(I,Σ− 1

2 µp), (3.82)

that is, the covariance matrix equals I. According to Lemma 3.1 the Bayes error
is unaffected by this transformation. This problem simplification, which means
that the Mahalanobis distance coincides with the Euclid distance

√
mT m, is called

diagonalization since the covariance matrix becomes diagonal (sphering is another
term).

If we can assume that the projection has an orthonormal representation, S ∈
Vn,k (ST S = I), the diagonalization simplifies the gradient (3.77) to

∇V (S) =
e−δ2(S)

δ(S)
√

8π
(I − SST )mmT S (3.83)

where

δ(S) =
√

mT SST m. (3.84)
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A Note on Diagonalization Note that

ST∇δ(S) = 0, (3.85)

which should come as no surprise since δ(S) is coordinate basis invariant, see the
proof of Lemma 3.1 and Section 2.3.2. If we assume that S is orthonormal and
that Σ = I then (ST ΣS)±1 = I and the analysis appears simple,

δ2(S) = mT SST m ⇒ ∇δ2(S) = 2mmT S, (3.86)

see [Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000]. But this function is not homogeneous, and the
gradient is not orthogonal to S. This fact renders some naive steepest decent
minimizers, for instance

Sk+1 = Sk + c · ∇F (Sk), (3.87)

unnecessary poor, at least if we search the optimal projection. Under the assump-
tion that ST S = I and Σ = I in (3.73) the gradient is

∇δ2(S) = 2(I − SST )mmT S, (3.88)

that is, 2mmT S projected onto the null space of S. This gradient points to a
subspace independent of S (the spanning vectors are linearly independent), and
is the correct (negative) steepest descent direction to use with variates that are
diagonalized.

3.5.2 Mahalanobis Distance, Heteroscedastic Case, q = 2

The expression for the Bayes error (3.60) is not defined for distributions with
distinct covariance matrices, Σ1 6= Σ2. If we can assume that they are “almost
equal”, an intuitive approach would be to use the matrix mean,

Σ = 1
2 (Σ1 + Σ2) , (3.89)

and consider (3.60) based on this mean to be a simple approximation of the Bayes
error. The following experiment gives a hint on how good or bad this approximation
can be.

Monte Carlo, Mahalanobis

Let Σ1 = I be fixed and r(j) a sequence of independent samples of N(0, 1). We
will repeat an experiment 500 times, and for each experiment generate random Σ2

and mean difference m. 20000 samples are taken from each class distribution and
classified according to Bayes rule (3.3). The empirical error rate using Bayes rule is
compared to (3.60) using (3.89). The experiment is conducted in three dimensions.

The mean difference is generated by

m(i) =




1
0
0


+ 0.4




r(j)
r(j + 1)
r(j + 3)


 . (3.90)
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and the covariance matrix by

Σ
(i)
2 = aaT , a =

[
r(j + 4) r(j + 5)
r(j + 6) r(j + 7)

]
. (3.91)

However, matrices with cond[Σ
(i)
2 ] > λ are discarded, which in a sense limits

the dissimilarity between between Σ1 and Σ
(i)
2 . In each experiment we thus know

that the dissimilarity in some sense is bounded by λ.
Figure 3.5 shows simulation results for λ = 16. Apparently, reasonable approx-

imation can be expected for small errors, say V < 0.1. In Figure 3.5 we have
λ = 10000, and we see that the approximation is now very loose. The conclusion
is that we can expect severely overestimated errors unless the errors are small and
the covariance matrices not too dissimilar.
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Figure 3.5 Error estimated by (3.89) inserted in (3.60) versus empirical
error using Bayes rule (3.3) for 500 random data sets. The dis-
similarity between Σ1 = I and Σ2 is bounded by cond Σ2 < 16.

Subspace Gradient

Although the simulation above shows a poor conformity between the Bayes error
and the approximation thereof based on (3.89), the Mahalanobis distance is simple
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Figure 3.6 Error estimated by (3.89) inserted in (3.60) versus empirical
error using Bayes rule (3.3) for 500 random data sets. The dis-
similarity between Σ1 = I and Σ2 is bounded by cond Σ2 < 104.

to calculate compared to many other measures of divergence, and we will in Sec-
tion 3.5.5 investigate subspaces where the approximation is targeted for minimiza-
tion. However, for q ≥ 2 populations with pair-wise distinct covariance matrices,
the simplifying diagonalization can not be used. Therefore (3.77) is the correct
gradient to be used in this case.

3.5.3 Bhattacharyya Distance, q = 2

For two normal distributions with different covariance matrices, the Bhattacharyya
distance (3.37) induces a better approximation of the Bayes error than the Maha-
lanobis distance.

The Bhattacharyya distance is rewritten here for convenience,

b , 1
8mT

[
1
2 (Σ1 + Σ2)

]−1
m + 1

2 log
det
[
1
2 (Σ1 + Σ2)

]
√

det [Σ1] det [Σ2]
. (3.92)

Inspired by the bound (3.36), we have found by Monte Carlo simulations and curve
fitting that

Ṽ = 0.35e−1.35b (3.93)
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Figure 3.7 Error estimated by the Bhattacharyya distance (3.92) inserted
in (3.93) versus empirical error using Bayes rule (3.3) for 500
random data sets. The dissimilarity between Σ1 = I and Σ2 is
bounded by cond Σ2 < 10000.

is a rather good Bayes error approximation, see the simulations below.

An estimate of the error rate based on the Bhattacharyya distance has pre-
viously been suggested by [Lee and Choi, 2000], see (3.42). Figure 3.8 depicts a
comparison between this polynomial fit and (3.93). For small distances the two
functions are very similar. The exponential has acceptable behavior for large dis-
tances b, which can not be said about the polynomial. The polynomial estimate
can apparently not be used unless we can state that b < 3.

Monte Carlo, Bhattacharyya

The same data as in the previous Monte Carlo simulation is used, but (3.93) now
estimates the Bayes error. The result for λ = 10000 is depicted in Figure 3.7. The
approximation (3.93) appears to be a sensible alternative to (3.60) when we expect
difference in the covariance matrices.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison between the polynomial error estimate suggested
by [Lee and Choi, 2000] (3.42) and the exponential (3.93). The
polynomial estimate obviously has undesirable properties for
large distances.

Subspace Gradient

By the chain rule, the subspace gradient of (3.93) is

∇Ṽ (S) = Ṽ (S) · [−1.35∇b(S)] (3.94)

where ∇b(S) in turn is the subspace gradient of the Bhattacharyya distance. Be-
low we will give a result on how to compute this latter gradient analytically, but
mention that a derivation has previously been made by [Decell and Quirein, 1973].
[Decell and Marani, 1976] use the gradient in the parameter space of a Householder
reflections. The derivation below is however original and possibly more straight-
forward.

Theorem 3.3 (Bhattacharyya Distance Subspace Gradient)
For the function b : R

n×k → R defined by

b(S) = 1
8mT S

[
1
2ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S

]−1
ST m

+ 1
2 log

det
[
1
2ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S

]
√

det [ST Σ1S] det [ST Σ2S]
.

(3.95)

holds for the operator ∇ defined in (2.8) that

∇b(S) = 1
2

[
m− (Σ1 + Σ2)S(ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S)−1ST m

]
mT S(ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S)−1

+2[Σ1 + Σ2]S(ST [Σ1 + Σ2]S)−1 − 1
2Σ1S(ST Σ1S)−1 − 1

2Σ2S(ST Σ2S)−1.

(3.96)
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Proof The Bhattacharyya distance is a sum,

b(S) = 1
8δ2(S) + L(S) (3.97)

where
δ2(S) = mT S

[
1
2ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S

]−1
ST m (3.98)

and

L(S) = 1
2 log

det
[
1
2ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S

]
√

det [ST Σ1S] det [ST Σ2S]

= 1
2 log det

[
1
2ST (Σ1 + Σ2)S

]
− 1

4 log det
[
ST Σ1S

]
− 1

4 log det
[
ST Σ2S

]
.

(3.99)

Since differentiation is a linear operation, clearly

∇b(S) = 1
8∇δ2(S) +∇L(S). (3.100)

By letting
Σ = 1

2 (Σ1 + Σ2), (3.101)

the first term is given almost immediately by Theorem 3.1, which also identifies
the first term in (3.96).

By the calculus rule
∂

∂A
log det [A] = (AT )−1 (3.102)

we have that
∂

∂S
log det

[
ST ΣS

]
= 2ΣS(ST ΣS)−1 (3.103)

and thus

∇L(S) = 2[Σ1 + Σ2]S(ST [Σ1 + Σ2]S)−1

− 1
2Σ1S(ST Σ1S)−1 − 1

2Σ2S(ST Σ2S)−1
(3.104)

which identifies the three final terms in (3.96). 2

3.5.4 Union for Many Classes

Now assume that the two populations discussed so far actually are population i
and j in a set with q > 2 populations. Then the pair-wise Bayes error is denoted
Vij . To generalize to more than two populations an alternative is the union

Vu(S) =
∑

1≤i<j≤q

Ṽij(S), (3.105)

which is an upper bound (when Ṽij(S) ≥ Vij(S)) or approximation (when Ṽij(S) ≈
Vij(S)) of the Bayes error. Ṽij(S) can for instance be one of the three earlier errors
described in Section 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.
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Subspace Gradient

The subspace gradient of Vu(S) is of course

∇Vu(S) =
∑

1≤i<j≤q

∇Vij(S), (3.106)

and for log Vu(S)

∇ log Vu(S) =
∇Vu(S)

Vu(S)
. (3.107)

3.5.5 Numerical Experiments

We will now numerically search for the solution to

min
S∈Vn,k

Vu(S), (3.108)

where S ∈ Vn,k is the set with orthonormal n-by-k matrices and Vu(S) defined in
(3.105). The pairwise errors are the ones described in Section 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.
It has however been found that the numerical minimization is greatly enhanced if
we instead of Vu(S) minimize log Vu(S), which of course give the same solution
since the log-function is monotone. We will not discuss why this improves the
numerics. We can however also motivate it by that taking the logarithm gives a
more convenient scale. log Vu(S) usually lies in the interval -100 to 0, where lower
is better. It should be mentioned that log Vu(S) is a smooth, but usually very
complex function with many local minima.

Real data sets are studied. Mean vectors and covariance matrices are unknown,
so we use instead the standard maximum likelihood estimates from data assuming
normal distribution.

We will study two aspects:

1. Convergence rate for four of the methods described in Chapter 2:

(a) Unconstrained minimization using the Householder projection described
in Section 2.4. No analytical gradient is calculated.

(b) Conjugate gradient method described in Section 2.7.

(c) Steepest descent method described in Section 2.6.

(d) Unconstrained minimization using the Givens projection described in
section 2.5. No analytical gradient is calculated.

The methods aims to minimize log Vu(S) (3.105).

2. Empirical error rate for the linear transformations of the data sets found
by minimizing log Vu(S) for the following three types of pair-wise error rate
estimates
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(i) Homoscedastic model using the Mahalanobis distance (3.58) by estimat-
ing the covariance matrix common to all populations as

Σ̂ =
1

N − g

g∑

p=1

(Np − 1)Σ̂p (3.109)

where Σ̂p is the standard maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance
matrix of population p, Np the number of observations of population p
and N the total number of observations. For details concerning the
estimation, see [Johnson and Wichern, 1998, pp. 671]. The error rate is
estimated by (3.60).

(ii) Heteroscedastic model using the approximative Mahalanobis distance
(3.89) inserted in (3.60).

(iii) Heteroscedastic model using the Bhattacharyya distance in (3.93).

For each dataset, 60 random start solutions are generated, and the mean of the
function value of those 60 runs are plotted as a function of program execution
time. The motivation for studying execution time instead of number of function
evaluations is that we want to compare the efficiency of programs that calculate the
analytical gradients with those who do not. The analytical gradient, when used, is
calculated in conjunction with the function evaluation. It takes between 20-100%
additional time to do this. The function and gradient evaluation stands together
for the major part of the execution time, 75-90%. In turn, the major part of the
evaluation time is spent on the error function (3.61) and the matrix inversion that
stems from (3.62).

Notes on the Implementation

The projection optimization programs that will be evaluated are in theory de-
scribed in Chapter 2. They are now implemented in MATLAB. Some notes on the
implementation follow.

Householder Reflection The implementation uses a standard program for un-
constrained minimization, the MATLAB function fminunc in the optimization tool-
box. Also the inverse of the composite reflection has been implemented. The min-
imization program terminates if the function tolerance (TolFun) 10−5 is achieved.
The number of iterations is however maximized to 200.

Givens Rotation The implementation uses a standard program for unconstrained
minimization, the MATLAB function fminunc in the optimization toolbox. Also the
inverse of the Givens rotation has been implemented. The code is somewhat opti-
mized by using precalculated matrix products. This however limits the maximum
number of dimensions to 10. The minimization program terminates if the func-
tion tolerance (TolFun) 10−5 is achieved. The number of iterations is however
maximized to 200.
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Steepest Descent The program terminates when the absolute value of the line
derivative |φ′

i(0)| is less than 10−4. The number of iterations is however maximized
to 200.

Conjugate Gradient Method The program terminates when the absolute value
of the scalar product between h and ∇F (Y ) is less than 10−6. The number of it-
erations is however maximized to 200.

Line Minimizer The line minimizer program used by the steepest descent and
conjugate gradient methods terminates when the strong Wolfe conditions with
c1 = 0.1 and c2 = 0.5 are fulfilled, see Section 2.8. Starting from an initial guess,

α0
i = αi−1

φ′
i−1(0)

φ′
i(0)

, (3.110)

the program tries as a first step to bracket the minimum of φi(α) closest to α = 0.
Then it uses one step of cubic interpolation to locate the minimum. If the point
so found fails to fulfill the conditions of termination, the program resigns to search
by dividing intervals in half. Usually around five function/gradient evaluations
are sufficient, but if the initial guess is bad, as many as 20 evaluations have been
observed.

Artificial Data

A toy data set is computer generated for pedagogical purposes. Six distributions
N5(µj , I) are given the six distinct means

[
0 0 ±12 0 0

]T
and

[
±6 ±3 0 0 0

]T
. (3.111)

Clearly the populations are homoscedastic, Σj = I. We now seek a 2-dimensional
projection of 240 samples of the 5-dimensional distributions that retains the ability
to discriminate among the six populations.

Figure 3.9 shows the projection given by LDA (3.13). LDA favors the major
mean-difference projections

[
0 0 1 0 0

]T
and

[
1 0 0 0 0

]T
, (3.112)

leaving four classes totally mixed up. Using the LDA as a start solution taking
one step with the conjugate gradients program gives the projection in Figure 3.10.
A homoscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is estimated by
(3.60). The objective function decreased from −0.58 to −5.45. 10 function and
gradient evaluations were done.

This example was clearly designed to fool the LDA and favor the more clever
numerical optimization. This is perhaps not entirely fair since there are instances
where there actually is very little improvement to be made by numerical optimiza-
tion. For instance, LDA always find the optimal subspace for two homoscedastic
populations. However, it is very hard (if possible) to find a counter example that
speaks in favor for the LDA.
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Figure 3.9 A diagram with the six 5-dimensional populations in the arti-
ficial data set projected onto the k = 2 Fisher linear discrim-
inants (3.13), denoted S1, S2. A coordinate basis has been
chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated. Observa-
tions are marked with different markers to indicate different
populations.

The Image Segmentation Data

This data set is down loaded from the UCI Repository of machine learning databases
[Blake and Merz, 1998]. The observations are drawn randomly from a database of
7 outdoor images of brick face, sky, foliage, cement, window, and grass, thus con-
stituting 7 classes. The images have been hand-segmented to create a classification
for every pixel, where each observation is a 3x3 pixel region. The data set contains
2310 observations. The dimensionality is n0 = 19. We use principal component
analysis (see Section 3.4.6) as a preprocessing step, n = 10 components are used
for further analysis. We seek 2-dimensional projections, k = 2.
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Figure 3.10 A diagram with the six 5-dimensional populations i the artifi-
cial data set projected onto the k = 2 columns of S = [S1 S2].
A coordinate basis has been chosen so the axes in the diagram
are uncorrelated. S is given by one step of the conjugate gra-
dients program starting from the projection in Figure 3.9. A
homoscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error
is estimated by (3.60).

Homoscedastic Model using the Mahalanobis Distance Figure 3.11 on
page 82 shows the convergence rates of programs minimizing the estimated er-
ror rate of a homoscedastic model based on the Mahalanobis distance (3.58) with
the covariance matrix estimated by (3.109). In average the programs take about 1
second to converge. Interestingly, all runs starting from different random points ap-
proach the same function value; −0.63 . Are there no local minima? The programs
that use the gradient shows a slightly better performance (conjugate gradients and
steepest descent). Figure 3.12 on page 83 shows the observations transformed by
the best transformation found in all runs, S =

[
S1 S2

]
. After the transformation

the empirical error rate is 11%. Compare this to LDA (3.13) with an empirical error
rate of 18%. The plot of observations transformed by LDA is shown in Figure 3.13
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Table 3.1 Best empirical error rates and average time to convergence for
log Vu(S) (3.105) with different estimates of the pair-wise error
rates.

Homosc. Homosc. Heterosc. Heterosc.
Objective LDA Mahalan. Appr. Mahalan. Bhattach.
function (3.13) (3.60) (3.89,3.60) (3.93)
Emp. error 18% 11% 10% 27%
Conv. time ≈ - 1 s 15 s 25 s

on page 84.

Heteroscedastic Model using the Approximative Mahalanobis Distance
Figure 3.14 on page 85 shows the convergence rate of programs minimizing the
estimated error rate of a heteroscedastic model based on the approximative Ma-
halanobis distance using (3.89) in (3.60). In average the programs take about 15
second to converge. However, in average the conjugate gradients program converge
to a better function value. Here the conjugate gradients program is superior. Fig-
ure 3.12 on page 83 shows the observations transformed by the best transformation
found in all runs. After the transformation the empirical error rate is 10%. This
is a slight improvement compared to the homoscedastic model.

Heteroscedastic Model using the Bhattacharyya Distance Figure 3.16 on
page 87 shows the convergence rate of programs minimizing the estimated error rate
of a heteroscedastic model based on the Bhattacharyya distance (3.93). In average
the programs take about 25 second to converge. The steepest descent algorithm
converges to worse function values compared to the other algorithms. Figure 3.12
on page 83 shows the observations transformed by the best transformation found
in all runs. After the transformation the empirical error rate is 27%. In short, this
objective function is very complex to minimize and gives in the end an error rate
worse than LDA.

Results Table 3.1 summarizes average convergence time and best empirical er-
ror rates. For the Image Segmentation data we see that the error rate of LDA can
be improved if some extra time of computation is acceptable. But using the het-
eroscedastic models give little, if any, gain in error rate despite slow convergence.
The preferred minimization program is the conjugate gradients.

Surprisingly minimizing the Bhattacharyya distances gave very bad projections.
Apparently this model do not fit data well or the model might be sensitive to the
fact that the populations are not really normal distributed.
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Figure 3.11 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A homoscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is calculated
using (3.60). The data set is the Image Segmentation data,
projection from n = 10 to k = 2 dimensions. Minimum func-
tion value found (by steepest descent): −0.63. Average func-
tion value at convergence: −0.58± 0.1 std.
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Figure 3.12 A diagram with the observations of Image Segmentation data
projected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis
has been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated.
S has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105). A
homoscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error
is estimated by (3.60).
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Figure 3.13 A diagram with the observations of Image Segmentation data
projected onto the k = 2 Fisher linear discriminants (3.13). A
coordinate basis has been chosen so the axes in the diagram
are uncorrelated.
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Figure 3.14 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A heteroscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is approximated
using the covariance matrix mean (3.89) together with (3.60).
The data set is the Image Segmentation Data, projection from
n = 10 to k = 2 dimensions. Minimum function value found
(by Householder reflections): −0.97. Average function value
at convergence: −0.82± 0.25 std.
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Figure 3.15 A diagram with the observations of Image Segmentation data
projected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis
has been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated.
S has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105).
A heteroscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes
error is approximated using the covariance matrix mean (3.89)
together with (3.60).
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Figure 3.16 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A heteroscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is approximated
using the Bhattacharyya distance (3.93). The data set is the
Image Segmentation Data, projection from n = 10 to k = 2
dimensions. Minimum function value found (by Householder
reflections): −1.17. Average function value at convergence:
−0.84± 0.23 std.
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Figure 3.17 A diagram with the observations of Image Segmentation data
projected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis
has been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated.
S has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105). A
heteroscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error
is approximated using the Bhattacharyya distance (3.93).
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The Grain Quality Data

This data set stems from measurements by an array of semiconductor gas sen-
sors, an “electronic nose”, see [Snopok and Kruglenko, 2002]. The experiment was
performed at the Swedish Sensor Centre, Linköping University, Sweden. 800 mea-
surements on 8 different grain qualities gives a data set with 8 populations, 100
measurements in each. The signals from the sensors are recorded under an interval
of time when a gas mixer switches from clean dry air to gas picked up immediately
above a grain sample. The switching induces pulses in the signals that are slightly
different in magnitude and shape for different samples. The recorded signals from
one sample are stacked in a measurement vector xi. The dimensionality of this
measurement vector depends on the number of sensors as well as on the time du-
ration of the recording and the sampling rate of the analogue-to-digital converter
and is usually very high. We use however principal component analysis (see Sec-
tion 3.4.6) as a preprocessing step, n = 7 components are used for further analysis.
We study 2-dimensional projections, k = 2.

Convergence Rate Comparing the convergence rates between the objective
function given by the Mahalanobis distance in Figure 3.19, the approximative Ma-
halanobis distance in Figure 3.21, and the Bhattacharyya distance in Figure 3.23,
we see that the two latter heteroscedastic models take at least 10 times as much
time to converge. We see in Figure 3.19 that the objective function is likely to
converge to a global optima since all curves approach the best value found: −6.17.
Other authors have made the same observation, although no evidence that this is
so in general exists.

Comparing the different optimization programs in the same figures, we see that
the conjugate gradient program is the most time efficient.

Projection Quality For reference, the data set is projected onto the Fisher
linear discriminants (3.13), see Figure 3.18. By visual inspection we see that the
error rate is rather high in this diagram.

Figure 3.20 is a diagram of linear combinations found by minimizing a func-
tion based on the Mahalanobis distance, Figure 3.22 is due to the approximative
Mahalanobis distance, and Figure 3.24 to the Bhattacharyya distance. By visual
inspection we conclude that the empirical error rates are all zero for these linear
combinations, why this measure can not be used for evaluation here. The evalua-
tion will thus be a subjective inspection of the diagrams.

Results The most time efficient optimization program here is the conjugate gra-
dient algorithm.
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Figure 3.18 A diagram with the observations of Grain Quality data pro-
jected onto the k = 2 Fisher linear discriminants (3.13). A
coordinate basis has been chosen so the axes in the diagram
are uncorrelated.
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Figure 3.19 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A homoscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is calculated
using (3.60). The data set is the Grain Quality data, pro-
jection from n = 7 to k = 2 dimensions. Minimum function
value found (by steepest descent): −6.17. Average function
value at convergence: −6.2± 0.003 std.
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Figure 3.20 A diagram with the observations of Grain Quality data pro-
jected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis has
been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated. S
has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105). A
homoscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error
is estimated by (3.60).
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Figure 3.21 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A heteroscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is approxi-
mated using the covariance matrix mean (3.89) together with
(3.60). The data set is the Grain Quality data, projection
from n = 7 to k = 2 dimensions. Minimum function value
found (by Givens rotations): −17.2. Average function value
at convergence: −14± 3 std.
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Figure 3.22 A diagram with the observations of Grain Quality data pro-
jected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis has
been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated. S
has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105). A
heteroscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes er-
ror is approximated using the covariance matrix mean (3.89)
together with (3.60).
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Figure 3.23 The evolution of the objective function log Vu(S) (3.105) due
to different minimization programs. The curves are the mean
of 60 runs with random starting points. A heteroscedastic
model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error is approximated
using the Bhattacharyya distance (3.93). The data set is the
Grain Quality data, projection from n = 7 to k = 2 dimen-
sions. Minimum function value found (by Givens rotations):
−20.5. Average function value at convergence: −17± 3 std.
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Figure 3.24 A diagram with the observations of Grain Quality data pro-
jected onto the k = 2 columns of S. A coordinate basis has
been chosen so the axes in the diagram are uncorrelated. S
has been taken as a local minimizer of log Vu(S) (3.105). A
heteroscedastic model is used where the pair-wise Bayes error
is approximated using the Bhattacharyya distance (3.93).
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3.6 Concentric Populations

The background to the work on concentric populations is the development of signal
processing techniques for an array of semiconductor gas sensors, an “electronic
nose”, used for detection of bad grains, see also the experiment on page 89. There
are two classes of grains here, one good and one bad. The bad grains could be
moldy or unfit in other ways. The problem is that regardless if we measure on the
class of good grain samples or bad grain samples, the measurement classes have
about the same means – the classes or populations are concentric. This means
that the only way to discriminate between the populations is to exploit structural
differences or asymmetries4 in the class distributions.

In the case with the good/bad grains problem, we assume that the differences
have a particular structure – good is considered special and bad more general. In
other words, good is a rather small region in the space, while bad is anything that
does not lie near this good region. This is illustrated in Figure 3.25, where computer
generated good measurement points are very well clustered and bad measurements
more spread out.

3.6.1 Asymmetric Class Projection

The asymmetric class projection (ACP) is a method to find low-dimensional pro-
jections of measurements that should be used to distinguish between good and bad.
The fundamental assumption of the ACP is the existence of an ideal point in the
measurement space. The degree of good will decay as we move away from that
point. Thus, if we have two sets of data, one good and one bad, the measurements
in the good set will be well clustered around the ideal point while the bad measure-
ments will be more scattered and distant to the ideal point, see Figure 3.25. This
is the basic property a classifier would exploit, and the property the ACP tries to
retain in a projection. This assumption of course violates the assumption that the
populations are normal.

Denote by pg the fact or event that we observe the good population and by
pb that we observe the bad population. The mean vectors for the p-conditional
distributions are then

µg = E [X|pg ] , µb = E [X|pb ] , (3.113)

and covariance matrices

Σg = E
[
(X − µg)(X − µg)

T |pg

]
,

Σb = E
[
(X − µb)(X − µb)

T |pb

]
.

(3.114)

We assume that Σg is invertible and that pg and pb have the same probability, that is
to say, bad grain samples are as likely as good grain samples. The latter assumption

4Two homoscedastic normal populations have a symmetry plane. By asymmetric is thus
understood that no such symmetry plane exists. In the normal case, asymmetric is the same
thing as heteroscedastic.
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Figure 3.25 Computer simulated measurements. Measurements on good
specimens (o) are well clustered around an ideal point, while
measurements on bad specimens (x) are scattered far from
the ideal point.

is made mostly for notational purposes – another prior is easily incorporated into
the framework.

Consider a particular 1-dimensional projection Z = sTX , s 6= 0. The quotient
between ”bad class variance” and “good class variance” in this projection is

ξ(s) =
sT Σbs

sT Σgs
. (3.115)

This is a measure of how concentrated the good cluster is with respect to the spread
of the bad cluster and this is also the quality assessment we will use for projections
of good/bad problems. It will be shown later that ξ(s) is closely related to the
Bayes error why indeed it is motivated to search for projections where ξ(s) attains
maximum.

In fact, the maximizer of (the Rayleigh quotient) ξ(s) is given as a result of the
generalized eigenvalue decomposition of Σg and Σb, see [Golub and Loan, 1996,
pp. 461]. The decomposition gives D and Λ such that

ΣbD = ΣgDΛ. (3.116)

Λ is diagonal with the ordered generalized eigenvalues λi on the diagonal,

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. (3.117)
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D is the matrix with the eigenvectors di as columns. For the eigenvectors hold that
dT

i di = 1 and dT
i Σgdj = dT

i Σbdj = 0 whenever i 6= j. The eigenvector d1 solves

s∗ = arg max
s

ξ(s) (3.118)

and λ1 = ξ(s∗).
Thus, the generalized eigenvalue decomposition (3.116) gives a projection where

the bad population has maximum spread with respect to the good population. The
generalized eigenvalue decomposition is very well known and numerically stable and
fast algorithms exist, see for instance [Howland et al., 2003] for application within
the area of discriminant analysis.

Modified Covariance Matrix

The covariance matrix Σb is defined as

Σb = E
[
(X − µb)(X − µb)

T |pb

]
. (3.119)

This is the standard definition of a covariance matrix, which means that the mag-
nitude of the covariance is a measure of the variation or spread with respect to the
mean. However, if the good and bad population are not concentric (µg 6= µb) it
is more interesting for our purposes to measure the spread of the bad class with
respect to the good class mean rather than to the bad class mean itself. This can
be achieved by in (3.116) replacing Σb with

Σ̃b = E
[
(X − µg)(X − µg)

T |pb

]
. (3.120)

With this definition of bad class covariance, sT Σ̃bs is a measure of how well the
projection onto s spreads the bad class with respect to the good class mean. Note
that Σ̃b is actually not a covariance matrix.

Generalization to More than One Dimension

The quotient of the modified variance of the bad and the variance of the good
distribution is (in k = 1 dimension)

ξ =
E
[
(X − µg)

2|pb

]

Σg
= E

[
(X − µg)Σ

−1
g (X − µg)|pb

]
. (3.121)

As described earlier, this is used as a measure of discrimination in one dimension.
The generalization to more dimensions (k > 1) we define similarly:

ξ = E
[
(X − µg)

T Σ−1
g (X − µg)|pb

]

= E
[
tr
[(

Σ
− 1

2
g (X − µg)

)(
(X − µg)

T Σ
− 1

2
g

)]
|pb

]

= tr
[
Σ

− 1
2

g E
[
(X − µg)(X − µg)

T
]
Σ

− 1
2

g |pb

]

= tr
[
Σ

− 1
2

g Σ̃bΣ
− 1

2
g

]
= tr

[
Σ−1

g Σ̃b

]
.

(3.122)
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Now, let D and Λ be the solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem

Σ̃bD = ΣgDΛ subject to Λ, DT ΣgD and DT ΣbD diagonal. (3.123)

It is assumed that the eigenvalues on the diagonal of D are ordered, λi ≥ λi+1.
The diagonality implies that the linear transformation DTX|pg has uncorrelated

components. If the distributions are concentric (µb = µg ⇒ Σ̃b = Σb) this holds
also for the components of DTX|pb. The diagonality also gives an easy way to
calculate the trace,

ξ = tr
[
Σ−1

g Σ̃b

]
= tr

[
DΛDT

]
= tr [Λ] =

n∑

i=1

λi, (3.124)

since dT
i di = 1. If we should chose among components that are uncorrelated with

respect to X|pg and X|pb, it is evident that we should take the k ones with greatest
eigenvalues. Thus, we define the k-dimensional ACP by

SACP =
[
d1 d2 · · · dk

]T
, (3.125)

and for this projection the discrimination measure is

ξ(SACP) =
k∑

i=1

λi. (3.126)

Relation to linear discriminant analysis

As mentioned in Section 1.4.2, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) finds the projec-
tion with maximum

∆2 =

q∑

j=1

(µj − µ)T Σ−1(µj − µ), (3.127)

where Σg = Σb = Σ since LDA assumes homoscedastic populations. For two a
priori equally likely populations, this reads

∆2 = 0.5 · (µb − µg)
T Σ−1(µb − µg)

= 0.5 · E [X − µg|pb ]
T

Σ−1E [X − µg|pb ]
(3.128)

which is the half, square Mahalanobis distance (3.58) between the classes. This
should be compared to what is maximized by the ACP:

ξ = E
[
(X − µg)

T Σ−1
g (x− µg)|pb

]
. (3.129)

It is seen that the major difference is that the expectation for the ACP is quadratic,

ξ = E
[
mT m|pb

]
for m = (X − µg)Σ

− 1
2

g , (3.130)
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while for LDA it is

∆2 = E [ m|pb ]
T

E [ m|pb ] for m = (X − µg)Σ
− 1

2 , (3.131)

which of course is fundamentally different. Our interpretation of this is that the
ACP maximizes a measure of variance while the LDA maximizes a measure of mean
difference. LDA is not even defined when there is no mean difference.

Although both the LDA and ACP can be expressed as generalized eigenvalue
problems, the solutions are different. For instance, (3.128) attain its maximum for
the projection dimensionality k = 1. Nothing is gained by taking k = 2 if we use
(3.128) as measure. Since the rank of Σ−1

g Σ̃b in (3.124) is very likely to exceed one,
which corresponds to more than one non-zero λi, the ACP can however find more
than one interesting dimension.

Bayes Error

It will be shown that if the populations are normal and concentric, (3.118) gives
the projection with minimum Bayes error. To show this we must also assume that
in every projection, the variance of the bad class is greater than the variance of the
good class. The assumptions in summary are

X|p ∈ Nn(µp,Σp), rank Σp = n, (3.132a)

µg = µb, (3.132b)

0 < sT Σgs < sT Σbs ∀s 6= 0. (3.132c)

To start with, consider the 1-dimensional case, where X for simplicity and with no
loss of generality is assumed to be standardized in the sense

Σg = 1, µg = µb = 0. (3.133)

That this standardization can be done with no change in the Bayes error was shown
in Lemma 3.1. Thus, ξ > 1 is the variance of the bad class.

Figure 3.26 depicts the probability density function (PDF) of X|pg and X|pb

(fgood(x) and fbad(x)). The PDF of the univariate normal distribution with zero
mean and variance σ, N1(0, σ), is

f(x, σ) =
e−

x2

2σ2

σ
√

2π
. (3.134)

For decision boundaries ±a, the error rate is given by the gray area in Figure 3.26,

Ṽ (a, ξ) = 1
2 [2Q(a)] + 1

2 [1− 2Q(a/ξ)] (3.135)

where

Q(x) =

∫ ∞

x

f(ω, 1) dω. (3.136)
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Figure 3.26 Conditional PDF of X|pg, fg(x), and of X|pb, fb(x). The gray
area gives the classification error rate when the classification
decision boundaries are −a and a, respectively. Thus, if |x| >
a then x is most likely to be bad.

The factor 1
2 in (3.135) is the a priori probability of either population (assumed to

be equal for good and bad). By Figure 3.26 one realizes that the optimal decision
boundaries (±a) for classification are given by the intersections between f(x, ξ) and

f(x, 1) (they minimize Ṽ (x, ξ); by moving the boundaries at ±a in Figure 3.26, the
sum of the gray areas can only become larger). Solving the equation

f(x, ξ) = f(x, 1) (3.137)

gives the optimal boundary as

a(ξ) =

√
ln ξ2

1− 1/ξ2
. (3.138)

A closed expression for the Bayes error is obtained by combining (3.135) and
(3.138):

V (ξ) = Ṽ (a(ξ), ξ) = Q

(√
ln ξ2

1− 1/ξ2

)
+ 1

2 −Q

(√
ln ξ2

ξ2 − 1

)
. (3.139)
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Lemma 3.2
Under the assumptions (3.132) the Bayes error decreases monotonically with the
magnitude of ξ.

Proof With no change in the Bayes error, X can be affinely transformed, see
Lemma 3.1. No generality is thus lost by assuming Σg = 1 and µ = µg = µb = 0.
It will now be shown that V (ξ) as defined in (3.139) decreases monotonically when
ξ > 1 increases. More specifically it will be shown that

ξ > 1 ⇒ dV (ξ)

dξ
< 0. (3.140)

Of course
dQ(a)

da
= −f(a, 1) (3.141)

and by the chain rule

dV (ξ)

dξ
= −da

dξ
f(a, 1) +

d(a/ξ)

dξ
f(a/ξ, 1). (3.142)

Differentiating (3.138) gives

da

dξ
=

d

dξ

√
ln ξ2

1− 1/ξ2
=

ξ

r
(ξ2 − 1− ln ξ2) (3.143)

and

d(a/ξ)

dξ
=

d

dξ

√
ln ξ2

ξ2 − 1
=

1

r
(ξ2 − 1− ξ2 ln ξ2). (3.144)

Here we have introduced
r = ξ(ξ2 − 1)

3
4

√
ln ξ2 (3.145)

which is a common denominator that apparently is positive for ξ > 1. Finally

dV (ξ)

dξ
= −da

dξ

1√
2π

e
− ln ξ

1−1/ξ2 +
d(a/ξ)

dξ

1√
2π

e
− ln ξ

ξ2
−1

=
1√
2π

(
−da

dξ

ξ
− 1

ξ2
−1

ξ
+

d(a/ξ)

dξ
ξ
− 1

ξ2
−1

)

=
1

r
√

2π
ξ
− 1

ξ2
−1 ln ξ2

(
1− ξ2

)

< 0 if ξ > 1.

2

Theorem 3.4
Under the assumptions (3.132) the vector

s∗ = arg max
s

ξ(s) (3.146)

gives the Bayes error optimal projection to one dimension.
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Proof Since the assumptions (3.132) hold for X , they hold also for sX , s 6= 0.
The result follows directly from Lemma 3.2. 2

k-dimensional Projection

The explicit calculations of Bayes error optimality in multi-dimensions will not
be developed in this work. It shall be pointed out, though, that the solution to
the generalized eigenvalue problem gives components that are uncorrelated with
respect to both G and B, or equivalently, DT ΣgE and DT ΣbD are diagonal. The
optimal dimensional extension to the principal eigenvector d1 is thus [d2 · · · dk] if
the components (linear combinations) should be uncorrelated in the sense

dT
i Σgdj = dT

i Σbdj = 0 when i 6= j. (3.147)

Non-Concentric Classes

Using the framework above, and the modified covariance explained in Section 3.6.1,
it is necessary to show that for increasing values of ξ = µ2 + σ2 the Bayes error
can only decrease. Here the µ and σ denote the mean and variance of the bad class
assuming the variate has been standardized so that the good class has zero mean
and unit variance. Numerical experiments indicate that the Bayes error decreases
monotonically whenever σ2 > µ2, but this remains to be shown analytically.

3.6.2 Numerical Experiments

Artificial Data

The ACP of a computer generated data set shall be studied and compared to well-
known and common techniques for feature extraction, namely principal component
analysis (PCA) and LDA. PCA was described in Section 1.4 and 3.4.6. The data
set is not designed to mimic real life measurements, but rather to illustrate an
instance where the ACP is superior.

Data Generation The data set is originally 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional
projections produced by PCA, LDA and ACP will be compared. The artificial
data set describes two coaxial cylinders; the good class contained within the bad,
80 measurements in each class. Of course, the best discriminative projection in
this case is a radial section of the cylinders. However, to fool the PCA much
variance is given the data set in the axial direction. To fool the LDA a slight mean
displacement is present, this also in the axial direction. The classes are thus not
concentric.

Comparison In Figures 3.27–3.29 the outcome of the different methods are com-
pared. As intended, the PCA favors the direction with much variance and the
projection is thus aligned with the axes of the cylinders. In this 2-dimensional
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PCA-projection, a quadratic classifier has an (empirical) error rate of 11 misclas-
sified measurements among a total of 160 measurements. Also the LDA favors the
axes direction due to the mean difference. The error rate for the LDA is 15/160.
The ACP is more or less a radial section that very well concentrates the good class
in the center, and spreads the bad class around it. The error rate is 0.

Figure 3.27 The artificial data in a PCA projection (o=good, x=bad).

The Good and Bad Grains Data

We now study a data set obtained from measurements on 204 grain samples. The
data was collected by Applied Sensor Technologies AB, Linköping, Sweden. A
human test panel classifies each grain sample as good or bad. A sensor array with
23 response variables measures on the same samples.

Thus, for every measurement we have 23 variables and the knowledge whether
it is attributable to a good or a bad grain sample. The entities µg, µb, Σg and Σb are
unknown and have to be estimated from the data set itself. We now want to find
out if the sensor configuration in the system can be trained to make a distinction
between good and bad similar to the one produced by the human test panel. We
also want to compare the feature extraction of PCA, LDA and ACP.

Validation Since the means and covariances have to be estimated from the data
set itself, random estimation/validation partitionings will be used to gain reliable
results. For both partitions the answer good/bad from the human test panel is
known. The means, covariances and classification models are thus estimated on
75% of the measurements, and the displayed projection and classification accuracy
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Figure 3.28 The artificial data in an LDA projection (o=good, x=bad).

Figure 3.29 The artificial data in an ACP projection (o=good, x=bad).
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are due to the remaining 25%. We denote the estimation sets Tgood and Tbad,
respectively, and the validation sets Vgood and Vbad, respectively. The sets are
described by matrices, where the columns are measurements. For instance,

Tgood = [tgood
1 tgood

2 · · · tgood
Ng

]

for the good class training measurements, where tgood
i ∈ R

23. Ng = 76 is the
number of measurements in the good class estimation set and Nb = 77 the number
in the bad.

Estimation The estimated means µ̂g and µ̂b are simply the arithmetic means
of the respective training set. The data set covariance and modified covariance
matrices Σg and Σ̃b are estimated as

Σ̂g =
1

Ng − 1

(
Tgood −mgood1T

) (
Tgood −mgood1T

)T

̂̃
Σb =

1

Nb − 1

(
Tbad −mgood1T

) (
Tbad −mgood1T

)T
,

where 1T = [1 1 1 · · · 1].

Projection The optimal k-dimensional projection S ∈ R
k×23 with respect to the

quality measure

ξ̂ = tr

[
Σ̂−1

g
̂̃
Σb

]
(3.148)

is calculated as (3.125), where di are the principal eigenvectors of the generalized
eigenvalue problem

̂̃
ΣbD = Σ̂gDΛ. (3.149)

The validation data sets Vgood and Vbad are projected as V S
good = SV good and

V S
bad = SV bad. They are plotted in Figure 3.32.

Scatter Plots For a particular estimation/validation partitioning of the data
set, scatter plots of the 2-dimensional projection of LDA and ACP are studied. As
a reference, the plot of a PCA is depicted in Figure 3.30. It is seen, that in this
projection the accurate detection of bad samples is almost impossible. Comparing
the plots of the LDA in Figure 3.31 to the ACP in Figure 3.32, one can see that
the data have fundamentally different structure. LDA tries to find two separated
clusters of the good and bad class, while the ACP centers around the good class,
and tries to spread the bad measurements as much as possible. It is also seen that
in both the ACP and the LDA projection, distinction between good and bad can
be done, although not very accurate. As mentioned earlier, for LDA on two classes
it is only meaningful to study k = 1 dimensions; the vertical axis in Figure 3.31
displays only useless noise.
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Table 3.2 Number of misclassified measurements out of 51 possible in dif-
ferent k-dimensional projections. The figures are the means ±
standard deviations for 100 random estimation/validation par-
titionings of the grain data set.

k PCA LDA ACP

2 23± 3.3 13± 3.2 14± 3.1

4 22± 3.3 14± 2.9 13± 2.6

Empirical Error Rate The error rate of a quadratic classifier in the 2 and
4-dimensional projection from PCA, LDA and ACP are given in Table 3.2. The
figures are based on 100 random estimation/validation partitionings of the available
data set, and for each partitioning, the projection and classification model are
calculated from estimation data, and the number of misclassified measurements of
the 51 measurements in the validation data set is counted.

As seen in the table, classification in the PCA projection is not very much better
than the flipping of a fair coin. Among the 2-dimensional projections, the LDA
gives highest accuracy, and the ACP almost equally good. The opposite holds for
the 4-dimensional projection. The error rate in the unreduced 23 dimensions is
10± 2.9.
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Figure 3.30 The Good and Bad Grains validation data projected with
PCA (k = 2, o=good, +=bad).
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Figure 3.31 The Good and Bad Grains validation data projected with
LDA (k = 2, o=good, +=bad).
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Figure 3.32 The Good and Bad Grains validation data projected with
ACP (k = 2, o=good, +=bad).
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Results For this data set, there is no significant difference in the empirical error
rate of LDA and ACP. This is probably because there is sufficient mean difference
between the good and the bad class for the LDA to operate well. The Mahalanobis
distance is estimated to about 2 standard deviations, and this distance gives a
theoretical error rate of a separating plane of 15% or about 8/51 (a priori equally
likely normal distributions with equal covariance matrices assumed). The grain
data thus have a structure that is not the best for the ACP.

From the scatter plots it is seen that the ACP projection has another structure
than the LDA. In the ACP projection the good class is well clustered and the bad
class scattered far from the good class.

We also see that the sensor array together with normal models for the good
and bad classes cannot make exactly the same distinction between good and bad
as the human test panel. About 15% of the samples will be classified differently (if
bad samples are as likely as good samples).

3.7 Conclusions

In the search for linear subspaces of normal populations, some different objective
functions and optimization techniques have been studied. For the data sets in
the study, marginal improvements were gained by using heteroscedastic models.
A heteroscedastic model allows for distinct population covariance matrices. The
heteroscedastic model is much more complex and take at least 10 times as much
time to minimize compared to the homoscedastic model. If computation time is
a critical issue, we would perhaps settle with the simple homoscedastic model.
However, if we have invested in expensive sensors with good selectivity, we could
probably wait some seconds extra to find a potentially better model for them.

The nonlinear conjugate gradient method on the Grassmann manifold is the
most time efficient alternative among the optimization programs in the study. A
few steps of this iterative method starting from a preliminary projection given
by LDA, for instance, may reduce the Bayes error considerably. If no analytical
gradient is available, projection parameterization by Householder reflections is a
simple alternative that can be used with standard programs for unconstrained
minimization.

A method to find subspaces for asymmetric classification problems, the Asym-
metric Class Projection (ACP), was introduced and compared to the well-known
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The ACP has it main benefits when two dis-
tributions are nearly concentric and unequal in covariance. It was shown that for
the concentric case (equal distribution means), the ACP is Bayes error optimal for
at least 1-dimensional projections. The LDA cannot be used to analyze concentric
distributions at all. An artificial data set showed an instance where one can expect
the ACP to be beneficial to use.

Tested on a real data set, the LDA and ACP produced subspaces where the
empirical error rates were about the same. The data set came from a gas sensor
array that should detect bad grain samples. However, the structure of the ACP
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were in a sense more appealing: Measurements due to grain samples rated as good
were well clustered around a fictitious ideal point, while measurements due to bad
samples were more distant to the same point.
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4

Quantification by Clustering

Quantification denotes a methodology that introduces the element of quantity. The
main topic of this chapter is how data clustering can be used to find projections
of high-dimensional measurements used for quantification. The idea to use clus-
tering for this purpose arose when an electronic tongue were to be calibrated, see
page 5. The quantity in this case was the concentration of a particular chemical
diluted in water. For practical reasons, the calibration fluids had a finite number of
concentrations, which naturally constituted a number of measurements classes, or
measurement point clusters – one for each concentration. Each measurement class
had a mean and covariation of its own. It was found that the natural clustering
could be used to find measurement projections by assuming that the clusters were
classes in a classification problem. Then an optimal projection with respect to the
classification accuracy could be found by the methods developed in Chapter 3.

Although inspired by the electronic tongue, the material in this chapter is ap-
plicable to quantification and multivariate instrument calibration in general. The
measurement model will be discussed and why nonlinear modeling preferably is
conducted in a measurement projection (Section 4.2). Also the distinction between
classical and inverse modeling is explained (Section 4.3), and the two model types
are compared in Monte Carlo simulations (Section 4.3.2). It will be explained how
the measurement clustering is used to find a projection of the measurements (Sec-
tion 4.4) and this projection is compared to partial least squares (Section 4.5.2).

113
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4.1 Problem Formulation

Every measurement xt is associated with a scalar quantity yt. With the electronic
tongue, this quantity yt represents the concentration of the fluid measured upon.
The measurement vector xt comprises the electrode currents due to the electro-
chemical reactions in the fluid. Thus, the typical situation is that yt is a scalar and
xt is a vector with high dimension. For calibration measurements, the quantity is
known or determined by the person in charge of the instrument calibration. When
the instrument is in operational use, we rely on the calibrated model to map mea-
surements to accurate estimates of the quantity. The quantification problem can
be summarized by the following two steps.

1. Calibration: The quantity yt is known and the corresponding xt is measured.
The pairs {yt, xt}N1 are used to estimate a model for how x and y relate.

2. Operation: xt is measured and the unknown quantity yt is estimated. The
estimation relies on the model determined in the previous calibration step.

It will be seen in Section 4.3 that there are more than one way to perform the steps
above.

4.2 Measurement Model

We will use the measurement model

xt = h(yt) + εt (4.1)

where h : R → R
n is a nonlinear function. The disturbance εt in R

n enters
the model additively and independently of the concentration. The deterministic
function

x = h(y) (4.2)

describes a trajectory in n-dimensions as y increases from low to high quantities
(concentrations). This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 for a fictitious measurement
trajectory in n = 2 dimensions.

4.2.1 Calibration and Operation

The purpose of the calibration is to find a reliable and robust model by using the
calibration measurements. The first step is to parameterize the nonlinear function,

h(y) = h(y; η). (4.3)

In this chapter we will parameterize with polynomials, but generally it could be
any nonlinear structure – artificial neural networks, splines, piecewise linear and
so on. If some prior knowledge is at hand, for instance, insight into the instru-
ment physics, it is of course advantageous to incorporate this knowledge into the
parameterization.
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If the disturbance εt is sampled from some known stochastic distribution, the
model parameter η can be estimated by means of maximum likelihood, minimum
variance etc. Assume for instance that εt is a sample of the random variable ε
which has a zero mean normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ and thus the
probability density function

pε(ω) =
e−ωT Σ−1ω/2

√
(2π)ndet [Σ]

. (4.4)

Also assume that there is no temporal correlation between the noise samples, that
is, E

[
εiε

T
j

]
= 0 when i 6= j. Figure 4.1 depicts a number of computer generated

samples on the fictitious measurement trajectory. Define the model residual as

ε̂t = h(yt; η)− xt. (4.5)

Then the negative log-likelihood of {ε̂t}N1 given η is induced by the product of (4.4)
over all t. It takes the form

L(η,Σ) = − log

N∏

t=1

pε(ε̂t) = const + N
2 log det [Σ] +

N∑

t=1

1
2 ε̂T

t Σ−1ε̂t. (4.6)

The maximum likelihood estimate of η is defined as the minimizer of L,

η̂ML = arg min
η

L(η,Σ). (4.7)

If Σ is unknown, the minimization should also be over Σ. The minimizing Σ for
every fixed η can actually be calculated analytically as

Σ̂(η) = arg min
Σ

L(η,Σ) =
1

N

N∑

t=1

ε̂tε̂
T
t . (4.8)

With (4.8) inserted into (4.6), the minimization problem (4.7) is equivalent to

η̂ML = arg min
η

L(η, Σ̂(η)) = arg min
η

det

[
1

N

N∑

t=1

ε̂tε̂
T
t

]

= arg min
η

det

[
1

N

N∑

t=1

[xt − h(yt; η)][xt − h(yt; η)]T

]
,

(4.9)

see for instance [Gallant, 1987]. On the other hand, with the prior Σ = I it is seen
that the minimizer of (4.6) is the least squares solution,

ηLS = arg min
η

N∑

t=1

ε̂T
t ε̂t = arg min

η

N∑

t=1

[xt − h(yt; η)]T [xt − h(yt; η)]. (4.10)

At instrument operation, the quantity yt is estimated by

ŷt = f(xt), (4.11)

where the function f(·) implements, in a sense, the inverse of h. A quantity has to
be found that best matches the model and measurement. This will be described in
Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.1 A trajectory h(y) together with a number of noise obscured
measurements (◦) in two dimensions (x(1)/x(2)). The cluster
illustrates the noise distribution (+).

4.2.2 Measurement Projection

An electronic tongue measurement xt in R
n is usually large, typically in the order

n = 103. Measurements are expensive – N = 100 calibration measurements are
often to be considered many. But if N < n, then

det

[
1

N

N∑

t=1

[xt − h(yt; η)][xt − h(yt; η)]T

]
= 0 (4.12)

regardless of η, since the rank of the matrix cannot exceed N . In this case, the
maximum likelihood formulation (4.9) cannot be used at all to estimate the model
parameter.

However, when the quantity yt varies, the variation in xt is usually confined to
a subspace of R

n. Although the variations of the disturbances ε may span the full
n-dimensional space, the curve h(y) can very well be described (or approximated
well) in few dimensions. A curve is of course inherently one-dimensional, but since
it potentially follows a more or less nonlinear trajectory when yt goes from low to
to high quantities, it is however likely to “fill” more than one dimension, but far
from all.

Let us assume that h(y) “fills” the linear k-dimensional subspace spanned by
the columns of the orthonormal matrix S in R

n×k. In other words, h(y) lies in the
subspace spanned by the columns of S. Then h(y) can be decomposed as

h(y) = Sh0(y) (4.13)
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where h0 : R→ R
k. With this decomposition the model (4.1) evolves as

xt = Sh0(yt) + εt. (4.14)

If this model is projected onto the column space of S, with ST S = I, then the
model takes the form

ST xt = ST Sh0(yt) + ST εt = h0(yt) + ε̃t. (4.15)

If ε has a normal distribution then will also the projection ST ε from which ε̃t

is sampled have a normal distribution. If the parameter estimation is conducted
in the column space of S, the maximum likelihood estimate with unknown Σ is
therefore

η̂0 = arg min
η0

det

[
N∑

i=1

[h0(yt, η0)− ST xt][h0(yt, η0)− ST xt]
T

]
(4.16)

for h0 parameterized in terms of η0.
However, the projection S is usually not known a priori. It has to be es-

timated by analyzing the calibration data. This is a difficult task, particularly
since the calibration measurement points are with all necessity very sparse in
the high-dimensional measurement space since we have to assume that n > N ,
see [Wold et al., 1984, Helland, 1988, Burnham et al., 1999, Sam and Wang, 1997].
We will return to the projection problem in Section 4.4.

4.3 Inverse or Classical Regression

The aim of the calibration is to determine the function f so that the magnitude of
the estimation error

ε̄t = yt − f(xt) (4.17)

is small in general. The function f is used at instrument operation to map the
measurements xt to quantities. Traditionally there are two alternative approaches
to form f :

1. Parameterize f(x) = g(x, θ) explicitly and let θ minimize some loss function
(least squares) of the errors, ε̄t, for the calibration data {xt, yt}N1 . This
approach is denoted inverse regression, see [Krutchkoff, 1967].

2. Parameterize a measurement model h(y) = h(y; η) and estimate η as de-
scribed above in Section 4.2. Estimate y by means of conditional expectation
or maximum likelihood. This approach is denoted classical regression, see
[Eisenhart, 1939].

The first approach is straightforward and gives a function f that explicitly maps a
new measurement to a prediction of y. In the second approach, the prediction of y
is formulated implicitly by the measurement model, for instance as the conditional
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expectation f(x) = E [ y|x ] or as the conditional ML-value f(x) = arg maxy p(y|x).
The determination of the conditional probability p(y|x) is needed and requires that
the disturbance distribution is known.

There is no final answer which approach to use to calibrate an instrument. Even
in the linear case the question is still open. The ongoing discussion started back
in 1939 by C. Eisenhart [Eisenhart, 1939] who advocated the classical approach.
In 1967 R. C. Krutchkoff [Krutchkoff, 1967] conducted extensive Monte Carlo sim-
ulations on linear univariates, indicating the superiority of the inverse approach.
After that, the theory has evolved in [Hoadley, 1970, Hunter and Lamboy, 1981,
Plessis and van der Merwe, 1995, Kubokawa and Robert, 1994, Takeuchi, 1997] et
cetera, but the treatment has mainly been limited to linear problems. The projec-
tions we shall study below contain potentially very nonlinear trajectories, which
means that a simulation study is motivated that indicates which regression model
to use in our case.

4.3.1 Classical Estimation of y

Assume the measurement is described by

xt = h(yt) + εt (4.18)

and that the disturbance εt is a sample of the random variable ε. To conduct
classical (or statistical) prediction we need to know or estimate:

1. The probability density function p(ε)

2. The model function h(y)

These two functions induce the conditional probability density function of y given
x, p(y|x). By Bayes rule we have that

p(y|x) =
p(x|y)p(y)

p(x)
(4.19)

where
p(x|y) = px|y(x, y) = pε(x− h(y)) = p(ε). (4.20)

The probability of x without knowing y is is obtained by marginalization,

p(x) =

∫
p(x, y)dy =

∫
p(x|y)p(y)dy. (4.21)

The probability density of y could be seen as a design variable, putting emphasis
on regions where the prediction is critical. The simplest is to assume uniform
distribution within a cube, for instance

p(y) =

{
a/2 if − a ≤ y < a
0 otherwise.

(4.22)

Two possible estimators for classical models are
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1. Conditional expectation (Bayes):

ŷBayes = E [ y|x ] =

∫
y p(y|x) dy =

∫
ωpy(ω)px|y(x, ω)dω∫
py(ω)px|y(x, ω)dω

. (4.23)

If ε has a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ then

px|y(x, y) =
e−

1
2
(x−h(y))T Σ−1(x−h(y))

(2π)n/2
√

det [Σ]
. (4.24)

Using this probability together with the uniform distribution of y in (4.22),
the Bayes estimator is simply

ŷBayes = f∗(x) =

∫ a

−a
ωe−

1
2
(x−h(ω))T Σ−1(x−h(ω))dω

∫ a

−a
e−

1
2
(x−h(ω))T Σ−1(x−h(ω))dω

, (4.25)

which can be approximated numerically rather quickly.

2. Maximum likelihood (ML)

ŷML = arg max
y

p(y|x). (4.26)

In practice, (4.23) and (4.26) are solved numerically with the prior

ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax. (4.27)

4.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation

In this section the performance of classical and inverse regression will be compared
when h is very far from being linear. Both model types will be parameterized by
polynomials. We introduce Pc as the power expansion operator that generates all
powers and distinct mixed products up to order c. For instance,

P2(a) =
[
a a2

]T
,

P2(
[
a b

]T
) =

[
a a2 ab b2 b

]T
,

(4.28)

and so on. The classical model structure with polynomial parameterization will
then be

h(y, η) = ηPc(y), (4.29)

and the inverse
g(x, θ) = θTPc(x). (4.30)

The parameter vector θ and parameter matrix η are easy to estimate from calibra-
tion data, since they enter linearly. In this section we shall focus on the quantity
estimation and postpone the treatment of the projection problem to the next sec-
tion. The problems will thus be restricted to two variables.
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Data Generation

Artificial data will be generated according to the statistical model (4.1). The
trajectory h0(y) will be:

h0(y) =

[
sin πy

sin 1.7y

]
, −1 < y < 1. (4.31)

This particular function is not typical in any way, it is just nonlinear and also
non-uniquely invertible in the first component1 x(1). A number of batches of data
sets will be tested, with different noise variance magnitude in each batch (normal
distributed noise). In every batch there are 30 data sets, where the noise covariance
matrix is taken randomly as

Σ = σ2 · ξξT . (4.32)

ξ is a 2-by-2 matrix where each entry is a sample of the normal distribution N(0, 1).
Thus, the trajectory is fixed, but the noise covariance is random for every data set.
In every data set there are 21 measurements used for estimation of θ/η/Σ and 61
for validation in terms of root mean square error,

V =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

t=1

(yt − ŷt)2, (4.33)

where ŷt is the estimate due to either model. Figure 4.2 (left) is a sample of a data
set generated as described above.

Methods

Three estimation approaches will be tested:

• Bayes, the conditional expectation defined in (4.23). h(y, η) is parameterized
by 1st and 3rd order polynomials (4.29). The polynomial coefficients are
estimated from data by ordinary least squares. The integrals in (4.23) are
numerically approximated by the sum of 200 points in the interval (−1, 1),
see also (4.25) on page 119.

• ML, the maximum likelihood predictor defined in (4.26). The same param-
eterization h(y, η) as in the Bayes approach described above are used. The
optimization in (4.26) is solved by taking the best of 200 tested values of y
in the interval (−1, 1).

• Inverse, the estimator ŷ = g(x, θ) is parameterized by the polynomial (4.30)
and the polynomial coefficients are estimated from data by ordinary least
squares. 1st order and 3rd order polynomials are compared.

The methods are compared at different noise levels σ2 (4.32).

1It would be even worse if the curve were intersecting, a case which can very well occur in
particular projections, see [Vlassis et al., 2001].
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Figure 4.2 The nonlinear trajectory (4.31) plotted; to the left with 1 and
to the right with 21 measurements for each distinct quantity
y. The right hand plot is a projection of R

10. The simulated
measurements are generated by the model (4.1). y is uniformly
distributed in the interval ymin to ymax.

Results

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the simulation. It appears that inverse regres-
sion with polynomial parameterization should be avoided. In every instance, the
classical regression with Bayes prediction is best. The conclusion is that the inverse
regression model with polynomial parameterization is not versatile enough to adapt
to a trajectory like (4.31), while the classical regression model with polynomials is
a great improvement compared to the linear regression. Bayesian estimation is to
be preferred.

Table 4.1 Validation root mean square error V (4.33) for different esti-
mation methods, noise levels σ2 (4.32) and model (polynomial)
orders c. The errors are 1000×mean±std for 30 data sets.

σ2 = 1 σ2 = 5 σ2 = 10 σ2 = 50
Inverse 44± 22 87± 45 124± 53 197± 84

c = 1 ML 44± 22 88± 46 125± 55 204± 91
Bayes 44± 22 86± 44 120± 50 188± 78
Inverse 46± 27 94± 50 126± 56 250± 141

c = 3 ML 30± 11 59± 32 85± 45 179± 94
Bayes 29± 10 54± 27 76± 35 156± 76
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Figure 4.3 Two dot diagrams of two clusters thought to lie on the trajec-
tory x = h(y). In the top plot the Mahalanobis class distance
(3.30) is 6 standard deviations (std), and in the bottom plot
only 3 std. If the dots in the diagrams are noisy measurements
of two distinct concentrations y(1) and y(2), it is evident that
the measurements in the top plot allow more accurate estimates
of y than the measurements in the bottom plot.

4.4 Using Clusters to Find a Projection

It was mentioned earlier that calibration data often has a natural clustering due
to the choice of calibration quantities. In the case with the electronic tongue, the
clusters could be due to a finite number of concentrations. Of course, if there is no
natural clustering, the data can be divided into clusters artificially.

A number of ways to use the clustering of data to improve the regression have
been proposed earlier. Sliced Inverse Regression (SIR) [Li, 1991] divides the range
of y into a number of intervals. Each interval identifies a cluster. A PCA on
the cluster means is then used as a subspace for regression. Fitting local linear
models to data partitions are proposed in [Ari and Güvenir, 2002] and cluster-
ing in conjunction with Support Vector Machines (SVM) has been exploited in
[Camps-Valls, 2002].

In this section we will propose a method to use the clustering to find the pro-
jection S in R

n×k where the measurement trajectory h(y) resides. We denote the
method Clustered Regression Analysis (CRA).

4.4.1 Clustered Regression Analysis

In Chapter 3 we discussed methods to find projections where the classification
error was the lowest possible. It has been found that those projections can also
be very good for quantification, namely if the data can be divided into a set of
classes or clusters. That there is a close connection between classification accuracy
and quantification accuracy is well illustrated by Figure 4.3, where samples of two
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measurement classes are plotted for two cases. The classes are thought to lie on
the trajectory followed by x as y increases from low to high values, x = h(y). In
the top plot of Figure 4.3 the classification error is rather low and in the bottom
plot a little bit higher. If the class centroids represent two distinct quantities, it is
evident that the quantity in general can be estimated with higher accuracy when
the classification error is low.

In the proposed method CRA, classical regression is conducted in a projection
optimized with respect to the classification accuracy. This is how S was determined
in Chapter 3. Of course, this is possible only if the data is clustered, that is, divided
into q classes each with a distinct class distribution. The clustering can be the
result of measurements on a finite number of calibration objects or concentrations
(intervals), or it could be different operating regimes of a dynamical system and so
on.

The major advantage of using the classification accuracy as a projection quality
assessment, is that no parametric assumption about the trajectory h(y) is made –
it could be any nonlinearity. Other projections for nonlinear trajectories (with no
parametric assumptions) have been described by [Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989] and
extended to multivariate data sets by [Delicado, 2001]. They generalize Princi-
pal Components to potentially nonlinear Principal Curves and Principal Surfaces.
However, we have not compared the CRA to those techniques.

The CRA Method

1. Identify q clusters or classes in data. The classes could for instance be mea-
surements on q calibration objects where the quantity yt attains q distinct
values.

2. Assume the clusters are the classes of a classification problem. Find an opti-
mal or suboptimal projection with respect to the classification accuracy. This
was explained in Chapter 3, where the classes were assumed to be populations
with normal distribution.

3. Chose a parameterization for h(y) and estimate the parameter in the pro-
jection obtained above, for instance in least squares or maximum likelihood
sense, see Section 4.2. The parameterization could for instance be polynomial.
Also estimate the noise distribution, and derive the conditional probability
density function p(y|x). If we for instance assume the noise distribution is
normal, the conditional probability density function is (4.24).

4. Estimate y either as the conditional expectation given x (4.23) or by maxi-
mum likelihood (4.26). The prediction can be done by numerical evaluation
of the integrals.

In next section, the CRA will be compared to PLS on artificial data sets. After
that the CRA is evaluated on experimental data from an electronic tongue.
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4.5 Numerical Experiments

4.5.1 Artificial Data

Artificial data will be generated as

xt = Sh0(yt) + εt ∈ R
10. (4.34)

For calibration data, the quantity yt will be discrete and take on 1 of 11 quantities.
For every quantity, 20 samples are generated by letting εt be samples of a random
variable with normal distribution and covariance matrix Σ generated as in (4.32).
The nonlinear trajectory

h0 : R→ R
2

is defined in (4.31) and S is in R
10×2. See Figure 4.2 (right) for an example of

a 2-dimensional projection of {xt}. For calibration data there are thus 11 “mea-
surement” classes each corresponding to a distinct quantity yt. Also a validation
data set is generated and almost in the same way, but for validation data yt is not
discrete. Instead, the validation quantities are sampled continuously and uniformly
(4.22) over the range, why the model at validation time must interpolate between
the discrete calibration points. Also a third data set is generated with discrete y
but independent of the estimation data. This data set is used for visual validation
by plots.

Compared Methods

The root mean square error V (4.33) is compared for the following four methods:

• Ordinary inverse linear regression, that is, ŷt = θT xt with θ estimated with
linear least squares methodology (1.33).

• PLS with 5th order polynomial fit and 2 latent variables denoted “PLS-
2/5”. PLS with polynomials is a nonlinear extension to PLS implemented
in the PLS toolbox for use with MATLAB, see [Wise and Gallagher, 2004].
Autoscaling is used when beneficial.

• 2nd order polynomial PLS with 5 latent variables denoted “PLS-5/2”. Oth-
erwise as previous.

• CRA with classical ML prediction. 5th order polynomials are fitted to the
trajectory in a 2-dimensional projection given by minimizing the classification
accuracy approximated as described in Section 3.5.2 and 3.5.4. The opti-
mization used the Givens projection described in Section 2.5.

The methods are tested at different noise levels σ2, see (4.32).
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Table 4.2 Artificial data, validation root mean square error V (4.33)
for different noise level σ2 (4.32), 10-dimensional case,
1000×mean±std for 10 data sets, for CRA (see text), linear re-
gression, and polynomial PLS with latent variables/polynomial
order.

σ2 = 2.5 σ2 = 10 σ2 = 40
CRA 30 ±17 73 ±31 175 ±96
Linear 52 ±23 121 ±33 176 ±78

PLS-2/5 124 ±23 223 ±50 279 ±66
PLS-5/2 69 ±25 154 ±42 216 ±71

Results

The errors V for (continuous quantity) validation data are given in Table 4.2.
For reasonable noise levels, CRA gives lower or much lower errors. In Figure 4.4
the projections obtained from CRA and PLS are compared for an instance with
particularly high noise level in the non-trajectory subspace (orthogonal to S). The
plots are from the third data set with clustered validation data. Apparently, the
noise level in the CRA projection is significantly lower than in the PLS subspace.

4.5.2 Experimental Data

In this section, the CRA and polynomial PLS methods are tested on real sensor
data from an electronic tongue, see also page 5. The data comes from the Swedish
Sensor Centre, Linköping University, Sweden. The measurements are on a finite
set of concentrations of a (secret) chemical. The concentrations are

0, 3.1, 3.7, 4.5, 5.2, 5.6, 6.9, 7.5, 8.0, 8.8, 9.0, 10.6, 10.8 mM

and every concentration is measured upon 20 times. A measurement is in xt ∈ R
403

and comprises the currents in the sensor electrodes. The following methods are
compared:

• The best by polynomial PLS with respect to autoscaling, number of latent
variables and polynomial order denoted

“PLS-[number of latent variables]/[polynomial order]”.

• CRA with 2-dimensional projection, polynomial fit and classical Bayes esti-
mation (4.23) denoted

“CRA-2/[polynomial order]”.

• Inverse regression with polynomial fit in the same 2-dimensional projection
as used with CRA above denoted

“Inverse-2/[polynomial order]”.
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Figure 4.4 The CRA projection (a) compared to the PLS (b), discrete
quantity validation data. The regression accuracy for 5th order
polynomial classical regression in the CRA projection is much
higher (V = 9.6 · 10−3) compared to the PLS (V = 39 · 10−3).
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Figure 4.5 2-dimensional CRA projection with validation measurements
and 5th order polynomial fit.

Table 4.3 Experimental electronic tongue data, root mean square error
V (4.33) for random validation. Polynomial PLS, inverse re-
gression in a projection and classical regression in a projec-
tion (CRA) are compared for different subspace dimensionali-
ties/polynomial orders.

V
PLS-20/4 0.18

Inverse-2/5 0.11
CRA-2/5 0.096

The available data set with 11 · 20 measurements is partitioned into calibration
data and a validation data. All model parameters are estimated from calibration
data and the root mean square error V (4.33) is given for validation data only. We
will study two ways of doing this partitioning:

Random Partitioning

75% of the measurements are selected at random to be used for parameter estima-
tion, the remaining measurements are used for validation. Figure 4.5 depicts the
CRA projection with fitted 5th order polynomial. In Table 4.3 the results for the
different methods are presented. The CRA gives about 45% less prediction error
compared to polynomial PLS, which is a significant improvement. It is also seen
that the classical regression gives a small gain compared to the inverse regression.
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Table 4.4 Experimental electronic tongue data, root mean square error
V for leave-class-out validation. Polynomial PLS, inverse re-
gression in a projection and classical regression in a projec-
tion (CRA) are compared for different projection dimension-
alities/polynomial orders.

V
PLS-10/1 0.25

Inverse-2/5 0.11
CRA-2/8 0.043

Partitioning by Using a Measurement Class for Validation

All measurements on 3.7 mM are used for validation only, the remaining measure-
ments are used for parameter estimation. In Table 4.4 the results for the different
methods are presented. The CRA gives about 80% less prediction error, which
indeed is a significant improvement. In this case, the classical regression gives a
significant gain compared to the inverse regression.

Results

Using the CRA projection, the regression can be conducted in 2 dimensions and
still give better result than PLS that needs 10-20 dimensions to give reasonable
accuracy. Furthermore, the classical regression model gives half the error of the
inverse.

4.6 Conclusions

We have studied the problem of finding projections for quantification models. One
natural way to collect calibration data is to measure multiple times on a finite
number of quantities. This yields a finite number of measurement classes or mea-
surement clusters. It is concluded that projection techniques that aims to minimize
the classification error in a projection can utilize these measurement classes to find
good low-dimensional projections of high-dimensional measurements. The advan-
tage of this approach is believed to be that no parametric assumptions are needed
prior to finding the projection. For some nonlinear problems this approach outper-
forms polynomial PLS.

The projection found by minimizing the classification error often contains a
rather complex (nonlinear) measurement trajectory. For the numerical examples
studied it was found that this complex trajectory was better modeled by the clas-
sical regression model

xt = h(yt, η) + εt,
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rather than the inverse regression model

yt = g(xt, θ) + ε̄t.

In the study, both h and g were parameterized with polynomials. The drawback
of the classical regression approach is that it is considerably more complex.

On real sensor data from the electronic tongue when a whole measurement class
was extracted for validation, the projection found by minimizing the classification
error together with a classical polynomial regression model in that projection gave
the regression error 0.043, which should be compared to the best by polynomial
PLS: 0.25 – an improvement by factor > 5.
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5

Dynamical Systems

In this chapter we will study sample data from nonlinear dynamical systems. We
aim to find low-dimensional projections of different regression vectors by which the
nonlinearities can be visualized and efficiently parameterized.

Meaningful low-dimensional data projections probably do not exist for every
nonlinear system. Our studies however indicate that at least for systems where
the nonlinearity enters the differential equation additively, the nonlinearity can be
explained well in reduced dimensions. Need not be said that in these situations,
methods to find the projection that in some sense best describe or comprise the
nonlinearity will be of great interest. An example of additive nonlinearity is the
differential equation of a drained water tank, see the example on page 7. We will
return to the drained water tank more than once in this chapter. The projection
alone will usually not contribute much to the modelers insight, though. There
must also be ways to handle the strong correlation between consecutive samples
which, in a sense, “obscures” the nonlinearities. The strong correlation is apparent
if the sampling interval between two samples is short. In this situation, the system
output at a time instant can rather well be predicted by trivially taking the output
at the previous time instant and it may appear as if there are no nonlinearities in
the data.

Two rather different methods to handle the correlation and find projections with
nonlinearities will be investigated. The first method searches for a projection plane
that is perpendicular to the linear dependencies of the regression vector. What is

131
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expected to be left in the projection is simply the nonlinear dependencies. Here
a non-parametric measure of nonlinear dependence that is founded on a Delaunay
triangulation of the data points is used as a criterion. This will be explained in
detail in Section 5.2. The second method uses parametric models for both the
linear and nonlinear dependencies, and these models are fitted by least squares
criteria, see Section 5.3.

5.1 Model Structure

Consider the nonlinear model structure

0 = f̃(x̃t) + εt,

x̃t =
[
yt yt−1 · · · yt−na

ut−nk
ut−nk−1 · · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T
.

(5.1)

This is a model of a discrete nonlinear dynamical system where the scalars ut/yt

are the (sampled) input/output and the index t = 1, 2, . . . , N should be interpreted
as time. εt accounts for uncertainties and disturbances. The numbers na and nb

are termed the model orders and they determine the dimension of the regression
vector x̃t. nk is the delay of the input.

The structure (5.1) is general enough to comprise the nonlinear autoregressive
model with extra input (NARX) as a special case:

yt = f(xt) + εt,

xt =
[
yt−1 · · · yt−na

ut−nk
· · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T
.

(5.2)

With na = 0 the NARX does in turn comprise the nonlinear finite impulse response
model (NFIR). The function f describes a nonlinear relation between yt and old
yτ and uτ . There a two fundamental ways of using such a relation to construct yt:

1. Use both old yτ and old uτ ,

ŷ
(p)
t = f

([
yt−1 · · · yt−na

ut−nk
· · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T)
. (5.3)

2. Use only old uτ ,

ŷ
(o)
t = f

([
ŷ
(o)
t · · · ŷ

(o)
t−na

ut−nk
· · ·ut−nb−nk+1

]T)
. (5.4)

For the NFIR with na = 0, there is no difference between (5.3) and (5.4), but with

na > 0 the difference is important. In (5.3) the argument xt is observed, and ŷ
(p)
t

predicts the output one step ahead. In (5.4), on the other hand, the argument relies

on previously made estimates of the output. These estimates are the output ŷ
(o)
t of

a model simulation where the sequence {yt}N1 is not present at all, see Figure 5.1.
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The one-step-ahead predictor ŷ
(p)
t and simulated model output ŷ

(o)
t offer two

ways of assessing model quality, namely in terms of the prediction errors and in
terms of the output errors. They are defined as

ε
(p)
t = yt − ŷ

(p)
t , ε

(o)
t = yt − ŷ

(o)
t , (5.5)

respectively. In turn, these errors are aggregated by data set root mean squares
(RMS) to the model prediction error

Vp =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

t=1

[
ε
(p)
t

]2
, (5.6)

and to the model output error

Vo =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

t=1

[
ε
(o)
t

]2
. (5.7)

The model prediction error and output error also define two methods to estimate
a model f parameterized in θ:

1. The prediction error method (PEM): θ minimizes Vp for a set of measured
input/output data.

2. The output error method (OEM): θ minimizes Vo for a set of measured in-
put/output data.

−

+
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A model with small output error Vo has similar dynamical behavior as the system,
see Figure 5.1. A model with small prediction error Vp, on the other hand, is
good at predicting the next output, given previous inputs and outputs. It is the
user’s choice which model to use, the PEM-model or the OEM-model. It should
however be said that the output error Vo is considerably more complex to calculate
compared to Vp since it requires a model simulation. This also means a higher
complexity for the OEM. It is therefore not uncommon to see the PEM used to
estimate a model that is later validated by the output error Vo. This is typical
when the user really wants an OEM-model but takes a PEM-model simply because
it is cheaper.

5.2 Non-Parametric Approach using Delaunay

In this section we will study low-dimensional projections of the regression vector
x̃t in (5.1). A non-parametric measure of nonlinear dependence that is built on a
Delaunay triangulation (Section 5.2.1) of the data points is used as a criterion in
the search for projections. The model structure will be

f̃(x̃t) = g(AT x̃t)− bT x̃t, f̃ : R
n → R (5.8)

where we seek the n-by-(k − 1) matrix A and the n-dimensional vector b. The
k − 1 columns in A plus the “single column” b together sum up to the projection
dimension k. g is thus a function from R

k−1 to R. The dimension of the regression
vector x̃ is given by the model orders as n = na + nb + 1, see (5.1).

To simplify things and focus on the main ideas, let us first assume that the data
is noise-free (εt = 0) and that k = 2. Then the problem is to look for vectors A
and b such that all points of a plot of αt = bT x̃t versus βt = AT x̃t, t = 1, . . . , N ,
lie on the curve α = g(β). This plot thus represents a surface with area 0 in R

2.
This means that we should be looking for data projections that show as small area
as possible in the projected plane.

Example 5.1 (The Drained Water Tank)
A drained tank with water level y(t) and inlet flow u(t) is described by the

nonlinear differential equation

ẏ(t) = u(t)−
√

y(t), (5.9)

see Figure 1.4 on page 8. Of course the differential equation depends on a
number of physical parameters such as the acceleration of gravity, the area of
the water surface and drain hole and so on. However, the tank studied here
is for notational convenience special designed so that the coefficients in the
differential equation all equal 1. If the tank is sampled with a small sampling
interval τ , we would get a sequence {yt = y(tτ)}N1 that is rather well described
by

∆yt , (yt+1 − yt)/τ = ut −
√

yt. (5.10)
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Let us define the regression vector as

x̃t =
[
∆yt yt ut

]T
. (5.11)

Here we have chosen the regressor ∆yt instead of yt−1. This allows us to see the
connection to (5.9) clearly, but also makes the data scale well with the sampling
interval τ . Suppose that we have observed N = 10000 data. How can we figure
out the structure (5.10) from these? By Forming the 10000-by-3 matrix

X =
[
x̃1 x̃2 · · · x̃N

]T
, (5.12)

we can look at several 2-dimensional projections of the data by plotting XS
for various 3-by-2 matrices S. The results for three different choices of S are
shown in Figure 5.2. The matrices are

S(i) =

[
0.11 0.99 0.11
−0.71 0 0.71

]T

, (5.13a)

S(ii) =

[
0 1 0

−0.71 0 0.71

]T

, (5.13b)

S(iii) =

[
0.51 0.73 0.44
0.86 −0.47 0.22

]T

. (5.13c)

The plots give a clear clue that it will be reasonable to look for a model

f(x̃t) = 0 (5.14)

for the projection in plot (b), that is, in terms of the structure

0 = f(x̃t) = g(x̃T
t S

(ii)
1 )− x̃T

t S
(ii)
2

= g(yt)− 0.71(ut −∆yt).
(5.15)

Here, Si is the ith column of S. The 3-dimensional nonlinear problem (5.14)
has thus been replaced with a much simpler 1-dimensional problem (5.15). Note
that the result confirms the physical structure (5.10). The coefficient 0.71 is
immaterial (comes from normalization) and can be subsumed in g.

The linear case

If the function g in (5.8) is linear, the distinction between S and b is immaterial
and we are effectively looking for a linear description cT x̃t = 0, c being an
n-dimensional vector. This is traditionally found by minimizing the norm of
cT x̃t under some normalization of c. If the normalization is chosen as cT c =
1 the method is known as total least squares and c will be the eigenvector
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (singular value) of R = XT X. This is
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Figure 5.2 Plots of the tank-data matrix X for the three different 2-dimen-
sional projections in (5.13).

all well known least squares theory, principal component analysis and singular
value decomposition methodology.

It is illuminating to consider this from the projection perspective above. The
question is how to measure the area of a projected set of points. In linear
theory it is natural to do this by approximating the point set by an ellipsoid
and measure the area of this ellipsoid. The ellipsoid will correspond to the
covariance matrix of the projected data points, that is

RS = ST RS, (5.16)

R = XT X. (5.17)

We would then seek to minimize det [RS ] with respect to S under the normal-
izing constraint, for instance, ST S = I. This will give S as a matrix that spans
the space of the two (in general k + 1) eigenvectors for the smallest eigenvalues
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of R. Adjusting a linear map g to this space gives us back the model cT x̃t = 0
with c being the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue of R. Applying an area
measure that is based on ellipsoidal approximations is thus equivalent to using
total least squares to fit a linear model.

In fact, an ellipsoidal area measure can be quite misleading. These areas for
the three plots in Figure 5.2 are:

(a) 64.2
(b) 54
(c) 5.9

Actually plot (c) is what minimizes the area of an ellipsoid centered at the
origin. This observation just reiterates that linear techniques are not suited for
nonlinear structures.

Problem Formulation

The discussion and example lead to the following problem formulation:

Given: A set with n-dimensional vectors, {x̃t}N1 .

Sought: A n-by-k projection matrix S =
[
A b

]
, such that a good model struc-

ture is obtained for

g(AT x̃t)− bT x̃t = 0 (5.18)

for a suitable, nonlinear function g. For noisy data and/or approximate models,
the right hand side 0 should be replaced by as small residuals as possible.

Method: Find S, so that the points {ST x̃t}Nt , occupy as small a volume as
possible in R

k.

To be investigated:

• How to measure the “volume” of a collection of points? Approximating the
points by an ellipsoid corresponds to linear techniques and will not solve the
problem for nonlinear functions. Inspired by [Zhang, 2003], we investigate
how Delaunay triangulation could be used for this purpose. Volume measures
based on this are discussed in Section 5.2.1.

• How to perform the minimization of the volume measure. These issues are
dealt with in Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.3 Delaunay triangulation of samples of the curve (5.30) stud-
ied in Section 5.2.3 perturbed by noise from the distribution
N(0, 0.01I2).

5.2.1 Delaunay Triangulation

Delaunay triangulation is a way to connect points with straight lines. The connec-
tions form triangles such that no data point falls in any triangle’s circumscribed
circle, see [Delaunay, 1932]1. [Knuth, 1992] proposes a program that performs De-
launay triangulation of a set of N points with time complexity O{N log N}. De-
launay triangulation can easily be done in MATLAB, delaunayn.

A measure of nonlinear dependence will be used that was suggested by Q. Zhang,
[Zhang, 2003], who also models a set of N points x̃t in R

k by f(x̃t) = 0. Here,
f is not necessarily invertible. Zhang uses a Delaunay triangulation of the data
points, and shows in a simulation that two particular functionals of the triangle
set are related to the dependence between the entries (regressors) in x̃t. Strong
dependence between the entries means small area (or volume) occupied by the
sample point set, as described earlier. The two functionals build on

1. Triangle area. If the dependence between entries in x̃t is strong, the majority
of the triangles have very small area compared to the convex hull. The
criterion is

Fa =
L(h) − (L1 + L2 + · · ·+ Lp)

L(r)
. (5.19)

Here, L(r) is the area of a rectangular region defined by the extreme points
(the maximum and minimum points), L(h) the area of the convex hull, and

1For simplicity, we will here use a 2-dimensional terminology; triangle, circle, area etc. The
theory is not restricted in dimensionality, however. In three dimensions, for instance, the corre-
sponding concepts would be tetrahedron, sphere and volume.
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L1 + L2 + · · ·+ Lp the area of the p triangles with smallest area. p is chosen
to be about half the number of triangles.

2. Triangle asymmetry. If the dependence between entries in x̃t is strong, the
triangles are thin (or asymmetric). The criterion is

Fs = 1− 1

m

m∑

i=1

l
(1)
i

l
(2)
i + l

(3)
i

, (5.20)

where m is the total number of triangles, l
(j)
i the length of side j in triangle

i. The sides are ordered according to l
(1)
i ≤ l

(2)
i ≤ l

(3)
i .

Both Fa and Fb are in the interval [0, 1] and are believed to take on small values
for strong dependencies (small areas occupied by the point set).

It is here motivated to offer an intuitive explanation to why we expect these
criteria to do the job. The plane, perpendicular projection of a set of parallel
straight lines is obviously a set of points with no extensions. These parallel lines
are though to represent the additive linear dependencies in data and in such a
perpendicular projection, the linear dependencies will have no extension. This
is however not the case for nonlinear curves – there is no linear projection such
that a nonlinear curve looses its extension. The contribution from the linear part is
samples lying on fictitious lines, and again, a projection perpendicular to these lines,
collects the sample points on a minimal area. In fact, the data points are, up to the
noise term, collected exactly on the nonlinear curve. This motivates immediately
the area criterion above. Furthermore, if we do Delaunay triangulation on points
that are all close to a curve, the triangles will be very thin or asymmetric.

Example 5.2 (Triangle Functionals for the Tank Process)
For the three projections in Figure 5.2, the Delaunay triangle functionals are:

Fa Fs

(a) 0.35 0.24
(b) 0.18 1.1 · 10−5

(c) 0.52 0.24

Both functionals recognize projection S(b) to be superior. Surprising, however,
is the small difference in Fs between a and c.

Since it is interesting to study Fa and Fs for a fix point set, but with respect
to different projections, we define them as functions of a projection S, Fa(S)
and Fa(S). By this notation is thus understood that the triangle functionals
are applied to the projected point set XS.

In the tank example we actually look for a 2-dimensional, orthonormal projec-
tion in three dimensions. Such a projection can easily be defined by the two
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angles p =
[
p1 p2

]T
of the unit normal vector, see Section 2.5. An orthonormal

projection for this normal vector is

S(p) =

[
sin p1 cos p1 cos p2 − cos p1 sin p2

0 sin p2 cos p2

]T

. (5.21)

This 2-parameter projection allows analysis of how the functionals depend on
different (orthonormal) projections. A suitable projection for the tank data, for
instance, is

T =
[
b A

]
=




1√
2

0

0 1
− 1√

2
0


 (5.22)

which has the angles

p =
π

180

[
45
90

]
. (5.23)

Note that the functionals are invariant to row permutations and orthonormal
transformations, since these do not alter the sizes or proportions of the triangles.

Angle parameterized projections can of course also be defined in higher dimen-
sions as described in Section 2.5. The restriction to two parameters in our
simple tank example, however, allows visualization by level curves, see Fig-
ure 5.4 for Fs(S(p)). It is seen that the minimum of Fs(S(p)) well coincides
with the original projection (5.23), which of course is a decisive property if to be
used in parameter estimation. It is also seen Fs(S(p)) has many local minima.
This fact makes it difficult to find the global minimum by numerical methods.

With the same technique, also the special case with fixed A =
[
0 1 0

]T
can

be studied, corresponding to the model structure

bT x̃t = g(yt). (5.24)

If we assume orthogonality between A and b then S can be parameterized with
one parameter only2. Figure 5.5 shows the Delaunay functionals plotted against
this parameter. Again, it is seen the functionals have very interesting minima.
The dashed line in the plot is the original coordinate.

5.2.2 Minimizing the Delaunay Criteria

The projection spanned by A and b will be estimated by

S∗
a = arg min

S
Fa(S), subject to SST = I (5.25)

and
S∗

s = arg min
S

Fs(S), subject to SST = I, (5.26)

2No generality is lost by assuming that the projection S =
ˆ

A b
˜

has an orthonormal repre-
sentation. We may thus assume that b is a unit vector orthogonal to whichever fix A we choose.
If b is 3-dimensional the orthogonality and normal constraints leave one degree of freedom.
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Figure 5.4 Level curves of Fs(S([p1 p2]
T )) for the tank example. Here, the

original projection T has the coordinate p1 = 45◦, p2 = 90◦,
which appears indistinguishable from the global minimizer.
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Figure 5.5 Functionals for tank example with the model structure
g(yt) = bT x̃t. The original projection b has the coordinate
p = 135◦ (dashed), which coincides with the minima of the
triangle functionals.
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where the objective functions are the Delaunay area (5.19) and asymmetry criterion
(5.20), respectively. The orthonormal constraint SST = I ensures the full rank of S
and numerical stability. By using the Givens projection described in the Section 2.5,
the optimization problems can however be formulated as

p∗ = arg min
p

F (S(p)),

S∗ = S(p∗),
(5.27)

that is, a minimization problem with no constraints.
Two major issues will be addressed by Monte Carlo simulations:

1. Is the projection spanned by S∗
a or S∗

s the same or almost the same as the
original one spanned by

[
A b

]
? In the Monte Carlo simulations the original

matrix
[
A b

]
is known and can easily be compared with different projections

S. Ideally, S and
[
A b

]
span the same space.

2. Are the optimization problems tractable?

As mentioned earlier, an orthonormal change of coordinate basis does not change
the size or proportion of the triangles. Therefore it can only be hoped for that S∗

spans the same subspace as A and b do, see Section 2.1.1.
It will be assumed that the projection dimensionality k is known beforehand.

In practice this means the modeler has to try different k and see which value is
suitable for the data at hand.

5.2.3 Simulation Study of Delaunay Criteria

By simulations, it will be investigated how S∗
a and S∗

s relate to the original projec-
tion

T =
[
A b

]
, (5.28)

and how complex the optimization problems (5.25) and (5.26) are. The original
projection T is known since we choose it ourselves as a simulation parameter. We
thus know if a found projection S∗ is good or bad, simply by comparing it to
T . For this purpose a slightly idealized setting will be used. A nonlinear curve
(surface) in k = 2 dimensions will be perturbed with noise, and augmented with
additional dimensions representing the linear part of the system. The augmented
part will be filled with white noise. The justification for using noise instead of an
explicit linear model for the augmented part, is that unmodeled dependencies can
very well appear noise-like. The optimization uses the Givens projection described
in Section 2.5, together with the MATLAB function fminunc for unconstrained
minimization.

Level Curves for n = 3, k = 2

The level curves when n = 3 and k = 2 for Fa(S(p)) and Fs(S(p)) are depicted

in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.11, respectively. In this case, p =
[
p1 p2

]T
with the

true coordinate T corresponding to p =
[
90 90

]T
π/180. It is seen that:
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Figure 5.6 Samples from (5.29) with no noise added.
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Figure 5.7 Samples from (5.29) perturbed by noise samples from the the
distribution N(0, 0.01I). The sample points are connected by
a Delaunay triangulation.
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Figure 5.8 Samples from (5.29) perturbed by noise from the the distribu-
tion N(0, 0.03I). The sample points are connected by a Delau-
nay triangulation. Compared to Fig. 5.7, the noise has larger
variance and the triangles are more symmetric.
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Figure 5.9 Samples from (5.30) with no noise added.
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Figure 5.10 Delaunay triangulation of samples from (5.30) perturbed by
noise from the normal distribution N(0, 0.03I). Compared to
Figure 5.3, the noise has larger variance and the triangles are
more symmetric.

• Fa(S) and Fs(S) are non-convex and have many local minima.

• The global minimum S∗
s is very close to the ideal point S = T (for this special

instance). This is not the case for S∗
a . This indicates that Fs(S) is the better

criterion since it leads closer to the original projection T .

Nonlinearities Used in the Study

Two modeling cases are studied where samples of nonlinear curves are generated.
The curves are parameterized in a scalar ξ, and the samples are generated by letting
ξ take on a set of random values. In the first case the samples are generated by

φt =

[
sin πξt

sin 1.7ξt

]
+ ε̃t, t = 1, 2, . . . , N, (5.29)

and in the second case by

φt =




1−ξ2
t

1+ξ2
t

ξt
1−ξ2

t

1+ξ2
t


+ ε̃t, t = 1, 2, . . . , N. (5.30)

Note that ξ is an uninteresting variable, we just use it to define the curves. More
important, ξ is not observed and will not help the modeler. Note also, that these
curves are not in any way typical for system identification, but indeed non-trivial
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to model. In addition, (5.30), which we attribute to [Zhang, 2003], is non-invertible
at the origin. The disturbance term ε̃t is sampled from a random variable with the
normal distribution N(0, λ1I2).

Samples of the curves λ1 = 0 (ε̃t = 0) are depicted in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9.

Note that φ
(i)
t denotes the ith component of φt. Samples with λ1 = 0.01 are de-

picted in Figure 5.3, where also the Delaunay triangulation is done. By increasing
the noise variance λ1, it becomes more difficult to “see” and make inferences about
the relationship between the two components of φt , see Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.11 Level curves of Fs(S([p1 p2]
T )). 50 random data points on the

curve (5.30) are mixed with noise, λ1 = 0.02, λ2 = 0.3. The
cross in the middle accounts for the ideal point S = T . The
minimizer of Fs(S) is apparently very close to T .

High-dimensional Augmentation

The 2-dimensional vector φt is augmented by a random noise vector zt sampled
from a random variable with the normal distribution N(0, λ2In−2), thus forming

x̃t =

[
φt

zt

]
(5.31)

with n dimensions and consequently,

φt = TT x̃t, for T =




1 0
0 1
0 0


 (5.32)

Here, T is though of as the original or sought projection that spans the same
projection as A and b do.
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Figure 5.12 Level curves of Fa(S([p1 p2]
T )). 50 random data points on

the curve (5.30) are mixed with noise, λ1 = 0.02, λ2 = 0.3.
The cross in the middle accounts for the ideal point S = T .
The minimizer of Fa(S) is not very close to T .

Minimization, Start in T , n = 7, k = 2

It will now be investigated if local minimizers of Fa(S) (5.20) and Fs(S) (5.19)
are close to the original projection T . The experiment is conducted with n = 7
and k = 2 dimensions. The minimization starting point S0 is given by the original
projection S0 = T . The distance from a projection S to the ideal projection T we
defined as

d(S|T ) ,
1

2

2∑

i=1

7∑

j=3

s2
ij . (5.33)

Here, sij denotes the entry at row i and column j in S. This simple definition
makes sense only for the structure of T in (5.32) (zeros in the square summed
entries) together with the constraint SST = I. If d(S|T ) = 0, then S and T span
the same subspace. If d(S|T ) = 1, S and T are orthogonal.

The results for the curve (5.30) are given in Table 5.1, and for (5.29) in Table 5.2.
Remember that λi are the noise levels. The results are given as mean value ±
standard deviation. It is seen that in both modeling cases are the minimizer of
Fs(S) close to T . This is not the case with the minimizer of Fa(S).
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Table 5.1 Results of 30 minimizations with different realizations and start-
ing point S0 = T . In each realization, 50 random data points
on the curve (5.30) are mixed with noise, λ1 = 0.02, λ2 = 0.3.
Projection from 7 to 2 dimensions.

F (Ŝ)− F (T ) 100d(Ŝ|T )
Fa(S) −0.058± 0.051 4.3± 6.4
Fs(S) −0.0040± 0.0048 0.02± 0.035

Table 5.2 Results of 30 minimizations with different realizations and start-
ing point S0 = T . In each realization, 50 random data points
on the curve (5.29) are mixed with noise, λ1 = 0.04, λ2 = 0.4.
Projection from 7 to 2 dimensions.

F (Ŝ)− F (T ) 100d(Ŝ|T )
Fa(S) −0.32± 0.05 6.5± 10
Fs(S) −0.0061± 0.0090 0.065± 0.14

Minimization, Random Start, n = 7, k = 2

Again, n = 7 and k = 2, but now the start S0 is a perturbation of T in a random
direction Γ, but with a fixed distance d(S0|T ) given as a simulation parameter:

S0 = orth [T + Γ] , d(T + Γ|T ) = d0. (5.34)

Here, orth is an orthonormalization operator. The results for data from (5.30) are
given in Table 5.3. If d(S0|T ) = 0.05, the minimization will almost always converge
to T . If d(S0|T ) ≥ 0.1, this is not the case. It is seen that we cannot hope to find
T unless we start the minimization very close to it.

Notes on Complexity

Starting randomly, it takes few seconds (3-10) for the minimization program to
reach a local minimizer. The convergence is fairly good. If k = 2, it is no problem
to solve problems with a few hundred sample points.

5.2.4 Concluding Remarks on the Delaunay Criteria

We have seen here that the criterion built on triangle asymmetries Fs in (5.20) is an
interesting tool in the process of identifying nonlinear dynamical systems (system
identification). With orthonormal projection parameterization, for instance the
Givens projection, standard optimization software quickly finds a linear projection
that is a local minimizer of the criterion. However, the criterion has many local
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Table 5.3 30 minimizations of Fs(S), different realizations, random start
S0 at different distances from T . In each realization, 50 random
data points from (5.30) are mixed with Gaussian noise λ1 =
0.02, λ2 = 0.3. Projection from 7 to 2 dimensions.

d(S0|T ) F (Ŝ)− F (T ) F (Ŝ)− F (S0) 100d(Ŝ|T )
0.05 0.0± 0.0030 −0.0008± 0.0003 0.01± 0.02
0.1 0.0178± 0.025 −0.062± 0.028 6.67± 5.76
0.2 0.050± 0.026 −0.055± 0.023 26± 19
0.8 0.052± 0.029 −0.068± 0.030 56± 34

minima. To be useful, we must improve the optimization technique, for instance, by
good start solutions close to the global optimum. The conclusion is that Delaunay
triangulation is a good idea, but we do not really know how to solve the optimization
problems it gives rise to.

5.3 Parametric Approach

We will now consider the NARX model in (5.2) with the special structure

f(xt) = bT xt + g(ST xt). (5.35)

We primarily seek the n-to-k projection S and the n-dimensional vector b. Here the
dimension of the regression vector x̃t is given by the model orders as n = na + nb.

In contrast to the method investigated in the previous section, the linear depen-
dencies are here modeled explicitly by the term bT xt. Also the nonlinear function
g will be parameterized explicitly and together with S and b fitted to data by using
the prediction error method (PEM) and the output error method (OEM).

Earlier, [Carrol et al., 1997] have proposed an estimation method for the so-
called multi-index model (5.35). They develop the theory in the framework of
generalized linear models and estimate the parameters by a quasi-likelihood crite-
rion.

As mentioned, if we can well model our system by a model structure with few
columns in S, this allows efficient parameterization of g as well as visualization of
the points on the curve z = g(x). For the case k = 1, g is simply viewed by plotting
the scalar points ST xt against yt − bT xt. In this section we will study the special
case when k = 1 and S thus a vector.

Example 5.3 (The Drained Water Tank)
We now return to the tank example introduced on page 7 and revisited on

page 134. Select the model orders na = 3, nb = 3, nk = 1, k = 1. The
regression vector has

n = na + nb = 6
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Figure 5.13 Regressor projections of tank data. To the left S(i) from a
multi-index model, to the right S(ii) from partial least squares
(PLS), see (5.36).

dimensions. We know that this model structure is over-parameterized for the
simple tank, but consider these model orders to be the user’s first attempt.
This means that S is now a 6-dimensional vector.

We now study two different methods to calculate the projection S. The first
is by fitting the multi-index model (5.35) to data by techniques described later
in this section. The other method is partial least squares (PLS) mentioned
in Section 1.4.3. In this case, the PLS finds the projection that maximizes
the sample covariance with yt. Compare the results for the two methods in
Figure 5.13 (cf. Figure 5.2 on page 136). In the left plot, S(i) and b are from
the fitted multi-index model (5.35). The projection xT

t S(i) is plotted versus
the linear model residual yt − bT xt. In the right plot, the first latent variable
xT

t S(ii) of PLS is plotted versus yt. The maximized covariance means that the
area of the covariance ellipsoid in

[
yt ST xt

]
is minimal. The projections in

Figure 5.13 evaluates as

S(i) =
[
0.98 −0.2 0.025 0.052 −0.013 0.001

]T
,

S(ii) =
[
0.22 0.22 0.21 0.53 0.54 0.55

]T
.

(5.36)

It is interesting to observe that there actually exists a 1-dimensional linear
projection that totally isolates the nonlinearity. Evidently, it is not trivial to
find it, however. The benefit of knowing S in the subsequent modeling is clear.
Not only can g be parameterized in low dimensions. Visualization like the plot
in Figure 5.13 (left) may give the user a clue which nonlinear function family
to be used.
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Model Structure, Motivation

The model is divided into the linear part bT xt and the nonlinear part g(ST xt). If
the linear part is not separated in this way, the nonlinear dependence between the
regressors are more or less obscured by strong (linear) correlation between consec-
utive samples – for instance due to high sampling rate. It is then almost impossible
to see any nonlinearity in the regressor projection. The same phenomenon is seen
fitting a linear model to data sampled from a nonlinear system. With high sampling
rate, the trivial linear prediction error model

yt = yt−1 + εt (5.37)

fits very well simply because the output has had no time to change between two
consecutive samples. If a model is validated by simulation (5.7) the inappropri-
ateness of such trivial models is seen immediately. Yet, this explains why the
multi-index model (5.35) is so interesting: it refines the nonlinear dependence by
filtering out the linear correlation, and then again refines the nonlinear dependence
by concentrating it to a linear subspace.

5.3.1 Parameterization

There are two issues involved in parameterizing the nonlinear part g(ST xt): the
linear projection S from R

n to R
k and the nonlinear function g from R

k to R. In
this section we only consider the special case k = 1.

When needed the linear projection will be parameterized by the the Givens
projection described in Section 2.5, S = S(p). When k = 1 the dimension of the
parameter vector is

dim p = n− 1. (5.38)

The are many alternatives in the choice of nonlinear parameterization – artificial
neural networks (ANN), splines, etc. We will here investigate parameterization by
polynomials and piecewise affine functions. Since fitting the nonlinearity will be
part of an iterative search for S and b, we must demand that the parameters can
be computed efficiently and preferably that the partial derivatives of g with respect
to the parameters are easy to compute.

Polynomial g

A polynomial parameterization g : R→ R takes the form

g(p)(x; c) =
[
1 x2 x3 . . . xl

]
c. (5.39)

The number l denotes the polynomial order and is also used below to denote the
complexity of the nonlinear function. Note that (5.39) is an ordinary polynomial
except the linear term x. The well-known drawback modeling dynamics by high-
order polynomials is they usually behave uncontrolled outside the support of the
estimation data. However, they are very easy both to fit to data, and to differenti-
ate. It is also pointed out that they are here primarily a tool used to estimate the
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projection S. Once S is at hand, a more robust function family can of course be
used. With the polynomial, the total number of model parameters is

dim b + dim p + dim c = 2n + l − 1. (5.40)

Piecewise Affine g

A rather general way to model a nonlinear curve is to approximate it with a number
of line segments. This means that in a (small) region of the curve, an affine function
(a constant plus linear term) is fitted. The more complicated curve we model, the
more affine functions are of course needed to get a good approximation. Formally
the piecewise function take the form

g(a)(x; c) =

l∑

i=1

(αi + βix)wi(x), (5.41)

where

c =
[
α1 α2 · · ·αl β1 β2 · · ·βl z1 z2 · · · zl

]T

represents the parameter vector. The weight functions wi(·) allocate every x in
R to a local sum of affine functions. The affine functions are localized by knots
(center points) zi, one for each affine function. The weight functions are, given zi,
induced by an interpolator P:

wi(x) =




P
(

x−zi

zi+1−zi

)
if x > zi,

P
(

zi−x
zi−zi−1

)
else.

(5.42)

Here, z0 = −∞ and zl+1 = ∞. The interpolator is trigonometric, and gives a
smooth transition from one affine function to the next,

P =

{
cos2 π

2 t if t < 1,
0 else.

(5.43)

This is very similar to splines, see [de Boor, 1978], but the trigonometric basis func-
tions are somewhat different. The knots are chosen with respect to the distribution
of x, see below.

Compared to the polynomial, the piecewise affine function is much more compli-
cated to estimate and handle. However, it gives a good balance between adaptivity
and stability/variance near the boundaries of the estimation set support.

The total number of affine functions l determines the adaptivity of g(a) and also
the model order. The total number of model parameters is

dim b + dim p + dim c = 2n + 3l − 1. (5.44)
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Placing the Knots As described above, the weight functions are induced by a
set of knots zi, and an important task is of course to locate these knots. Assume we
are given a set of real points {xt}N1 that should be mapped by g. A simple solution
to the problem is to place the knots on a uniform grid over the interval where
there is support of points xt. The model parameters are somewhat better utilized,
however, if relatively more knots are allocated to dense regions of x (regions where
many xt are located).

It is known from splines theory that it is difficult to locate knots optimally,
see [de Boor, 1978]. A fast ad hoc procedure has been used, recursively dividing
dense regions into subregions in a way that avoids too skew distributions within
the subregions. Then a knot is allocated to each region.

5.3.2 Parameter Estimation

The model parameters will be estimated by minimizing either the prediction error
criterion Vp in (5.6) or the output error Vo in (5.7). For convenience, we summarize
the NARX multi-index model here:

yt = bT x + g(ST (p)xt; c) + εt. (5.45)

Assume that we are given a model structure, that is, a nonlinear parameterization
g(·; c) and na, nb, nk. Then Vp and Vo are indeed functions of the parameters:
Vp = Vp(p, b, c) and Vo = Vo(p, b, c). The least squares estimates of the model
parameters are consequently

{p̂, b̂, ĉ} = arg min
p,b,c

Vp(p, b, c), (5.46)

and analogously for Vo.

In this section we propose how to solve (5.46) for the suggested functions g(p)

in (5.39) and g(a) in (5.41). The techniques are based on numerical optimization
programs. It should be said immediately that these programs are not guaranteed
to converge to the global minimum of Vp or Vo, since no general results on convexity
are yet available.

In the development below, some numerical aspects like data standardization
and rank deficiency are not covered.

Prediction Error Method with Polynomial (5.39)

Consider estimation with the prediction error method where the nonlinear function
is parameterized with the polynomial in (5.39). First note that minimizing the non-
negative function Vp(p, b, c) is equivalent to minimizing

V 2
p (S, b, c) =

N∑

t=1

[
yt − bT xt − g(ST xt; c)

]2
(5.47)
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with the constraint ST S = 1 (since k = 1, S is a vector). In this section, g(·) is as-
sumed differentiable, for instance the the polynomial g(p) in (5.39). The estimation
used here resembles the one commonly used in projection pursuit, see Section 2.11.

Given some initial value S(0), V is minimized locally by repeating until conver-
gence (j = 1, 2, . . . ):

1. Let b(j) and c(j) solve minb,c V (S(j−1), b, c)

2. Let S̃(j) solve minS V (S, b(j), c(j)).

3. Let S(j) = S̃(j)/ ‖ S̃(j) ‖2.

Initial Value The initial value b(0) is calculated as the solution to the linear least
squares problem

min
b

Vp(0, b, 0),

corresponding to a linear ARX model (g(0; 0) = 0). S(0) is calculated as the first
singular vector of the residual of this ARX model.

Calculate b and c given S Assume that the projection S is given (fix) and we
should calculate the minimizing parameters b and c. For notational purposes, the
iteration superscripts are here dropped. Let

X =




xT
1

xT
2
...

xT
N


 , Y =




y1

y2

...
yN


 . (5.48)

Then b and c are given as the solution to the linear least squares problem

min
b,c

∥∥∥∥
[
X 1 (XS).2 (XS).3 · · · (XS).l

] [b
c

]
− Y

∥∥∥∥
2

. (5.49)

By (XS).r is denoted the rth component-wise power.

Calculate S given b and c Assume now instead that b and c are given (fix)
and that the minimizing projection S should be calculated. Consider the first two
terms in the Taylor expansion at some location in the regressor space S = Si:

g(ST xt; c) ≈ g(ST
i xt; c) + g′(ST

i xt; c)(S − Si)
T xt

= u(Si, c, xt) + ST r(Si, c, xt),
(5.50)

where u and r have obvious definitions. Let

Ui =




u(Si, c, x1)
u(Si, c, x2)

...
u(Si, c, xN )


 , Ri =




r(Si, c, x1)
T

r(Si, c, x2)
T

...
r(Si, c, xN )T


 .
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Then the Gauss-Newton update of Si is given as

Si+1 = arg min
S
‖RiS − Y −Xb− Ui‖2 . (5.51)

Starting at S0 = S(j), this inner loop (i = 0, 1, . . . ) is repeated until convergence.

Prediction Error Method with Piecewise Affine Function (5.41)

Consider estimation with the prediction error method when the nonlinearity is
parameterized with the piecewise affine function in (5.41). Define the weight matrix
W in R

N×l in which the entry on row t and column i (wti) is the weight that
observation t has for the affine function i. The piecewise affine function in the
projection S is then

g(ST xt;α, β,W ) =
l∑

i=1

(αi + βiS
T xt)wti. (5.52)

and the objective function is

V 2
p (S, b, α, β,W ) =

N∑

t=1

[
yt − bT xt − g(ST xt;α, β,W ))

]2
. (5.53)

Here, the parameter vector c is divided into

α =
[
α1 α2 · · ·αl

]T
, β =

[
β1 β2 · · ·βl

]T
.

A complication here is that any reasonable policy for choosing the knots zi, that
in turn induce the weight functions, must take the distribution of the projected
points XS into account. This was briefly described in Section 5.3.1.

Given some initial values S(0), b(0), and some initial weight matrix, W (0), the
minimization program repeats until convergence (j = 1, 2, . . . ):

1. Let α(j) and β(j) solve

min
α,β

V (S(j−1), b(j−1), α, β,W (j−1))

2. Let S̃(j) and b̃(j) solve

min
S,b

V (S, b, α(j), β(j),W (j))

and S(j),b(j) be the normalized solution.

3. Calculate the weights W (j) = W (XS(j)).
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Initial Values The initial value b(0) is calculated as the solution to the linear
least squares problem minb V (0, b, 0, 0, 0), corresponding to a linear ARX model.
S(0) is calculated as the first singular vector of the residual of this ARX model.
W (0) = W (Xb) (described below).

Calculate α and β Assume that S, W , b are given (fix) and that we seek α and
β that minimizes (5.53). Let

U =




WT
1 ST x1

WT
2 ST x2

...
WT

NST xN


 , (5.54)

where Wt is the tth row of W . Then α and β are given as the solution to the linear
least squares problem

min
α,β

∥∥∥∥
[
W U

] [α
β

]
− Y −Xb

∥∥∥∥
2

. (5.55)

Calculate S and b Assume now instead that α and β are given and that we
seek S and b that minimizes (5.53). Then S and b are given as the solution to the
linear least squares problem

min
S,b

∥∥∥∥
[
βT WT X X

] [S
b

]
− Y −Wα

∥∥∥∥
2

. (5.56)

Note that it is here possible to calculate the projection S directly by solving a simple
linear least squares problem. With the polynomial we had to use Gauss-Newton
iterates.

If necessary, S is normalized to unit length. Then b is recalculated as the
solution to

min
b
‖Xb− Y −Wα− Uβ‖2 . (5.57)

Output Error Method

The output error method estimates the model by minimizing the model output
error Vo(p, b, c). This is a more complex problem compared to minimizing the
prediction error, since the output error is calculated by a model simulation. We
will not discuss how to implement this method efficiently here.

Totally disregarding the problem structure, an inefficient but simple method
to find locally minimizing parameters is give Vo(p, b, c) to a standard program
for unconstrained minimization without derivatives, see for instance [Brent, 1973,
Nelder and Mead, 1965]. Since these minimization programs in general need to
calculate Vo many times, this method takes considerable time to complete. Good
start solutions are particularly important here. Fast start solutions can of course
be calculated by minimizing Vp as described above.
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Figure 5.14 Simulated water tank. The 350 first samples of the validation
data output (top) and the simulation residual of a 1/1/1/11
multi-index model with piecewise affine function (bottom).
The residual magnitude is largest in conjunction with sta-
tionary and low tank levels.

The nonlinear function g can be parameterized like g(p) in (5.39) or g(a) in
(5.41) or by any other appropriate nonlinear parameterization.

5.3.3 Numerical Experiments

The Simulated Water Tank

For the last time we return to the drained water tank earlier exemplified on pages
7, 134 and 149. The water tank is simulated in SIMULINK with a continuous
model. The output of the model is sampled with zero order hold. 10000 samples
are generated for estimation and 10000 for validation, see the data in Figure 5.17.

A polynomial multi-index model is not ideal, see the regressor projection in
Figure 5.15 with the corresponding polynomial of degree 5. Despite the bad fit of
the polynomial, the projection is rather fair, however. The points quite well follow a
curve, although they do not follow the polynomial exactly. The polynomial behaves
very bad near the support boundaries. The nonlinearity of the tank does in fact
represent a rather difficult modeling instance due to the unbounded derivative of√

yt as the tank runs empty.
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Figure 5.15 Simulated water tank. Regressor projection versus linear
model residual using a multi-index model with 5th degree
polynomial.
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Figure 5.16 Simulated water tank. Regressor projection versus linear
model residual using a multi-index model with 18 affine func-
tions.
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A piecewise affine function with l = 18 is more flexible and fits data better at the
same time as the behavior outside the data support is acceptable, see Figure 5.16.
In this case the extra complexity of the piecewise affine function is warranted.

Some different model structures are compared in Table 5.4. They are all esti-
mated with the prediction error method (PEM). [Vp, est.] is the estimation error
which reflects what we already have seen, namely that the polynomial multi-index
model is inferior compared with the piecewise affine model, which fits the tank
data very well. Vo (5.7) is the output error for a validation by model simulation.
Figure 5.14 compares the output to the residual of the simulated piecewise affine
model with model orders

na/nb/nk/l = 1/1/1/11,

see (5.2). The residual magnitude is small in general, but a little larger in conjunc-
tion with stationary and extremely low tank levels.

A piecewise affine model with orders 1/1/1/11 has the projection

S =

[
0.9986
0.0523

]
(5.58)

and the model with orders 5/5/1/11 has

S =




0.8578
0.3997
−0.2933

0.0869
−0.0268

0.0953
0.0143
−0.0287

0.0069
−0.0029




. (5.59)

Although the tank equation (5.9) is very simple, the theoretical “true” projection
is not trivial to express since this expression should take into account the sampling
process of the continuous system. Therefore it is not so easy to state if (5.59)
confirms a theory or not. In Table 5.4 it is confirmed though, that the high order
model 5/5/1/11 better describes the simple tank dynamics than the model with
orders 1/1/1/11.

Silver Box Data

The silver box data is attributed to [Pintelon and Schoukens, 2001] and has been
studied in a special session at the NOLCOS symposium 2004, [NOLCOS, 2004].
It is sampled from an electronic circuit, and in theory, it obeys the nonlinear
differential equation

m
d2y(t)

dt
+ d

dy(t)

dt
+ ay(t) + by(t)3 = u(t). (5.60)
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Figure 5.17 Simulated water tank. The 300 first samples of the input and
output of the estimation data.
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to the left corresponds to the validation data (40000 samples),
followed to the right by the estimation data (86916 samples).
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Table 5.4 Simulated water tank. Comparison between a linear model and
polynomial and piecewise affine multi-index models (MI). Both
the prediction error for estimation data [Vp, est.] and the output
error Vo for the validation data are given. Note that the errors
are multiplied with 103 in order to get a convenient scale.

Model na nb nk l Prms 103Vp, est. 103Vo

Linear 1 1 1 - 2 7.2 39
MI, g(p) 1 1 1 5 8 0.6 2.0
MI, g(a) 1 1 1 11 36 0.15 0.25
MI, g(a) 5 5 1 18 73 0.063 0.13

The cubic nonlinearity enters additively, so in the differential equation it is trivial
to separate the nonlinear dependency by linear operation (projection). Can this
be done also for the sample data?

The sampling interval is 0.0016384s. N = 86916 samples are available for
estimation and 40000 for model validation. The estimation and validation data
have different distributions, see Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.19 depicts a regressor projection obtained from a multi-index model
structure fitted with the polynomial g(p) in (5.39) of degree l = 3 using the pre-
diction error method. The model orders are na/nb/nk/l = 5/5/0/3, see (5.2), so
the regressor space is 10-dimensional, cf. [NOLCOS, 2004]. Not surprisingly the
polynomial fits data very well. The estimation program in Section 5.3.2 (Gauss-
Newton) converged with a relative tolerance on Vp of less than 10−4 within 12
iterations. The projection is

S =




−0.4127
0.4926
−0.6686

0.3001
0.1334
0.0054
0.0005
−0.0340
−0.1622
−0.0686




.

The results fitting different model structures to the silver box data are given in
Table 5.5. Here we compare the polynomial multi-index model (MI) with linear
ARX models and NARX models with artificial neural network (ANN). The ANN
was fitted using the whole high-dimensional regression vector, not the multi-index
structure.
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Table 5.5 Silver box data. Validation of linear models, multi-index models
(MI) with polynomial (5.39) and nonlinear ARX models with
artificial neural network (ANN) with 1 hidden layer and l nodes.
[V0, PEM] is the output error for models estimated with the
prediction error method, and [V0, OEM] for the output error
method. The model orders are given as well as the number of
model parameters (Prms). Note that the errors are multiplied
with 103 in order to get a convenient scale.

Model na nb nk l Prms 103V0, PEM 103V0, OEM
Linear 2 3 0 - 5 14 15

MI 2 3 0 3 12 5.0 0.44
MI 5 5 0 3 22 2.5 0.44

ANN 2 3 0 10 82 4.2 2.6
ANN 2 3 0 75 617 0.52 0.46
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Figure 5.19 Silver box estimation data. Regressor projection versus linear
model residual using a multi-index model with polynomial of
degree 3 (drawn).
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When using the prediction error method, the multi-index structure with 12
parameters has comparable error with an ANN model with 82 parameters but ten
times the error of an ANN model with 617 parameters. With the output error
method, there were no significant difference in error between MI and ANN, even
when comparing with the 617 parameter ANN model. The multi-index model offers
here a more efficient parameterization than the ANN do.

5.4 Conclusions

The main conclusion is that for some systems the nonlinear dynamics can be well
modeled in a low-dimensional linear projection of the regression vector. This pro-
jection can be found by numerically minimizing some criterion. One such criterion
builds on a Delaunay triangulation of the sample points. This criterion has a very
appealing and distinct minimum, but also many local minima which make it less
useful in conjunction with standard numerical minimizers.

Another criterion is the least squares fit of a multi-index structure with two
terms: one linear and one nonlinear. Although not proven to be convex in general,
numerical experiments indicate that the criterion is very useful, and efficient solvers
exist for at least the prediction error models.

For real life data sampled from an electronic circuit (the silver box data), it was
seen that by using a multi-index model, the nonlinearity could be well modeled in
1 dimension with a model total of 12 parameters. In a validation by simulation,
this model performed equally well as an artificial neural network with one hidden
layer and 75 nodes (617 parameters).
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6

Visualization for System

Identification

System Identification is inherently an interactive art. Results from preliminary
model building are studied by the user. Based on such studies, decisions about
new model structures are taken. The studies are typically of visual nature, often
simple 2-dimensional line plots of correlation functions and residuals. Visualization
techniques have gone through a significant development during the past decade. It
is an interesting problem to study what such new techniques may offer in terms of
improved interaction in system identification, particularly when the identification
involves nonlinear and time-varying dynamics.

This chapter gives some illustrations of what can be achieved in this way. We
describe a setup where results from estimation and simulation in MATLAB are
communicated to and displayed by a high-end visualization module built with
AVS/Express. AVS/Express is a comprehensive and versatile data visualization
tool with a graphical application development environment.

6.1 LTI Models with Non-LTI Systems

Fitting a linear time-invariant (LTI) model to data sampled from a system with
nonlinear or time-varying dynamics usually results in a large-magnitude nonlinear
or time-varying residual. Unless the modeler is aware from the beginning of the
nonlinear or time-variant nature of the system dynamics the cause of the large

165
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residual magnitude will perhaps not be evident. Correlation and auto-correlation
estimates may reveal that something is wrong but give no clue to whether the bad
fit is due to wrong model order, nonlinearities or time-variant dynamics. At this
point, it is actually difficult to gain insight into the model discrepancies.

Volume graphics in 3 dimensions however offers means to go beyond standard
summary statistics measures for model validation. By assigning each data point to
a semi-transparent volume in a 3-dimensional spatial/temporal space, the modeler
may explore and interpret large-scale process data sets (104-105 sample points).

The process of system identification [Ljung, 1999b] can be broken down into 3
steps:

1. Select model structure.

2. Estimate model parameters given data sampled from a system and generate
the model residual – the part of the output that is left unmodeled.

3. Validate the model. If the residual is satisfactory then finish, else select an-
other model structure and start again. A satisfactory residual is, for instance,
a residual small in magnitude and independent of the model/system input.

Particularly in step 3 above, when the model is validated, the modeler needs model
diagnostics to support the decision whether to accept the model or try some other
structure. At this stage the study of the model residual and the residual dependen-
cies with the input is decisive and it is at this point we introduce volume graphics.
This 3-dimensional technique allows simultaneous visualization of the dependencies
between two variables and time.

6.2 Visualization and Interaction Techniques

In recent years, there have been great efforts made to visualize complex process
data, for instance, by means of scatter plot matrices [Wong and Bergeron, 1996]
and parallel coordinates [Johansson et al., 2004d]. The applications have mainly
been in decision support, see [Kulhavý, 2003]. [de Oliveira and Levkowitz, 2003]
gives an overview of concepts and taxonomies of visual data exploration.

There are numerous different visualization techniques for 2- and 3-dimensional
data points. One of the simplest and most widely used technique is the 2-dimen-
sional scatter plot which simply shows the relationship between two variables, see
Figure 6.1 for example. The visualization of 3-dimensional data points is somewhat
more demanding. The method to which our special interest attaches is volume
graphics, see [Drebin et al., 1988]. Here, three spatial dimensions are visualized by
computing 2-dimensional projections of a colored, semi-transparent volume. An
often seen application area of volume graphics is in the medical imaging domain
where, for instance, it enables 3-dimensional reconstruction from the output of an
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanner .

However, visualization alone is usually not enough in order to fully understand
the data. Of equal importance is also correct pre-processing of the data and the
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Figure 6.1 A simple scatter plot showing samples from two dependent but
uncorrelated random variables.

ability to interact and manipulate with the result. Linked views, for instance, is a
technique that allows a movement in one view to automatically be propagated to
all other views, see [North and Shneiderman, 2000, Wang Baldonado et al., 2000].
Linked views enable the investigation of the same data in several views at the same
time which may lead to the discovery of new unexpected relationships in data.
In combination with different zoom levels, a setup of two or three linked views is
useful to create a focus-plus-context configuration, see [Doleisch et al., 2003]. Many
other combinations are possible where linked views reduce the user’s cognitive load
compared to the case of independent views.

6.3 Model Validation

The validation of dynamical systems was briefly discussed in Section 5.1, where we
used NARX models. In this work we have instead chosed to explain data with the
state space model

xt+1 = Axt + But

yt = Cxt.
(6.1)

Here, ut is the input and yt the output. The model order n is the same as the
dimension of the state space vector xt. Given n (design parameter), a set {ut, yt}N1
with sampled data points and some assumption of the initial state x0, techniques
to estimate the model parameters A,B,C are well-known (state-space subspace
system identification), see [van Overschee and de Moor, 1996]. Programs for this
task are available commercially, for example, the System Identification Toolbox
[Ljung, 2003] for use with MATLAB.
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Once the model parameters are estimated, the model can be validated by a sim-
ulation as was described in Section 5.1, see Figure 5.1 on page 133. The simulated

model output ŷ
(o)
t defines the output error or residual

ε
(o)
t = yt − ŷ

(o)
t , t = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6.2)

If the model is a correct description of the sampled system, the residual will depend
only on some unknown noise process, not on the input. In fact, if the residual is
independent of present and past inputs, nothing more is left to be modeled and the
process is complete.

A standard summary-statistics measure of the dependence between two scalar,
zero-mean samples is the sample cross covariance,

R̂εu(τ) =
1

N − τ

N−τ∑

t=1

ε
(o)
t+τut. (6.3)

If R̂eu(τ) for some τ is significantly larger than 0, this indicates that the model

is not sufficient. Plotting {ε(o)
t } against {ut+τ} in different 2-dimensional scatter

plots for τ = 0, 1, . . . may however reveal dependencies not reflected by R̂eu at
all. Figure 6.1 illustrates this by plotting samples from two evidently dependent
random variables that are totally uncorrelated, R̂eu(0) = 0.

Nonlinear dynamics are always difficult to observe and it is by no means trivial
to find a small set of variables that reveal the nonlinear nature of data, for instance
2 variables to be plotted like in Figure 6.1. One approach is to search for struc-
ture manually by selecting different time-lags of the residual and input and try
to visually interpret them. A more systematic approach is of course to search by
numerical programs for linear combinations of the different time-lagged signals as
was described in Chapter 5. The linear combinations found may then be visualized.

To also visualize time-varying dependencies it will be necessary to use 3-dim-

ensional graphics to display ε
(o)
t+τ , ut, and t. This 3-dimensional visualization we

will take a closer look at in the subsequent sections.

6.4 Experimental Setup

Here we describe an experimental setup that use the system identification tool-
box in MATLAB together with a powerful object-oriented visualization system,
AVS/Express [Advanced Visual Systems, 2004]. The AVS/Express system is based
on individual modules and an application is built by combining these through a vi-
sual network editor. MATLAB and AVS/Express have been seamlessly integrated
through a common user interface with which the user can interactively pre-process,
analyze and visualize data. The setup has also been extended from an ordinary
desktop PC to a much larger semi-immersive stereoscopic display. This type of vi-
sualization creates the psychological illusion of being inside the computer-generated
environment, rather than viewing it from the outside through a screen. The user
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Figure 6.2 The work flow between AVS/Express and MATLAB.

can interact with the visualization to navigate through and control the positions
of the objects.

The experimental setup was developed in collaboration with the the Norrköping
Visualization and Interaction Studio (NVIS), Linköping University. NVIS conduct
research within the areas of computer graphics, scientific visualization and virtual
reality. At NVIS there is, among much other special equipment, a virtual reality
theater with a cylindrical wall on which graphics are shown, for instance, system
identification data. The wall is 10 meters wide and 3 meters high and covers about
150 degrees of the field of view. Each of the three CRT projectors covers a third
of the wall and edge blending is used to join the three pictures into a single big
picture. Stereoscopic vision is achieved using CrystalEyes glasses synchronized
using infrared light.

6.4.1 Flow of Data and Commands

A simplified work flow for the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.2. The
work flow begins with loading data from a file into MATLABs workspace. The
user can choose to visualize the original data set but can also perform a number
of pre-processing operations on the data. The next step in the analysis process is
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to choose an appropriate model structure and to perform the estimation. Through
the user interface, the user can look at a preview of the estimation result in a
2-dimensional scatter plot. This process is highly interactive so the user can at
any time go back and change the parameters of the model to further improve the
result of the visualization. When the user has identified an area of interest, it can
be visualized using a volume graphics technique, see Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. To
further investigate the data, linked views can be used to analyze a cross-section of
the data.

To manage the communication between MATLAB and AVS/Express, a com-
munication module has been developed. This module handles all control messages
and the entire flow of data between the two systems. Since system identification
data is typically very large, the data is (as far as possible) handled locally by MAT-
LAB. It is only when the user explicitly requests data that it is transferred from
MATLAB to AVS/Express. Also, it is only the selected subset that is sent, never
the entire data set. This makes the processing of very large data sets much easier
and the visualization process highly interactive.

6.4.2 Interactive Volume Graphics

In the analysis process it is possible to perform a volume graphics visualization
of a selection of variables. This 3-dimensional visualization technique effectively
reveals any time-variations and is an important part of the analysis process, see for
instance Figure 6.4.

To make the volume graphics visualization interactive, the volume data needs
to be re-calculated every time the user makes a change in the parameter settings.
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How quickly this can be done primarily depends on the volume size and on the
type of platform used. The calculation, described below, and rendering of the
visualization of a 128× 128× 256 volume on a desktop PC can be done with only
one or two seconds of delay. The size of the volume can dynamically be changed
to speed up the calculations on a slower PC.

Consider for example the 2-dimensional data set {z(1)
t , z

(2)
t }N1 . The volume data

is build from a number of planes, where each plane contains a subset with d of the
N data points, see Figure 6.3. The different planes thus correspond to different
time epoques of the data set. Each plane is in turn divided into an a-by-b grid of
bins into which the data points are aggregated. The aggregation simply counts the
data points that fall into the respective region defined by the grid. This procedure
is done for every subset of d data points, which produces a volume of size

a× b× N
d .

To make the data points to fall within the pre-defined grid they are first scaled and
translated so that they all have values between 0 and 1.

Every element in this volume is named a voxel, and each voxel thus has a
population count associated with it, namely the number of data points that fall
inside its region. If a voxel has no data points in its region, we let it be transparent,

Figure 6.4 The application running on a semi-immersive display. This is
a photograph of the screen in the NVIS virtual reality theater.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.5 Visualization of time-varying dynamics. A linear time-varying
data set seen from three angles (a,b,c). The three axes are

time, t, input, ut, and residual, ε
(o)
t .

and it will be totally invisible. But voxels with data points are not transparent.
In fact, the more data points that fall inside the voxel, the more opaque it will
be. When the voxels are projected onto the computer screen, rays that are sent
through the volume intersect with a number of voxels and the visualization program
calculate opacity values based on an aggregation of the voxels intersected.

6.5 Results

Volume graphics provides the modeler with useful insight into the structure of data
sampled from a time-varying and/or nonlinear system. The residual of an LTI
state space model has been combined with the model input and time to construct
a spatial/temporal 3-dimensional volume. Integrating this 3-dimensional volume
visualization with several 2-dimensional visualizations together with interaction
through linked views creates a dynamic setup for exploratory analysis of such data.
The understanding and experience gained from interacting with data through this
setup has proven to be a valuable tool in the system identification process.

The result of extending the visualization from a desktop PC to a much larger
semi-immersive stereoscopic display has so far been promising. An example of
this is shown in Figure 6.4. The data comes from a simulated linear feed-back
system with variable feed-back gain. The 2-dimensional scatter plot in the upper

left view shows the relationship between ut and ε
(o)
t . This gives a quick overview of

a data set and it can be seen that there seems to be two or more separate regions
but there is no information about where in time these regions are. Visualizing
the same variables using a volume graphics visualization (right view) gives the
necessary temporal information. To further investigate the relationship between
these variables, the cross-section from the clip plane is displayed in the lower left
view. The plane can also be animated through the entire time sequence.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6 Visualization of nonlinear dynamics. Three angles (a,b,c) of

the silver box data. The axes represent time, t, residual, ε
(o)
t ,

and a particular linear combination of time lagged instances.

Figure 6.5 shows the use of interactive volume graphics where time-varying
dynamics are detected. This is the same data as in Figure 6.4 but with slightly
different settings. Here it is clearly seen that the system dynamics are divided into
four separate temporal regions. The axes in Figure 6.5 are the time, t, the input,

ut, and the residual, ε
(o)
t .

In Figure 6.6 another important discrepancy of a model is detected, namely
nonlinear dynamics. This is an analysis of the real-life silver box data described on

page 159. The axes in Figure 6.6 represent time, t, residual, ε
(o)
t , and a particular

linear combination of time lagged instances. This linear combination was found by
one of the techniques described in Chapter 5.

For the modeler it is is necessary to get insight of both time-variations and
nonlinearities in order to proceed with more adequate models.

6.6 Conclusions

Advanced visualization techniques like volume graphics have great potential to
become a useful support for system identification.

We have described an experimental setup integrating the rich variety of nu-
merical programs available in MATLAB with the state-of-the-art visualization of
AVS/Express. Although the possibilities this setup offers have not yet been ex-
ploited to the full, we have already seen how nonlinearities and time-varying dy-
namics can be detected in the residual of a state-space model.

In the future, merging the interactive volume graphics with the projection based
methods described in Chapter 5 may provide new insights into the process of system
identification.
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ACP, see Assymetric class projection
Asymmetric class projection, 97
Asymmetric classification, 97

Bayes
error, 52–54, 66, 101
rule, 53

Bhattacharyya distance, 61, 64, 65, 72
Branch-and-cut algorithm, 42

Calibration, 113
Canonical correlation analysis, 23
Causal model, 17
CCA, see Canonical correlation analysis
Chemometrics, 22
Chernoff distance, 62
Classical model, 17
Classification, 13, 22, 51
Classifier

linear, 53, 57, 60
quadratic, 53, 57

Clustering, 113
Computed tomography, 166
Concentric populations, 97

Conjugate Gradient, 40
Convex relaxation, 42, 44
Coordinate basis, 28
Covariance, 23

Data compression, 6, 53
Decision rule, 53, 60
Degrees of freedom, 30
Delaunay triangulation, 138
Diagonalization, 69
Differential geometry, 30
Discriminant analysis, 13, 22
Distribution function, 54, 66
Divergence, 61
Dynamical system, 131

Eigenvalue decomposition, 55, 98
Electronic nose, 89, 97
Electronic tongue, 5, 15, 18, 113
Error function, 66
Estimation, 7, 166
Exhaustive search, 42

Finite differences, 65
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Fishers linear discriminants, 54
Frame, 44

Gateaux differential, 64
Gauss-Newton method, 50, 154
Geometric mean, 61
Givens

parameterization, 35
projection, 35
rotation, 35

Global minimization, 42
Gradient, 29, 64
Graphics, 165
Grassmann manifold, 31, 37, 40

Heteroscedastic, 53
Homogeneity, 28, 31
Homogeneous, 4
Homoscedastic, 53
Householder

parameterization, 33
projection, 33
reflection, 32

Interaction, 166
Inverse regression, 65
Inverse model, 17

Knots, 152
Krylov matrix, 23
Kullback-Leibler information, 62

Lanczos bidiagonalization, 23
LDA, see Linear discriminant analysis
Least squares, 21
Line derivative, 39, 41, 42
Line search, 30, 38, 40, 42
Linear discriminant analysis, 22, 55, 100,

104
Linear matrix inequality, 43
Linear regression, 46
Linked views, 166
LMI, see Linear matrix inequality
Loss function, 27
Lower bound, 42

Mahalanobis distance, 60, 66, 100
Model, 11
Monte Carlo, 70, 73

NARX, 132
Newton-Raphsons method, 62
NFIR, 132
NIPALS, 23
Noise, 12
Normal distribution, 52, 101

Objective function, 21, 27
OEM, see Output error method
Optimization, 21, 64, 76
Orthogonal complement, 4
Orthonormal, 28
Orthonormal constraint, 42
Output error, 132
Output error method, 132, 156

Parameterization, 32
Partial derivatives, 29
Partial least squares, 23, 65
Pattern recognition, 51
PCA, see Principal component analysis
PEM, see Prediction error method
Piecewise linear function, 152
PLS, see Partial least squares
Population, 51, 52
PP, see Projection pursuit
Prediction error, 132
Prediction error method, 132, 153
Principal component analysis, 22, 65, 104
Probability density function, 52
Projection, 1, 53

index, 24
matrix, 2
pursuit, 24

Projection pursuit regression, 49

QR-factorization, 32
Quantification, 15, 113

Random variable, 52
Rayleigh quotient, 98
Reduced rank regression, 46
Regression, 21

classical, 117
inverse, 17, 117
linear, 21

Relaxation, 44
Residual, 167

SDP, see Semidefinite programming
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Semidefinite programming, 43
Silver box, 159, 173
Singular value decomposition, 47, 63
Skew-symmetric, 30
Sphering, 69
Splines, 152
State space model, 167
Steepest descent, 29, 37
Stiefel manifold, 30
Subspace, 4
Subspace gradient, 29, 66, 74, 76
SVD, see Singular value decomposition
System identification, 166

Tangent plane, 30
Taylor expansion, 154

Validation, 167
Visualization, 5, 165
Voltammetry, 5
Volume graphics, 166

Water tank, 7, 134, 139, 149, 157
Wolfe conditions, 42

XGOBI, 24



Notation

Operators

E [ · ] Expectation or mean of a random variable
det [·] Matrix determinant
tr [·] Matrix trace
sup Supremum
inf Infimum
‖ · ‖2 Vector 2-norm
‖ · ‖F Matrix Frobenius norm
∇ Gradient
P(·) “Probability of occurance”

Symbols

S ∈ R
n×k Linear projection, R

n → R
k

n Original dimension
k Reduced dimension
s ∈ R

n Linear combination (k = 1)
H ∈ R

n×n Projection matrix, H = SST , ST S = I (reflection matrix in Ch. 2)

ei

ˆ
0(1) 0(2) · · · 0(i−1) 1(i) 0(i+1) · · · 0(g)

˜T

q Number of populations
p Population index, parameter vector, probability density function
Σ ∈ R

n×n Covariance matrix equal for all distributions, homoscedastic case
Σp ∈ R

n×n Covariance matrix associated with population p, heteroscedastic case
µp ∈ R

n Mean vector associated with population p

m µ1 − µ2

N Number of observations or measurements
Np Number of observations of population p

Nn(µ, Σ) n-variate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ
b Bhattacharyya distance
δ Mahalanobis distance
·̂ Parameter estimate
V , V (S) Error or loss
Vu, Vu(S) Bayes error approximated by pair-wise union
fp(·) Population-conditional probability density function
Q(·) Normal distribution function
eQ(·) Complementary error function
In ∈ R

n×n Identity matrix

F (·) Objective function R
n×k → R

O(·) Givens rotation

Vn,k Set of n-by-k orthonormal matrices; {X ∈ R
n×k|XT X = Ik}

On Vn,n

Vp Prediction error
Vo Output error
ε Disturbance
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